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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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FOR THE DISTRICT OF ARIZONA
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7
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9

Manuel de Jesus Ortega Melendres, on
behalf of him self and all others similarly
situated; et al.
Plaintiffs,

10

v.

11

Joseph M. Arpaio, i n his indi vidual and
official capacity as Sheriff of Maricopa
County, AZ; et al.

12
13
14

No. PHX-CV-07-02513-GMS
FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Defendants.
At issue in this lawsuit are: 1) the cu rrent policies and practices of the Maricopa

15

County Sheriff’s Office (“MCSO”) by which it investigates and/or detains persons whom

16

it cannot c harge with a state crim e but w hom it believes to be in the c ountry without

17

authorization, and 2) the ope rations the MCSO claims a

18

immigration-related state criminal and civil laws, such as the Arizona Human Smuggling

19

Statute, Ariz. Rev. Stat. (“A.R.S.”) § 13-2 319 (Supp. 2010), and the Arizona Employer

20

Sanctions Law, A.R.S. § 23-211 et seq. (Supp. 2010). According to the position of t he

21

MCSO at trial, it claims the rig ht to use th e same type of saturation patrol s to enforce

22

state laws that it used during the time that

23

government to enforce civil violations of federal immigration law.

24

During the time relevant to this la

right to use in enforcing

it had authority delegated from the federal
wsuit, the Im migration and Custom s

25

Enforcement Office of the Department of Homeland Security (“ICE”) delegated authority

26

to enforce federal imm igration law to a maxim um of 160 MC SO deputies pursua nt to

27

Section 287(g) of the Immigra tion and Nationality Act, 8 U. S.C. § 1357(g) (“the 287(g)

28

program”). In the 287(g) training that ICE provided, and in other policies and procedures
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1

promulgated by the MCSO, MCSO deputies were instructed that they could consider race

2

or “Mexican ancestry” 1 as one factor am ong others in making law enforcement decisions

3

during immigration enforcement operations without violating the legal requirements

4

pertaining to racial bias in policing. Purs uant to its 287( g) authority, the MCS O used

5

various types of sa

6

enforcement. During those pa trols, especially the large- scale saturation patrols, th e

7

MCSO attempted to leverage its 287( g) authority by staffing such operations wit

8

deputies that both were and were not 287(g) certified.

9

turation patrols desc ribed below in c onducting immigration
h

ICE has since revoke d the MC SO’s 287(g) authority. In response, the MCSO

10

trained all of its officers on im migration law, instructed them that they had the authority

11

to enforce it, and promulgated a new “LEAR” policy. The MCSO continues to follow its

12

LEAR policy, which requires MC SO deputies to detain persons believed to be in the

13

country without authorization but whom they cannot arrest on state charges. Such persons

14

are either delivered directly to ICE by the MCSO or detained until the MCSO receives a

15

response from ICE as to how to deal w

16

operated under the erroneous assumption that being an unauthorized alien in this countr y

17

established a criminal violation of federal immigration law which the MCSO was entitled

18

to enforce without 287(g) au thorization. However, in the absence of additional facts,

19

being within the country withou t authorization is not, in an d of itself, a federal criminal

20

offense. The LEAR policy, however, remains in force.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

ith them. Until December 2011, the MCSO

Pursuant to this policy and the MCSO’s enforcement of state law that incorporates
immigration elements, the MCSO continues to investigate the identity and immigration
1

Historically, there is no separate racial designation for persons of Hispanic or
Latino ancestry. Nevertheless, to the extent that such persons are separately classified for
purposes of distinctions in their treatment by the government, courts have applied the
strict scrutiny analysis that is reserved for racial distinctions. Johnson v. California, 543
U.S. 499, 502 (2005); Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 205, 227
(1995); U.S. v. Ochoa–Ochoa, 114 Fed. App’x 295, 296 (9th Cir. 2004).

28
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1

status of persons it encounters in certain s ituations. In undertaking such investigations,

2

MCSO deputies continue to appl y the indicators of unlawful presence (including use of

3

race as one amongst other factors) they received in the 287(g) training from ICE. Further,

4

in enforcing immigration-related state laws, the MCSO either continues to use, or asserts

5

the right to continue to use, the same type of saturation patrols that it used when it had

6

full 287(g) authority. Those saturation patrols all involved using traffic stops as a pretext

7

to detect those occupants of autom

8

authorization. The MCSO assert s that ICE’s termination of its 287(g) authority does not

9

affect its ability to conduct

obiles who m ay be i n this country without

such operations because a person’s immigration status is

10

relevant to determining whether the Ariz

11

possibly the violation of other state laws related to immigration—are occurring.

12

ona state crim e of hum an smuggling—or

Plaintiffs challenge these policies and pr actices. The Court certified a Plaintiff

13

class of “[a]ll Latino persons wh o, since January 2007, have be en or will be in the future

14

stopped, detained, questioned or searched by MCSO agents while driving or sitting in a

15

vehicle on a public roadway or

16

Melendres v. Arpaio, 836 F. Supp. 2d 959, 992 (D. Ariz. 2011) (internal quotation marks

17

omitted). The issues in this lawsuit are: (1

18

Amendment permits the MCSO to question, investigate, and/or detain Latino occupant s

19

of motor vehicles it suspects of being in th e country without authorization when it has no

20

basis to bring state charges against such pe rsons; (2) whether the MC SO uses race as a

21

factor, and, if so, to what extent it is permissible under the Fourth Amendment to use race

22

as a factor in forming either reasonable susp icion or probable cause to detain a person for

23

being present without authoriza tion; (3) whether the MCS O uses race as a factor, and if

24

so, to what extent it is perm issible under th e equal protection clause of the Fourteenth

25

Amendment to use race as a

26

Latino occupants of motor vehicles in Maricopa County; (4) whether the MCSO prolongs

27

traffic stops to investigate the status of vehicle occupants beyond the tim e permitted by

28

the Fourth Am endment; and ( 5) whether being in t his country w ithout authorization

parking area in Maricopa County Arizona.”

Ortega-

) whether, and to what extent, the Fourth

factor in making law enfor cement decisions that affect

-3-
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1

provides sufficient reasonable suspicion or probable cause under the Fourt h Amendment

2

that a person is viola ting or conspiring t o violate Ari zona law related to immigration

3

status.

4

As is set forth below, in light of IC

E’s cancellation of the MCS O’s 287(g)

5

authority, the MCSO has no authority to

detain pe ople based only on reasonabl e

6

suspicion, or probable cause, without more, that such persons are in this country without

7

authorization. The MCSO lost authority to enforce the ci vil administrative aspects of

8

federal immigration law upon revocation of its 287(g) authority. And, in the absence of

9

additional facts that would provide reason

able suspicion that a person committed a

10

federal criminal offense either in entering or staying in this country, it is not a violation of

11

federal criminal law to be in this country without authorization in and of itself. Thus, the

12

MCSO’s LEAR policy that requires a deputy (1) to detain persons she or he believes only

13

to be in the country without authorization, (2) to contact MCSO supervisors, and the n (3)

14

to await contact with ICE pending a determ

15

unreasonable seizure under the Fourth Amendment to the Constitution.

16

ination how to proceed, results in an

Further, in determining whom it will detain and/or investigate, both with respect to

17

its LEAR policy, and in its enforcement of

18

continues to take into account a suspect’s Latino identity as one factor in evaluating those

19

persons whom it encounters. In Maricopa

20

stipulated prior to trial, Latino ancestry is not a factor on which it c an rely in a rriving at

21

reasonable suspicion or form ing probable caus e that a person is in the United States

22

without authorization. Thus, to the extent it uses race as a factor in arriving at reasonabl e

23

suspicion or forming probable cause to stop or investigate persons of Latino ancestry for

24

being in the country without authorization, it violates the Fourth Amendment. In addition,

25

it violates the Plaintiff class’s right to e qual protection under the Fourteenth Amendment

26

to the Constitution and Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

27
28

immigration-related state law, the MCSO
County, as the MCS O acknowledged and

Moreover, at least some MCSO officers , as a matter of practice, investigate the
identities of all occupants of a vehicle when a stop is made , even without individualized
-4-
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1

reasonable suspicion. Furt her, MCSO policy an d practice allow its officers to consider

2

the race of a vehicle’s occupants in determin ing whether they have reasonable suspicion

3

to investigate the occupants fo r violations of state laws re lated to immigration, or to

4

enforce the LEAR policy. In some instances these policies result in prolonging the traffic

5

stop beyond the time necessary to resolve the issue that initia lly justified the stop. When

6

the deputies have no adequate reasonable susp icion that the individual occupa nts of a

7

vehicle are engaging in criminal conduct to justify prolonging the stop to investigate the

8

existence of such a crime, th e extension of the stop vi olates the Fourth Amendment’s

9

prohibition against unreasonable seizures.

10

Finally, the knowledge that a person is in the country withou t authorization does

11

not, without m ore, provide sufficient reasonable suspicion that a person has vi olated

12

Arizona criminal laws relating to immigrat ion, such as the Arizona H uman Smuggling

13

Act, to jus tify a Terry stop for pur poses of investigativ e detention. To the extent the

14

MCSO is authorized to investigate violati ons of the Arizona Em ployer Sanctions law,

15

that law does not provide crim inal sanctions against either em ployers or em ployees. A

16

statute that provides only civil sanctions is not a sufficient basis on whic h the MCSO can

17

arrest or conduct Terry stops of either employers or employees.

18

For the reasons set forth above, Plaintiffs are entitled to injunctive relief to protect

19

them from usurpation of ri

ghts guaranteed under the

United States Constitution.

20

Therefore, in the absence of fu rther facts that would gi ve rise to reasonable suspicion or

21

probable cause that a violation of either fede ral criminal law or a pplicable state law is

22

occurring, the MCSO is enjoined from (1) enforcing its LEAR policy, (2) using Hispanic

23

ancestry or race as any factor in making law enforcement decisions pertaining to whether

24

a person is authorized to be in the country, an d (3) unconstitutionally lengthening stops.

25

The evidence introduced at trial establishes th at, in the past, the M CSO has aggressively

26

protected its right to engage i

27

operations even w hen it had no accurate legal basis for do ing so. Such policies have

28

apparently resulted in the violation of this court’s own preliminary injunction entered in

n immigration and immigration–related enforcement

-5-
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1

this action in December 2011. The Court w ill therefore, upon further consideration and

2

after consultation with the parties, order

3

effectuate the merited relief.
FINDINGS OF FACT

4
5

additional steps that may be necessary to

I.

General Background

6

A.

Maricopa County

7

According to the trial evidence, approximately 31.8% of the residents of Maricopa

8

County are Hispanic or Latino.2 (Tr. at 157: 21–158:4.)3 As even the testimony of

9

Defendant’s expert de monstrated, the consider able majority of t hose residents are legal

10

residents of Maricopa County and of the United States.4 (Id. at 1301:14.) Due to the large

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

2

Cf. United States Census, St ate & Co unty QuickFacts, Maricopa County,
Arizona, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/04/04013.html (last visited May 21,
2013) (reporting 30. 0% of the population as of Hispan ic or Latino origin). The
Defendant’s expert placed the Hispanic population at 30.2% fo r the relevant period. Ex .
402 at 3. Throughout this litigation, both parties have used the term “Hisp anic” and
“Latino” interchangeably. A recent study by th e Pew Hispanic Center found that “a new
nationwide survey of Hi spanic adults finds that these terms [“Hispanic” and “Latino”]
still haven’t been fully embrac ed by Hispanics themselves.” Paul Taylor et al., Pew
Hispanic Center, When Labels Don’t Fit: Hispan ics and their Views of Identity 2 (2012).
The Court will principally use the term Hi spanic because most of the testimony a nd
evidence presented at the trial on this matter used the term Hi spanic rather than Latino.
Still, where the evidence principally uses th e term “Latino,” the Court will likewise use
“Latino.” Both words are used interchangeably in this Order.
3

“Tr.” refers to the continually paginated trial transcript.

4

At trial, Defendants’ expert Dr. Steven Camarota noted that his estimate as to the
percentage of the Arizona popul ation not le gally present within the United States had
been cited by the United States Supreme Court in Arizona v. United States, ___ U.S. ___,
___, 132 S. Ct. 2492, 2500 (2012). In that study Dr. Camarota concluded that 8.9% of the
population of the state of Arizona was
made up of unaut horized immigrants. See
Camarota & Va ughan, Center for im migration Studies, Immigration and Crime :
Assessing a Conflicted Situation 16 (2009) . During his tr ial testimony, Dr. Cam arota
testified that he assumed that his state-wi de estimate woul d also appl y to Maricopa
County. His trial testimony was cons istent with the figure cited in Arizona as he noted
that he assumed that approximately one in three Hispanic residents of Maricopa C ounty
-6-
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1

number of authorized resident s of Maricopa County w ho are Latino, t he fact that

2

someone is Latino in Maricopa County does not present a likelihood that such a person is

3

here without authorization.

4

Nevertheless, it is also true that the

overwhelming majority of t he unauthorized

5

aliens in Maricopa County are Hispanic. As

6

Hispanic Center estimates that 94% of ille gal immigrants in Arizona are from Mexico

7

alone.5 (Ex. 402 at 14.)

8
9

Defendant’s expert report notes, the Pew

As trial testimony further demonstrated, MCSO officers believe that unaut horized
aliens are Mexicans , Hispanics, or Lati nos. (Tr. at 359:11–14,

991:23–992:4.) As

10

Defendants acknowledged at the summary judgment stage and in their post-trial briefing ,

11

many MCSO officers—as well as Sheriff Arpaio —testified at their depositions that most

12

of the una uthorized immigrants they ha ve observed in Maricopa County are originally

13

from Mexico or Central or South America.6 (Doc. 453 at 150, 151 ¶¶ 28–30, 36.)

14

B.

The MCSO

15

The MCSO is a law enforcement agency

operating wit hin the c onfines of

16

Maricopa County. (Doc. 530 at 4 ¶ 1 .) It employs over 800 deputies. ( Id. ¶ 17.) Sheriff

17

Joseph Arpaio serves as the he ad of the M CSO and has fina l authority over all of the

18
19
20
21
22
23
24

was here without authorizatio n. (Tr. at 1301:9–11.) In Arizona, however, the Suprem e
Court also cited a study of the Pew Hispanic Center that determined that 6% of the state’s
population was unauthorized. 132 S. Ct. at 2500. Nevert heless, if Dr. Camarota’s
testimony is applied, and one assumes that virtually all of the unauthorized residents in
the state are of Latino ancestry, about 73% of the Latino residents of Maricopa County
are legal residents of the Unite d States. If the Pew Hispanic Center’s estimates are
applied, and the same assumptions are m ade, about 81% of the Latino residents of
Maricopa County are legal residents. In e ither case, a great majority of the Latino
residents of Maricopa County are authorized to be in the United States.

25

5

“Ex.” denotes the number of the exhibit admitted at trial.

26

6

27

docket.

“Doc.” denotes the num ber at which the document can be found on the C ourt’s

28
-7-
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1

agency’s decisions. (Id. ¶ 18.) He sets the overall direction and policy for the MCSO. The

2

MCSO is composed of multiple

3

bureau, and the patrol resources bureau. (Id. ¶ 19.)

bureaus, including the de tention bureau, the patrol

4

The Sheriff of Maricopa County is elected, thus the Sheriff has to be responsive to

5

his constituents if he desires to remain in office. In the words of the MCSO’s Chief of

6

Enforcement Brian Sands, Sherif f Arpaio is a political person, who receives significant

7

popular support for his policies. (Tr. at

8

Arpaio’s popular support is his prior

9

MCSO receives federal fundi ng and federal financial assistance. (Doc. 530 at 4 ¶¶ 173–

10

808:14–809:12.) A chief eleme nt of Sheriff
itization of im migration enforcement. ( Id.) The

74.)

11

C.

Prioritization of Immigration Enforcement and the ICE Memorandum

12

In 2006, the MCSO crea ted a specialized unit—th e Human Smuggling Unit

13

(“HSU”)—to enforce a 2005 human smuggling law, A.R.S. § 13-2319 (2007). (Doc. 530

14

at 4 ¶¶ 27–28.) The HSU is a division within the patrol resources bureau and makes up a

15

part of the larger Illegal Immigration Inte rdiction Unit (the “Triple I” or “III”). ( Id. ¶¶

16

27–29.) The HSU unit consisted of just tw o deputies when it was created in April of

17

2006. (Id. ¶ 44.)

18

In 2006, the Sheriff decided to make im migration enforcement a priority for the

19

MCSO. In early 20 07, the M CSO and I CE entered i nto a Mem orandum of Agreem ent

20

(“MOA”) pursuant to which MCSO could enforce federal immigration law under certain

21

circumstances. (Id. ¶ 40.) After the MO A was signed, the HS U grew. By September of

22

2007 it consisted of two sergean ts, 12 deputies, and four detention officers, all under the

23

leadership of a lieutenant. ( Id. ¶ 44.) In Septem ber 2007, Lieutenant S ousa assumed

24

command of the HSU. (Tr. at 988:13–14.) He remained in charge of the unit and later the

25

Division including the unit, until April 1, 2012. (Tr. at 98 8:12–23.) He reported to Chief

26

David Trombi, who is the commander of the Patrol Resources Bureau. (Doc. 530 at 1, ¶

27

33.) Chief Trombi reported to Chie f of Enforcement Brian Sands. ( Id. ¶ 31.) For most of

28

the period relevant to this lawsuit, Ch

ief Sands reported to
-8-

Deputy Chief David
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1

Hendershott, who reported directly to Sheriff Arpaio. (Id. ¶¶ 21, 23.)

2

Sergeant Madrid was one of the two supe rvising sergeants fro m the founding of

3

HSU until he was transferred in February 2011. (Id. at 1131:19–25.) Sergeant Palmer was

4

the other HSU supervising ser geant. He join ed the HSU in April of 2008, apparently

5

succeeding Sergeant Ryan Baranyos. He remained as a supervising sergeant until May of

6

2012. (Id. at 661:20–21.) According to the testimony of Sgts. Madrid and Palmer, each of

7

them supervised their own squad of deputies and also cross-supervised the other’s squad.

8

(Id. at 663:23–25.)

9

The MOA permitted up to 160 qualified MCSO officers to enforce administrative

10

aspects of federal imm igration law under t he 287(g) program.7 (Ex. 290.) It required

11

MCSO deputies that were to be certified fo r field operations to complete a five-week

12

training program. (Id.) Witnesses who took the training program testified that the topic of

13

race in making decisions related to immigra tion enforcement covered an hour or two of

14

the five-week course. (Tr. at 948:8–20, 1387:23–1388:7.)

15

All or virtually all of the deputies assigned to the HSU became 287(g)-trained and

16

certified. A num ber of other MCS O deputies did as well. The M

CSO generically

17

designated all non-H SU officers who were ce rtified under 287(g) as members of the

18

Community Action Team or “CAT.” Accordin g to an MCSO policy memo “CAT refers

19

to all 287g trained deputies who are not as signed to HSU.” (Ex. 90 at MCSO 001887–

20

88.) Members of the HSU, CAT and MCSO detention officers who were 287(g) certified

21

constituted the Triple I Strike Team. (Id.)

22

Nevertheless, according to I CE Special Agent Alonzo Pena, under the M OA,

23

287(g) certified officers could not use their federal enforcement authority to stop persons

24

or vehicles based only on a suspicion t

25
26
27

hat the driver or a passenger was not legall y

7

The 160 m aximum persons included both deputies trained for field enforcement
and the MCSO pers onnel who worked “s olely in a correctional facility or ICE detention
facility.” (Ex. 290.)

28
-9-
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1

present in the United States. (Tr. at 1811 :15–16, 1854:8–11, 18 56:15–23.) Rather, the

2

287(g) power was appropriately used as adj unct authority when Sheriff’s deputies made

3

an otherwise legitimate stop to en force provisions of state law. ( Id.) Special Agent Pen a

4

further testified that he “would definitely be concerned if traffic stops were being used as

5

pretext” to investigate immigration violations. (Id. at 1859:17–22.)

6

Still, nothing in the text of the MOA prohibits the MCSO from making pre-textual

7

traffic stops in order to investigate the immigr ation status of the dr iver of a ve hicle. The

8

MCSO Triple I Strike Team Protocols, however, did specify that before inve stigating a

9

person’s immigration status, a 287(g)-trained deputy “must have proba ble cause or

10

reasonable suspicion” to stop a person f or violation of “state cr iminal law and civil

11

statutes.” (Ex. 92 at MCSO 001888.) As the testi mony at tr ial also established, MCSO

12

deputies are generally able, in a short am ount of time, to establish a basis to stop any

13

vehicle that they wish for some form of

14

(Armendariz: “You could not go dow n the st reet without seeing a m oving violation.”),

15

1579:20–23 (“Armendariz: [I]t’s not very difficult to find a tr affic violation when you’re

16

looking for one.”); see also Doc. 530 at ¶ 86 (“Deput y Rangel testified that it is possible

17

to develop pr obable cause to st op just about any ve hicle after following it for t wo

18

minutes.”).)

Arizona traffic violation. (Tr. at 1541: 8–11

The necessity of having a state law basi

19

s for the stop prior to engaging in

20

immigration enforcement did not appear in MCSO news releases. At the February 2007

21

press conference announcing the partnership between MCSO and ICE, Sher iff Arpaio

22

described the MCSO’s enforcement authority in the presence of ICE officials as

23

unconstrained by t he requirement that MC SO first have a basis to pursue state law

24

violations. He stated: “Actually, . . . , ours is an operation, whether it’s the state law or

25

the federal, to go after illegals, not the crime

26

program, my philosophy is a pure program. Yo u go after illegals. I’m not afraid to say

27

that. And you go after them and you lock them up.” (Tr. at 332:19–25; Ex. 410d.)

28

///
- 10 -

first, that they happen to be illegals. My
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1

Upon completion of t he first 287(g) trai ning course for deputies in March 2007,

2

Sheriff Arpaio described the duti es of CAT cer tified patrol deputies in a news release as

3

“arresting suspects even s olely for the crim e of being an illegal alien, if they are

4

discovered during the normal course of the depu ties’ duties.” (Ex. 184.) In July 2007, in

5

describing the MCSO as “quickly becomi

6

agency” he also announced th at MCSO had created a dedi cated hotline fo r citizens to

7

“use to report illegal aliens” to the MCSO. (E

8

Sheriff further announced a

9

suspicion of hum an smuggling, the im migration status of all of the occupants of t

10

ng a full-fledged anti-illegal immigration
x. 328.) In this same news release, the

policy that w hen his de puties stopped any vehicle for
he

vehicle would be investigated. (Id.)

11

D.

MCSO’s Immigration Enforcement Operations

12

In approximately Jul y of 2007, at th e same ti me it impleme nted its ill egal

13

immigrant hotline, the MCSO also announced that the HSU would begin conducting

14

“saturation patrols,” in which MCSO o

15

operations with the purpose of de tecting unauthorized aliens during the cours e of normal

16

traffic stops. (Tr. at 1136:7–9.) There were se veral different types of traffic saturation

17

patrols, including day labor ope rations, small-scale saturati on patrols, and l arge-scale

18

saturation patrols. HSU deputies sometimes recruited other de puties and MCS O posse

19

members to assist in day labor and small-sc ale saturation patrol s. Other de puties were

20

always a part of large-scale saturation patr ols. There is no evidence that all deputies

21

participating in such patrols from other units were 287(g) certified. All of these saturation

22

patrols were supervised by the HSU command structure, and HSU deputies conducted, or

23

at least participated in, all of the saturation patrols at issue in this lawsuit.

24
25

1.

fficers would conduct traffi c enforcement

Day Labor Operations

In a typical day labor operation,

undercover HSU officers woul d station

26

themselves at locations wher e Latino day la borers assembled and identify ve hicles that

27

would pick up such day laborers. Once a vehicle was identified, the undercover officers

28

notified patrol units that were waiting in the area. ( Id. at 242:7–23; Exs. 123, 126, 129,
- 11 -
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1

131.) The patrol units located the vehicle, fo llowed it, and “establ ish[ed] probable cause

2

for a traffic stop.” ( Id.) Once the MCSO deputy had stopped the vehicle, H SU deputies

3

would proceed to the scene to investigate the immigration status of any passe ngers. (Tr.

4

at 242:24–244:6.) The patrol officer would either issue a traffic citation or give the driver

5

a warning, while the HSU de puties would investigate the immigration status of the

6

passengers and detain them if there was a basis to do so.

7

Day labor operations took place on: (1) Se ptember 27, 2007, at the Churc h of the

8

Good Shepherd of the Hills in Cave Creek, (2) October 4, 2007, in Queen Creek, (3)

9

October 15, 2007, in the area of 32nd Street and Thomas (“Pruitt’s Furniture Store”) in

10
11

Phoenix, and (4) October 22, 2007, in Fountain Hills. (Exs. 123, 126, 129, 131.)
According to the arrest reports of the

four day la bor operations, all of the 35

12

arrests were for federal civil immigration violations, and the arrestees were turned over to

13

ICE for processing. (Id.) None of the 35 persons were arre sted for violating state laws or

14

municipal ordinances. (Id.) Further, they were all passengers in the vehicle, not drivers.

15

(Id.) Thus, their identity and immigr ation status were investigat ed during the course of a

16

stop based on the driver’s violat ion of traffic laws, even w hen that stop resulted in the

17

driver only receiving a warni ng. The MCSO made 14 total

18

resulted in the 35 arrests. (

19

immigration arrests, all of those coming from the Fountain Hills operation. (Id.)

traffic stops, 11 of which

Id.) Thus, onl y three of the 14 stops di d not result i n

20

None of the arrest reports of these operations contains any description of anything

21

done by t he passengers once t he vehicle was stopped that w ould create reasona ble

22

suspicion that the passengers we re in the country without authorization. The stops wer e

23

made purely on the observation of the undercover officers that the vehicles had picked up

24

Hispanic day laborers from site s where Latino day laborers we re known to gather. It was

25

the nature of the operation that once the st op had been made, the HSU officers proceeded

26

to the scene to conduct an investigation of the Latino day laborer passengers.

27
28

The two news releases that covered the day labor operations com municated that
the operations were designed to enforce immigration laws, (“Starting at 4:00 am this
- 12 -
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1

morning, September 27, 2007, Sheriff’s

2

immigration in Cave Creek”), and were directed at da

3

perceived as coming from Mexico (quoting Sheriff Arpaio to the effect that “[a]s far as I

4

am concerned the only sanctu ary for illegal aliens is in Mexico”). (Exs. 307–08.) They

5

further encouraged citizens to report day labor locations to the MCSO as part of its illegal

6

immigration enforcement operations. (Id.)
2.

7
8
9

deputies began cracking down on illegal
y laborers whom the MC SO

Small-Scale Saturation Patrols

There was testim ony and evi dence introduced at trial concerni ng 25 patrols that
were described as saturation patrols but were

neither explicitly identified as day labor

10

operations nor as one of the 13 large-scale saturation patrol s whose arrest reports were

11

admitted at trial. During 15 of the 25 small-scale satu ration patrols, all of the persons

12

arrested were unaut horized aliens.8 During six of the patrols, the great m

13

persons arrested were unauthorized aliens.9 During four of these patrols, the MCSO made

14

very few total arrests and of that number only a few of the a rrests or no arrests were of

15

unauthorized aliens.10

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ajority of all

8

The 2007 patrols in which all persons arrested were unauthorized aliens occurred
on October 30 (ten of ten arre sts), November 7 (eight of eight a rrests), November 15
(nine of ni ne arrests), Nove mber 21 ( 12 of 12 arrests), November 29 (ni ne of nine
arrests), December 1 (eight of eight arrests), December 5 (13 of 13 arrests), D ecember 14
(26 of 26 a rrests), and Decem ber 22 (t wo of two arrests). (Exs. 80, 81, 114, 120.) The
2008 patrols in which all persons arrested were unauthorized aliens occurred on Januar y
4 (six of si x arrests), January 5 ( four of four arrests), January 31 (t wo separate patrols)
(six of six arrests), February 4 (three of three arrests), and September 4 (11 of 11 arrests).
(Exs. 112, 114.)
9

The 2007 patrols in which the great ma
jority of all persons arrested were
unauthorized aliens occurred on December 8 (16 of 17 arrests), and December 10 (five of
eight arrests). (Ex. 114.) The 2008 patrols in
which the great majority of all persons
arrested were unauthorized aliens occurred on February 29, (eight of 11 arrests), May 6–7
(14 of 18 a rrests), July 8 (18 of 19 arrests), and A ugust 19 (12 of 16 arrests). (Exs. 108,
117, 119.)
10

The 2008 patrols in which no arrests were made of unauthorized aliens occurred
- 13 -
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1

The small-scale saturation pa trols seem to be divisible into two different types of

2

operations. As with day labor operations, ma ny of t hese small-scale saturation patrols,

3

particularly those con ducted before May 2008, 11 show an extrem ely high c orrelation

4

between the total number of traffic stops

5

those stops that resulted in on e or m ore immigration arrests. These sm all-scale patrols

6

with high arrest ratio s seem to have been either day

7

elements very similar to day labor operations in that the patrols targeted vehicles that

8

picked up Latino day laborers.

executed in an operation a nd the number of
labor operations or had targeting

9

The second type of small-sca le patrol (post-May 2008) appears to principally rely

10

on traffic patrols whic h, while using traffic stops as a pretext for enforcing immigration

11

laws, did not uniquely target vehicles who picked up day laborers. These patrols thus had

12

a higher num ber of s tops during the operation. Bot h types of sm all-scale patrols were

13

conducted at locations eith er where the MCSO had prev

14

operations or da y laborers were known t o congregate. (Exs. 76, 80, 81, 108, 112, 114,

15

117, 119, 120, 125, 175, 286.)

16

iously conducted day labor

Participating deputies kept track of cert ain figures during their patrols. Although

17

there was some variation in the categories

of information kept by t he deputies, the

18

deputies were always required to keep track at least of the nu mber of persons arrested for

19

federal immigration violations and the number of unauthorized aliens who were arrested

20

on state charges. ( See, e.g., Exs. 97, 102, 111.) After th e patrol, supervising officers

21

would collect the individual stat sheets a nd summarize the activity during the patrol by

22
23
24
25
26
27

on February 25 (zero of tw o arrests) and on October 10 (zero of one arrest). (Exs. 114 ,
125.) The 2009 patrols in wh ich a m ajority of the a rrests made were of other tha n
unauthorized aliens occurred on January 23 (one of five arrests) an d May 29 (three of 11
arrests). (Exs. 175, 286.)
11

One exception is the December 2007 tr affic operation at Aguila, Wickenburg,
and Wittmann. (Ex. 76.)

28
- 14 -
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1

statistical category.12 (Tr. at 1009:11–23.) After the patr

2

Sousa, Sgts. Madrid or Palm er, or anothe r MCSO officer would send out

3

briefing describing the total officer activity during the patrol. (Id. at 1010:7–12, 1133:13–

4

14, 690:23–691:3.) Sgt. Madrid would brief Sheriff Arpa io personally on how m any

5

unauthorized aliens ha d been arrested duri ng the patrol. (Id. at 1133:13–15.) He would

6

relay the num ber of people arrested for not being legally present in the country up his

7

chain of command, because he was asked fo r this information by his supervi sors. (Id. at

8

1153:16–25.) Sgt. Palmer would do likewise. (Id. at 690:23–691:3.)

9
10

ol statistics were tallied, Lt.
an e-m ail

During both types of small-scale patrols, the MCSO issued ne ws releases that
emphasized that their purpose was immigration enforcement.
a.

11

Small-Scale Patrols with High Arrest Ratios

12

After the day labor operation at Pruitt’s Furn iture Store, the Pruitt’s area remained

13

a focal point for activists. In response to t he protests and the con tinuing presence of da y

14

laborers, the MCSO conducted 11 small-scale tr affic saturation patrols in that area in the

15

months between November 2007 and February 2008.13 Its first two large-scale saturation

16

patrols were also centered on the same area.14

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

12

Although most of the deputies’ actual statistics sheets have been destroyed, a
few remain and are in the re cord, although there was some variance between in the
categories of information requested for various patrols. (Doc. 235-3, Exs. 9–11.) Many if
not all of the summary sheets remain and are in the record.
13

October 30, N ovember 7, November 21, December 1, December 8, December
10, and December 22, 2007, and January 5, January 31, Febr uary 4, and F ebruary 25,
2008. The exhi bit for the Janua ry 5 patrol reports two sepa rate small-scale saturation
patrols occurring on the same day—one at Pr uitt’s and one in Avondale. The operation at
Pruitt’s had one stop that resulted in two immigr ation arrests with a citation issued to the
driver.
14

At the Court’s request, the parties file d a stipulation concerni ng exhibits that
contained arrest inform ation associated with particular MCSO operations. That
stipulation omitted three follow- up operations that occurred at Pruitt’s on December 22,
2007, (Ex. 114 at MCS O 014904), Januar y 5, 2008, (Ex. 114 MCSO 014693), and
February 25, 2008 (Ex. 114, MCSO 014533). Although, as will be detailed below, none
- 15 -
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1

As a whole, the individual reports of

the small-scale opera tions around Pruitt’s

2

show an extremely high correlation betwe en total stops and stops that resulted in

3

immigration arrests. Only about half of the Pr uitt’s arrest reports ke pt track of the exact

4

number of stops m ade during an operation. Others m ade general estimates o f the total

5

number of stops, stated the number of immigration arrests resulting from the total stops,

6

or stated the number of citations issued to other vehicles from which no arrest was made.

7

This information is probative of the correlation that existed between total stops and stops

8

that resulted in immigration arrests during these operations.

9

Reports of the October 30 and November

7 operations were written by Sgt.

10

Baranyos, who preceded S gt. Palmer at HS U. These reports, while not specifying the

11

total number of stops,15 nevertheless show that all recorded stops resulted in one or m ore

12

immigration arrests.16 (Ex. 114.)

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

of these reports resulted in significant arrest s either on im migration or state crim inal
charges, they apparently were saturation patr ols, even if sm all ones, and t he Court thus
considers them.
15

To the extent that the reports authored by Sgt. Baranyos state that “num erous”
stops were made during an operation, the Court notes that he may have had a generous
understanding of the wor d “numerous.” Note for exam ple his report of the October 30
operation in which he stated that “num erous” traffic violations occurred that resulted in
four traffic stops. ( Ex. 114 at M CSO 014678.) Further, in his N ovember 15 report of a
saturation patrol in Mesa, Sgt. Baranyos
noted that “numerous traffic stops were
conducted in the area w ith the following results,” and then sets forth three traffic stops
that resulted in the issuance of three citations and six im migration arrests. (Ex. 120.) Hi s
use of t he term numerous thus suggest s that for Sgt. Baranyos four stops we re
“numerous” stops.
16

In the October 30 report, Sgt. Baranyos stated that HSU “conducted four traffic
stops for numerous traffic violations” and that the four stops resulted in the arrest of ten
illegal immigrants. All ten were arrested for violating federal immigration law and turned
over to ICE for administrative processing. Wh ile the report does not establis h that each
traffic stop resulted in the arrest of at least one illegal immigrant, it does establish a high
number of arrests of illegal aliens for a relativ ely low number of traffic stops. The drivers
of all four vehicles were issued civil citati ons, and there is no ot her record of arrests or
citations issued during the operation. (Ex. 114 at MCS O 014678.) Sim ilarly, in the
- 16 -
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1

The next f our of the small-scale operations at Pruit t’s (taking place bet ween

2

November 21 and De cember 10) specified both the total num ber of traffic stops m ade

3

during each operation an d the number of traffic stops th

4

unauthorized aliens. 24 stops were made, and 21 resulted in immigration arrests.17 (Id.)

5
6
7

After the first six operations, the num

at resulted in the arrest of

ber of stops a nd immigration arrests at

Pruitt’s declined.18 (Id.)
These reports suggest that as the Pru

itt’s location be came known f or constant

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

November 7 operation, Sgt. Ba ranyos stated that “Detectives conducted numerous traffic
stops in the area “with the follo wing results.” He then se t forth four stops w hich resulted
in the eight immigration arrests. Sgt. Baran yos noted no other traffi c citations issued or
arrests occurring during the operation. All eight persons arrested were passengers in t heir
respective vehicles. (Id. at MCSO 014672–73.)
17

The MC SO made four traffic stops during its Novem ber 21 ope ration. (Id. at
MCSO 014893.) All four of them resulted in
the arrest of persons w ho were in the
country illegally. ( Id.) In t he December 1, 2007 opera tion, the MCSO made five stops
each of which resulted in at least one federal immigration arrest. ( Id. at MCSO 014665–
67.) In its December 8 operation, nine out of ten total traffic stops resulted in the arrest of
at least one una uthorized resident. ( Id. at MCSO 014663–64.) In its December 10
operation three out of five stops resulted in the arrest of five unauthorized persons. (Id. at
MCSO 014659.)
18

In the December 22 summary report, Sgt. Madrid noted that one stop resulted in
both immigration arrests made during the operation where “s everal stops were m ade”
resulting in six other tra ffic citations being written to U.S. citizens. ( Id. at MCSO
014909.) In its January 5, 2008 operation t wo out of four total traffic stops resulted in
arrests of una uthorized aliens. ( Id. at MCSO 014693.) In his reports for Januar y 31,
February 4, and Fe bruary 25, Sgt. Madrid note d, apparently as a matter of form, that
“several traffic stops were made.” On Januar y 31, one of these ‘several stops” resulted in
the arrest of two unauthorized aliens, on February 4, two of these “several stops” resulted
in the arrests of three unauthorized aliens. “[A] few other stops” were made “that resulted
only in traffic citation.” (Id. at MCSO 014519, 014525.) In the final Pruitt’s operation, on
February 25, 2008, none of th e several stops resulted in the arrest of an unauthorized
alien—some stops resulted in traffic citations , one driver was arrested for driving on a
suspended license, and anot her was arrest ed for possessing drug paraphernal ia. (Id. at
MCSO 014533.)

28
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1

immigration patrols, bot h small and large scal e, the s uccess rate of s uch operations

2

declined. But prior to that time, the MCSO made an extraordinary number of immigration

3

arrests per vehicle pulled over.

4

combat illegal immigration at Pruitt’s. (Ex.

5

protested at Pruitt’s every Saturday in the la st six weeks since Sheriff Arpaio’s deputies

6

began patrolling the vicinity of the furniture store near 36th Street and Thomas Road.

7

Already, 44 illegal aliens have been arrested by Sheriff’s deputies, including eight illegals

8

arrested this past Saturday during the weekly protest.”).)

9

The M CSO kept the public apprised of its efforts to
309 (“Illegal immigration activists have

Several of the remaining small-scale satu ration patrols that occurre d in the same
19

Cave

10

time frame, but did not occur at Pruitt’s, such as the small-scale patrols at Mesa,

11

Creek and Bell Roads ,20 35th A venue and Lower Buc keye Road,21 and in Avondale, 22

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

19

Three successive Mesa patrols occurre d in the same general neighborhood on
November 15, November 29 and December 5, 2007. (E xs. 120, 80, 81.) For the
November 15 operation, S gt. Baranyos’s report details that “numerous” traffic stops and
one observed drug transaction resulted in four stops duri ng which MCSO made nine
immigration arrests. (Ex. 120.) Reports for the Nove mber 29 a nd December 5 Mes a
small-scale saturation patrols were written by Sg t. Madrid. (Exs. 80, 81 .) As he did with
the last Pruitt’s reports, Sgt. Madrid noted in each report that “several traffic stops were
made.” (Id.) During the November 29 operation, nine immigration arrests occurred in the
five stops detailed in the re port—thus five of “several” traffic stops—that were all
processed by IC E. (Ex. 80.) D uring the D ecember 5 Mesa operation, 13 i mmigration
arrests occurred in seven of “several” traffi c stops, and all arrestees were processed by
ICE. (Ex. 81.)
20

The operation at 24th Street and Bell Road took place on January 4, 2008. (Ex.
114 at MCSO 014512.) During this patrol, the MCSO arrested six unauthorized aliens in
three traffic stops dur ing an operation in w hich five total traffic citations were issued.
(Id.) A total of two civil traffic citations were written to United Stat es Citizens that did
not result in immigration arrests during the operation. (Id.)
21

On January 31, 2008, the MCSO conducted a saturation patrol “ in the area of
the Durango complex” at 35th and Lower B uckeye roads. (Id. at MCSO 014519.) Three
stops at or close to that intersection each res ulted in the immigration arrests of a total of
four persons, all of whom were unauthorized but most, if not all, of whom were arrested
on unspecified state charges. ( Id.) There were “a few ot her stops” m ade during this
- 18 -
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1

similarly involved operations that demonstrated a rem arkably high correlation betwee n

2

the number of stops made by deputies in an operation and the number of stops that result

3

in an immigration arrest.

4

Based on the high arr est to stop ratio s in the 17 smal l-scale saturation patrols

5

discussed above, if the M

CSO was not

conducting day labor operations, it was

6

conducting operations very similar to them

7

with the day labor operations, these high-ratio small-scale saturation patrols all invol ve

8

only “several” stops at most. Yet the MCSO

9

made immigration arrests on a considerable majority of their recorded traffic stops. Many

with comparable targeting elements.

23

As

deputies participating in these operation s

10

of the stops resulted in the arrest of multip

11

considerable number of thes e small-scale patrols may in

12

operations. But even if not, the high stop to arrest ratio lead s the Court to conclude that

13

the targeting factors used by the MCSO in these operations to determine whether to stop

14

the vehicles included the race and work status of the vehicle’s occupants.
b.

15

le illegal aliens for each stop. All or a
fact have been da y labor

Small-Scale Operations Without High Arrest Ratios

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

operation that “resulted only in traffic citatio n.” (Id.) Note that this report was filed as a
joint report for saturation oper ations that occurred both at the Dur ango complex and at
Pruitt’s on the same day. The Pruitt’s operation resulted in one stop th at resulted in two
arrests of una uthorized persons. The D urango operation resulted in three stops tha t
resulted in four arrests of una uthorized persons. Both operations resulted in the arrest of
six persons, who were not aut horized to be in the country, but five out of the six were
arrested on state charges, one was turned over to ICE. (Ex. 114 at MCSO 014519.)
22

On February 29, 2008, the M CSO conducted a saturation patrol in District 2 in
Avondale and made seven total traffic stops. Fo ur of those stops r esulted in eight arrests
of unauthorized aliens. (Ex. 119.)
23

13 of the 25 small-scale operations reflect a high ratio of total stops to stops that
resulted in immigration arrests. Four more Pruitt’s operations were the final small-scale
operations conducted at Pruitt’s after it w ould have become appa rent that MCSO was
conducting repeated enforcement out of that location.

28
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The remaining eight operations

1

24

continued, for the m ost part, to be located in

2

areas where, based at least on their past operations, the MCSO knew Latino day laborers

3

assembled. While many arrests were made, they arose out of a smaller percentage of total

4

stops.

5

For example, the December 14, 2007 Aguila operation pr oduced 29 arrests, 26 of

6

which were for immigration vi

olations with all the immigration arrests processed

7

administratively through ICE. (Ex. 76.) 25 Those arrests, however, came from only five of

8

the 35–40 stops. ( Id.) Still, the nature of the arrests de monstrates that the operation, no

9

matter how it was carried out, was designed to

engage in immigration enforcement.

10

Therefore, the persons who were stopped, contacted or cited, were all contacted with the

11

premier goal of enforcing immigration laws.

12

On May 6–7, 2008, the MCSO returned to Fountain Hills, where it had previously

13

conducted a day labor operation, and conducted a two-day saturation patrol there. During

14

the first day of t his operation, MCSO made seven traffic stops with four of those seven

15

stops resulting in immigration arrests, thus reflecting a high ratio of stops to immigration-

16

related arrests. (Ex. 108.) Se

17

processed through ICE while one was arrested on state charges for an outstanding felony

18

warrant and an ICE detainer was attached. ( Id.) During the operation’ s second day, Sgt.

19

Palmer estimated that MCS O made approximately 20 stops. ( Id.) Only seven of those

ven of the eight unauthorized persons arrested were

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

24

The December 14, 2007 operation in A guila; the May 6–7, 2008 operation in
Fountain Hills; the Cave Creek operations on July 8, August 19, and September 4, 2008;
the two operations at 7th Street and Thunde rbird operations oc curring on October 10,
2008 and January 23, 2009; and the May 29, 2009 operation in Avondale.
25

The MCSO conducted this saturation patr ol with the primary focus on the town
of Aguila and a secondary fo cus on the City of Wickenbur g and the Town of Wittmann.
As the earlier October 4, 20 07 MCSO news release dem onstrates, an earlier saturatio n
patrol had occurred in the Wickenburg area at whic h approximately 25 una uthorized
aliens were arrested. (Ex. 308).

28
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1

stops resulted in arrests. (Id.) Four of those seven stops resulted in the im migration arrest

2

of seven unlawful residents w ho were processed through IC E. (Id.) While eight of t he

3

total of approximately 27 stops that occurred during the two-day operation may still be an

4

impressive ratio of stops to immigration arrests, it is not as high as the ratios for the other

5

small-scale saturation patrols previously discussed.

6

That trend continue d during t he subsequent Cave

Creek,26 7th Street and

7

Thunderbird,27 and Avondale 28 operations. The MCSO had previously conducted day

8

labor operations in Cave Creek, and Avondale was the site of a prior small-scale patrol

9

and two large-scale patrols. Of note is that

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

during the September 4, 2008 operation in

26

In the first Cave Creek patrol, on Ju ly 8, 2008, the M CSO made 59 stops and
arrested 19 people. 18 of the 19 persons arre sted were unaut horized aliens. (Ex. 117.)
During the August 19 saturatio n patrol, the MCSO made 47 stops that resulted in 16
arrests, 12 of w hom were unauthorized aliens. (Ex. 109.) During the September 4
saturation patrol, the MCS O arrested 11 pers ons on 33 stops w ith all of t he persons
arrested being unauthorized aliens. (Ex. 114.)
27

The 7th Street and Thunderbird operations took place on October 10, 2008, and
January 23, 2009. The October 10 saturation patrol was made in response to vandalism
complaints, and only one arrest was made
for a liquor violation warrant. (Ex. 125.)
During the January 23 saturation patrol, five arrests were made, only one of which was of
an unauthorized alien booked on state charges. (Ex. 286.)
28

The May 29, 2009 A vondale patrol was ap parently not planned in adva nce, but
was conducted “[d]ue to the ve ndor detail being rescheduled.” (Ex. 175.) On that date ,
the MCSO made 11 arrests, three of whom were unauthorized aliens and all of whom
were arrested on state charges ranging fr om driving on a sus pended license to open
container. (Id.) A vendor detail was apparently an operation in which MCSO targeted
“unpermitted food vendors, which are generally peddlers using s hopping carts or
modified bicycles selling f ood.” (Ex. 100.) One of the goals of t he operation was to
enforce the County Health Code, but such operations were also targeted at unauthorized
aliens as the sam e instructions about cont acting a suspe ct about hi s immigration status
that were eventually given in large-scale sa turation patrols were also given t o deputies
participating in such operations. ( Id.) Because food vendors are not by definition
members of the Plaintiff class as certified
in this action, the Court does not further
consider such operations.

28
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1

Cave Creek, ten of t he 11 pers ons arrested provided their nam es, all of whic h were

2

Hispanic.29 (Ex. 112.) The single person arr ested who did not provi de his nam e was

3

nevertheless arrested on im migration charges, as were the ten others.

4

administratively processed through ICE. (Id.)

5

Despite the lower stop to immigration

(Id.) All were

arrest ratios, the MCSO specifically

6

identified some of these operations in news releases as an integral part of Sheriff Arpaio’s

7

“illegal immigration stance.” (Ex. 316; see also Exs. 315 (Ma y 8, 2008 ne ws release

8

describing arrests of “illegal aliens” in Foun tain Hills), 186 (July 8, 2008 news release

9

describing Sheriff’s Illegal Immig ration Interdiction Unit responding to complaints from

10

Cave Creek citizens and announcing that “in a matter of five hours, deputies conducted

11

81 interviews, in the process of m aking 59 tr affic violation stops . During those traffic

12

stops, 19 people were arrested and taken into custody, incl uding the 18 illegal aliens”),

13

332 (news release dated September 4, 2008 sta ting, “Early this morning Sheriff Arpaio’s

14

Illegal Immigration Interdiction unit (Triple I) saturated the tow ns of Cave Creek and

15

Carefree. In four short hours, eleven illegal aliens were arrested; . . . In the last two weeks

16

deputies have arrested twenty three illegal aliens in Cave Creek.”).)
3.

17

Large-Scale Saturation Patrols

18

The first 13 large-scale saturatio n patrols that the MCSO conducted were the

19

principal focus of trial testim ony. The large scale saturation pat rols were preceded by,

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

29

At trial, the parties introduced a list of Hispanic surnames from the 1980 U.S.
census. (Ex. 320.) If a surname or part of a hyphe nated surname appeared on the cens us
list of Hispanic surnames, the Court concluded that the name was a Hispanic name. If the
name did not appear on the list, the Court did not count it as a Hispanic surname even if it
was a close alternate spelling or the name otherw ise appeared to be Hispanic. At trial, th e
MCSO noted that His panic surnames are not a flawless i ndicator of Hispanic identity.
Several deputies noted, for example, that Sgt. Madrid’s wife is not Hispanic although she
now has a Hispanic s urname. The Court acce pts that Hispa nic names are not a perfe ct
indicator of Hispanic identity. A Hispanic surname is nevert heless probative of Hispanic
identity.

28
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1

and to som e extent conducted sim ultaneously with, the smaller-scale saturation patrols.

2

The large-scale saturation patrols began in January 2008. Th ey continued until well after

3

the period that arrest reports for s uch operations were provided in evidence. Like the last

4

eight small-scale saturation patrols discussed above, large-scale saturation patrols mostly

5

consisted of enforcing traffic and other laws. Participating deputies made stops for minor

6

infractions of the traffic code tha t departed from MCSO’s norma l traffic enforcement

7

priorities. Again, once a vehicle was stoppe d, the deputies would determine whether to

8

investigate the identities of the occupants of the vehicle.

9

Unlike the small-scale saturation patrols, the large-scale operations involved many

10

more patrol deputies and covered larger areas . Lt. Sousa, who supervised the HSU as of

11

September 2007, oversaw most of the large-scale saturation pa trols either as Operations

12

Commander or De puty Operations Commander. The two H SU supervising sergeants—

13

for most such patrols, Sgts. Madrid and Palmer, and before Sgt. Palmer, Sgt. Baranyos—

14

were typically “Operations Supervisors” for such patrols. Deput ies participating in the

15

large scale patrols were frequently assign

16

whether or not the de puties were 287(g) certified. (Tr. at 697: 19–23, 1135:20–24.) Both

17

HSU and non HSU deputies who participated in such patrols investigated the identity of a

18

vehicle’s passengers.30 If non-287(g) certified officers encountered persons they believed

19

to be in the United States without authorization, they were supposed to detain the person

20

and place a radio call for a 287(g) certified deputy to respond and handle the matter.

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

ed from multiple divisions of the MCSO,

Deputies assigned to participate in large-sc ale saturation patrols we re expected to
sign-in at a briefing that woul d take place at the command post prior to the patrol and
30

Deputies Kikes and Beeks, who testified at trial, were not 287(g) certified at the
time that they participated in all or m ost of the saturation patrols, but they nevertheless
made immigration arrests in each such patrol . Deputy Kikes participated in at least three
saturation patrols, Deputy Beeks participated in at least four. They both were noted as the
arresting officer in m aking 287(g) arrests during operations in which they were not
authorized to make such arrests. (Ex. 82 at MCSO 001851; Tr. at 1477:3–10.)
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1

read all or parts of the operation plans at that tim e. (Id. at 995:6–11.) Lt. Sousa did not

2

distribute many copies of such operation plans because he did not want the m to become

3

available to the general public. (Id. at 1059:2–12.) Deputies were also frequently given an

4

oral briefing at the com mand post by Lt.

Sousa, or other m embers of the MC SO

5

command structure at the time of sign-in. No

t all participating deputies attended the

6

briefings, signed in to the operation, or read all of the operations plans.31

7

After conducting eac h large-scale satu ration patrol, MCSO created records

8

documenting arrests made on thos e patrols. (Exs. 77, 79, 82, 87, 90, 97, 102, 111, 168,

9

170, 174, 176, 179–82.) There are not complete arrest records for all such patrols, but the

10

arrest reports generally contain t he names of the persons arrested, the charges on which

11

they were arrested, the initia l reason for stopping the vehicle in which the arrested

12

person(s) were occupants, and whether the person was an unauthorized alien.

13

The first two large-scale patrols are exce ptions. The report for the January 18–19,

14

2008 large-scale saturation patr ol at Pruitt’s contains no names of arrestees, arresting

15

officers, or the probable cause that justified the initial stop. (Ex. 77.) Consequently, that

16

report is not included in many

17

report for the second large-s cale saturation patrol at Pr uitt’s (March 21–22, 2008)

18

contains a list of arrestees that includes

19

officers or the probable cause supporting the initial stop.32 (Ex. 79.)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

of the calculations that appear later in this Order. The
their names, but it does not ide ntify arresting

The reports from the 11 large-s cale patrols that took place between Marc h 27,
31

The arrest records demonstrate that not infrequently an officer made an arrest
who did not sign in. For example, Deputy Kikes conducted an arrest during the saturation
patrol on March 27, 2008, but never signed the roster. (T r. at 616: 3–15; Ex. 82.) And
while virtually every HS U officer woul d participate in the saturation patrols, ( id. at
683:18–21), members of the H SU would typically not attend the briefings conducted
prior to the saturation patrols (Id. at 1501:18–25).
32

Although the arrest sheets give the nam e of 43 pe ople arrested, the tally sheet
suggests that 44 people were arrested. (Ex. 79.)
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1

2008, and Novem ber 18, 2009, generally include the nam e of an arresting officer, th e

2

alleged probable cause supporting the stop, th e name of the person arrested, the charge

3

for which the person was arre sted, and whether the person was processed under 287( g)

4

for not being legally present in t he country.33 (Exs. 82, 87, 90, 97, 102, 111, 168, 170,

5

174 178.)

6

Most of the MCSO a dministrators and de puties who testified ack nowledged that

7

immigration enforcement was at least a primary purpose—if not the primary purpose—of

8

such operations. Insofar as a ny MCSO officers testified th at there was no particular

9

purpose associated with the la rge scale saturation patrols at issue other than general law

10

enforcement, their testimony is outweighed by substantial, if not overwhelming, evidence

11

to the contrary.34

12

As with the day labor operations and sm all-scale saturation patrols, participating

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

33

The report for the saturation patrol on Se ptember 5, 2009, does not record the
alleged probable cause supporting the stop. (Ex. 170). The reports for the October 16–17,
2009, and Novem ber 16–18, 2009, saturation patrols again include the nam e of an
arresting officer, the alleged probable caus e for the stop, a nd the charge f or which a
person was arrested. (Exs. 174, 178.) Because the MCS O’s 287(g) field authority ha d
been revoked by this time, they do not indicate the use of 287(g) authority, although they
do indicate that some detainees were turned over to ICE. (Id.)
34

For exam ple, Sgt. Madrid readily ackno wledged that the principa l purpose of
such patrols was immigration enforcement. (Tr. at 1136:11–20.) Sher iff Arpaio testified
that in addition to usin g the patrols to enforce federal immigration laws,
he used the
saturation patrols to enforce the state human smuggling and employer sanctions laws. (Id.
at 330:9–12.) Chief Sands testified, although somewhat reluctantly , that immigratio n
enforcement was one of the purposes of the saturation patrols. ( Id. at 786:14–18, 787:5–
6.) Sgt. Palmer, while not acknowledging that immigration enforcement was a purpose of
such patrols, did acknowledge that he expect ed to arrest a large n umber of people who
were not lawfully present in the country on 287( g) authority during such patrols. ( Id. at
688:9–11.) Lt. Sousa and Deputy Rangel denied that immi gration enforcement was a
purpose of such patrol s and testified that th e saturation patrols were “based on citizens’
complaints referenc[ing] criminal activity or criminal nuisance.” ( Id. at 993:24–994:1,
943:15–16.)
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1

deputies were required to keep t rack of the number of unauthorized aliens they arrested

2

during the large-scale patrols and report thes e figures to their super vising sergeants. The

3

supervising sergeants compiled and s ummarized these figures to e mphasize the number

4

of unauthorized aliens arrested and sent the reports to the MCSO command structure,

5

including the public relations department.

6

The MCSO public relations department issued news releases discussing the large -

7

scale saturation patrols that either empha

sized that their purpose was immigration

8

enforcement, or prominently featured the num ber of unauthorized aliens arrested during

9

such operations. (Exs. 310 (dated January 18, 2008, announces Central Phoenix operation

10

in which “Illegal Immigration Arrests [are] Anticipated”), 311 (“The Thomas Road crime

11

suppression operation around Pruitt’s Furn iture Store occurred ov er a two month time

12

period and resulted in 134 people arrested,

13

United States illegall y.”), 312 (dated Ma rch 28, 2008, announces ongoing Bell Road

14

Operation and announces 21 arrests, 12 of wh om are illegal immigrants fi ve of whom

15

were arrested on state charges), 313 (dated April 3, 2008, a nnouncing crime suppression

16

operation in Guadalupe because “tensions are escalating between illegal aliens and town

17

residents,” and further referring to Bell R oad/ Cave Creek and 32nd Street and Thomas

18

operations at which 79 of 165 arrests were

19

April 4, 2008, announcing 26 ar rests of which five were of suspected illegal aliens), 316

20

(dated June 26, 2008, describing Mesa “illegal immigration” operation, and recent similar

21

operations in Phoe nix, Guadalupe and Fountain Hills), 330 ( dated July 15, 2008 ,

22

describing Mesa crime suppression/illegal immigration operation), 331 (dated August 13,

23

2008, describing West Valley operation desi gned to capture human smugglers and their

24

co-conspirators), 333 (dated January 9, 2 009, announcing Buckeye operation to capture

25

human smugglers and their co-conspirators, a nd “in the course of t heir law enforcement

26

duties, where illegal immigrants are found, they will be arre sted and booked into jail”),

27

334 (dated April 23, 2009

28

violations including drugs, illegal immigr ation and human smug gling”), 349 (dated

94 of w hom were determ ined to be in the

determined to be illegal aliens), 314 (dated

, announcing Avondale opera tions targeting “criminal
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1

October 16, 2009, announcing operation in Northwest Valley targeting “all aspects of

2

illegal immigration l aws such as employ er sanctions, human smuggling, and crime

3

suppression), 350 (dat ed October 19, 2009, announcing 66 arrests, 30 of w hom were

4

suspected of being in the country illegally).)
a.

5

Operations Plans

The operations plans for the first three

6

large-scale saturation patrols (two at

7

Pruitt’s, and the third at Cave Creek and Bell Roads) were very rudimentary. Those plans

8

did not include any language regarding officers’ use of race, or their discretion (or lack

9

thereof) in m aking stops a nd arrests. (Exs . 75, 79, 82.) They in cluded the following

10

instructions: 1) “All criminal violations en countered will be dealt with appropriately,”

11

and 2) “Contacts will only be made with valid PC”. (Id.; see also Tr. at 996:14–17.)
The operations plan for the MCSO’s fourth large-scale saturation patrol on Apri l

12
13

3–4, 2008, at Gua dalupe contained more detail. It gave brief instruction on the primary

14

(criminal and traffic enforcement) and second ary (public relations contacts with citizens

15

in the community) objectives of the patrol. (Ex. 86.) It provided separate paragraphs on

16

“Conducting traffic stops

17

reference a contact or vi olator’s citizenship.” (Id. (emphasis in original).) The revis ed

18

instructions also included a sentence that required MCSO officers to book a nyone that

19

they observed committing a criminal offense. (Id.)
1)

20

on saturation patrol, ” and “ Conducting interviews

Instructions on Conducting Stops

A paragraph in the instructions specified that “[a]ll sworn personnel will conduct

21
22

all traffic stops in accordance with MCSO

Policy and Procedures, as well as training

23

received at the basic academy level.

24

vehicle based on the race of the subjects in

25

(Ex. 86.) That general instruction remained in operation plans for many of the operations

26

thereafter, (Exs. 90, 97, 102, 111, 169, 174), a nd was further incorporated into the Triple

27

I team protocols, (Ex. 90 at MCSO 001888).

28

///

Note: At no time will MCSO

personnel stop a

the vehicle (racial profiling is prohi bited).”
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2)

1

Instructions on Investigating Citizenship

The next paragraph i n the operations plans contained specific instructions both to

2

[c]onducting

3

officers who were 287( g) certified, and those who were not, about “

4

interviews reference a contact or violator’s citizenship” during a large scale saturation

5

patrol. (Ex 86 (emphas is in original).) Certified 287(g) officers were instructed that they

6

could conduct interviews regarding a person’s citizenship status onl y “when indicators

7

existed per the U.S. Immigra tion and Nationality Act, Title 8 U.S.C. § 1324, 287g and

8

training received during the 287g training cour se.” (Exs. 86, 90, 97, 102, 111, 169.) The

9

plans did not incl ude the indicators set forth in § 1324, but pr ovided as an example that

10

“[t]he violator does not have a valid identification and does not speak English.”35 (Ex.

11

86.)

12

“287g” refers to the secti on of the act, codified at

8 U.S.C. § 1357(g), that

13

authorizes ICE to certify local law enforcement authorities to enforce federal immigration

14

law. That section itself, howe ver, provides no indicators as to unaut horized presence.

15

Nonetheless, as will be further discussed below, the plan’s reference to “training received

16

[by MCSO officers] during

the 287g training course”

explicitly authorized MCSO

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

35

In fact, while in appropriate circumstan ces an inability to sp eak English and an
inability to provide a drivers’ license may be indicators of unauthorized presence, neither
is an indicator listed under § 1324. Section 1324 is the federal criminal smuggling statute,
which provides criminal penaltie s to anyone who “knowing th at a person is an alien,
brings to or attempts to bring to the Unite d States in any manner whatsoever such person
at a place other than a designated port of en try.” 8 U.S.C. § 1324 (a)(1)(A)(i) (2006). To
determine whether the person being sm uggled in such circumstances is an alien, the
statute provides that any of the thr ee following indicators shall be evidence “that an alien
involved in the alleged viola tion had not received prior official authorization to come to,
enter, or reside in the United States”: a)
records of proceedings i n which it was
determined that a person was
not lawfully present, b) official State Departm ent
documents showing that the person was not granted authorization to enter the country, or
c) testimony by a federal imm igration officer with personal knowledge that a person is
not legally present in the country. Id. § 1324( b)(3)(A–C). The statute is silent on ci vil
immigration violations or factors like not speaking English or not carrying identification.
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1

deputies to consider race as one factor among others in fo rming reasonable suspicion in

2

an immigration enforcement context that a person is in the country without authorization.

3

The instructions also noted that a non-287(g) certified officer could detain persons

4

she or he believed were violating immigration law pending the arrival of a 287(g) officer,

5

but “at no t ime” could such a “deput y call for a 287(g) certified deputy based on race.”

6

(Exs. 86, 97.) However, this instruction was modified for subsequent saturation patrols to

7

indicate that “at no time will a deputy ca ll for a 287g certified deputy based just [or only]

8

on race.” (Exs. 90 at MCSO

9

(emphasis added), 102 (Sun Cit y saturation pa trol in August 2008) (“at no tim e will a

001898, (Mesa saturation patr ol in June 26–27, 2008)

10

deputy call for a 287g certified deputy

based just on race”), 111 (Januar

y 2009 in

11

Southwest Valley), 169 (September 2009 in Southwest Valley) (“at no time will a deputy

12

call for a 287g certified depu ty based only on race”).) Thes e instructions were also

13

incorporated into th e III strike team protocols. (E

14

modification made the MCSO’s policy on how race could be considered consistent with

15

the instructions given to 287(g) certified officers about conducting interviews.

x. 90 at MCSO 001888.) This

16

When presented with an operation plan which stated that officers could not call for

17

a 287(g) certified deputy “based just on race,” Sgt. Palmer confirmed that this meant that

18

officers could call a 287( g) certified officer based on race in co mbination with other

19

factors. (Tr. at 783:3.)

20

3)

Instruction to Book All Criminal Offenders

21

The operation plan also contained limited instruction concerning those individuals

22

deputies were required to arrest duri ng saturation patrols. This inst ruction specified in

23

bold print that “All criminal offenders will get booked .” (Ex. 87.) These instructions,

24

then, while not indicating ho w deputies should handle ci vil violations, presum ably

25

removed the discretion to issue crim

26

criminal conduct. According to the instruction, if the deput y witnessed or becam e aware

27

of criminal conduct during th e operation, she or he m ust arrest a nd book the criminal

28

offender. A similar instruction appeared in the operation plans for many of the large-scale

inal citations or give only warnings for minor
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1

saturation patrols thereafter. (Exs. 86, 90, 97, 102, 111, 169, 174.)
b.

2

Large-Scale Saturation Patrol Results

By the Court’s count, of the 727 arrest

3

s recorded during la rge scale saturation

4

patrols, 347—nearly half—were of persons who were not in the country legally. (Exs. 77,

5

79, 82, 87, 90, 97, 102, 111, 168, 170, 174, 176, 179–82.) Th e MCSO itself arrived at an

6

even higher figure. (Ex. 359 (Ma rch 18, 2010 news release stating that, “[a]ccording to

7

the Sheriff, the 13 previous two-day crime- suppression operations netted a total of 728

8

arrests. Some legal U.S. residents were arrest ed but of the 728 t otal arrests, 530 or 72%

9

were later determined to be illegal aliens.”).)
During the large scale saturation patrols fo r which arrest records were placed in

10
11

evidence and last names were available, 496 out of 700 total arrests or 71% of all persons

12

arrested, had Hispanic surnames . (Exs. 79, 82, 87, 90, 97, 102, 111, 168, 170, 174, 176,

13

179–82.) 341 of those arrests in volved immigration-related offenses. (Id.) Of the 583

14

people who were arrested during saturation patrols that took place while the MCSO had

15

287(g) authority, and where records of the l ast names were kept, 414, or 71%, appeared

16

to have Hispanic surnames. (Exs. 79, 82, 87, 90, 97, 102, 111, 168, 170.) That percentage

17

remained consistent after ICE revoke d the MCSO’s 287(g) authority—even then, 82 of

18

the 117 arrests (70%) in volved a person wit h a Hispanic surname. (Exs. 174, 176, 179–

19

82.)
c.

20
21

ICE’s Revocation of the MCSO’s 287(g) Authority

Prior to the actual revoca tion of 287(g) authority (announced in early October and

22

effective on October 16, 2009) MCS O began noting in its news releases that “a move is

23

underway to suspend [Sheriff Arpaio’s]

287 G agr eement.” (Ex. 353.) ICE be gan

24

refusing to accept some of the persons th

at were arrested during MCSO saturation

25

patrols. (Exs. 128, 342.) A nd in saturation patrols the MCSO began for what appears to

26

be the first time to arrest some unauthorized aliens on t he charge of conspiring to violate

27

the Arizona hum an smuggling law instead of making an arrest on federal im migration

28

charges. (Ex. 168.)
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1

Moreover, sometime before July 15, 2009,

Chief Sands asked Sgt. Palmer to

2

conduct legal research into whether the MCSO had authority to enforce immigration law

3

absent the authorization of the Department

4

Sgt. Palmer conducted an inte rnet search, and copied his fi ndings into an e-mail to Chief

5

Sands on July 15, 2009. ( Id. at 703:11.) The e-mail stated that “State and local law

6

enforcement officials have the general power to investigate and arrest violators of federal

7

immigration statutes without IN S knowledge or approval, as long as they are authorized

8

to do so by state law.” (Ex. 269.) It continued, “[t]he 1996 immigration control legislation

9

passed by Congress was intended to encourage states and local agencies to participate in

10

the process of e nforcing federal immigration laws.” (Id.) The e-mail provided as a

11

citation for this proposition “8 U.S.C. § 1324(a)(1)(A)(iv)(b)(iii).”36

of Homeland Sec urity. (Tr. at 702: 19–24.)

12

That section of the U nited States Code did not the n and does not now e xist.

13

Nevertheless, it apparently pr ovided the im petus for Sheriff Arpaio’s public statements

14

that the MCSO maintained th e authority to make immigration arrests despite ICE’s

15

suspension of 287( g) authority. In his interview with Glenn Beck a few days after the

16

effective date of the ICE re vocation, Sheriff Arpaio stated that MC SO officers retained

17

the authority to enforce federal immigration law because it had been granted by “that law

18

in 1996, part of the comprehe nsive law that was passed, it’s in there.” (Tr. at 364:24–

19

363:5.)

20

In such interviews the Sh eriff stated that the revocation of 287( g) authority did

21

not end the MCSO’s attempts to enforce fe

22

revocation the MCS O had approxim ately 100 field deputies who were 287( g) certified.

23

(Exs. 356, 359, 360.) Shortly after the revoca tion of his 287(g) authority, Sheriff Arpaio

24
25
26
27

deral immigration law. At the time of the

36

Sgt. Palmer also wrote an email to Lt . Sousa which claimed that “all violations
of the INA are federal cri minal violations.” (Tr. at 708:16–19.) During his 2010
deposition, Sgt. Palmer test ified that t he MCSO had i nherent authority to enf orce
immigration laws, based on training he had received from Kris Kobach. (Id. at 698:23–
699:7.)

28
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1

decided to have all of his de puties trained on illegal immigr ation law. According to the

2

MCSO, that training enabled all MCSO deputies to make immigration arrests. An MCSO

3

news release dated March 18, 2010 notes:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Arpaio recently ordered that all 900 sw orn deputies be prop erly trained to
enforce illegal immigration laws, a move m ade necessary after the recent
decision by De partment of H omeland Security to take away the federal
authority of 100 de puties, all of wh om had been form ally trained by I CE
(Immigration and Customs Enforcement) to enforce federal immigration
laws.
‘They took away the ability of 100 fe derally trained deputies to enforce
immigration laws, and so I replaced th em with 900 sworn deputies, all of
whom are now in a position to enfo
rce illegal immigration laws in
Maricopa County,” Arpaio said.
(Ex. 359; see also Exs. 356, 358 (MCS O news release dated March 1, 2010 stating that
“[t]hese arrests are a result of Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s recent promise to ensure that all 900 of
his sworn deputies receive training on the

enforcement of illegal immigration laws.”),

360, 362.)
This training erroneously instructed MCSO deputies that a person wit hin the
country without authorization was necessarily committing a fe deral crime, and they thus
maintained the authority to de tain them for criminal viola tions. (Tr. 699:3–700:17.) Sgt.
Palmer continued to provide such instru ction and training until December 2011, when
this Court entered its injunctive order pr eventing the MCSO from detaining persons on
the belief, without more, that those persons

were in this co

untry without legal

authorization. Ortega-Melendres, 836 F. Supp. 2d at 994.
At the same time, Sheriff Arpaio gave in terviews to the national and local pres s in
which he asserted that if a person is in the country without authorization that person has
necessarily committed a criminal offense.

“They did commit a crime. They are here

illegally.” (Tr. at 362:17–21.)
After the revocation of his 287(g) authority the Sheriff continued to run numerous
saturation patrols that focused on arres

ting unauthorized immigrants. (Exs. 350
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1

(“[D]eputies turned over a to tal of 19 of the 30 suspecte d illegal aliens who were not

2

charged for any state violations to Im

3

without incident.”), 358, 359 (i n the 13 previ ous operations 530 of 728 arrests were of

4

illegal aliens), 361, 362 (in the 14 previous operations, 436 of 839 arrests were of illegal

5

aliens, 78 of 111 arrests in most recent ope ration were of illegal aliens), 363 (63 of 93

6

arrests of illegal aliens), 367.) In such operations he continued to arrest and turn over to

7

ICE the unaut horized aliens that his deput ies arrested during these patrols. (Ex. 360

8

(MCSO news release noting that 47 of 64 pe ople arrested in a post-revocation saturation

9

patrol were illegal aliens. 27 of those 47

migration and Custom Enforcement officials

were arrested on state charges with the

10

remainder being turned over to ICE”).) At tr

ial, Sheriff Arpaio testified that he has

11

continued to enforce “the immigration laws, human smuggling, employer sanction” as he

12

did previously. (Tr. at 473:23–474:2.)

13

In sum, according to the Sheriff, the loss of 287(g) authority did not affect how the

14

MCSO conducted its immigration related operations, including the saturation patrols. (Id.

15

at 469:23–470:5). The Sheriff still maintains the right and

16

operations today. (Tr. at

17

Arpaio testified that the last saturation patr ol the MCSO conducted prior to trial occurred

18

during October 2011 and was conduct

19

Nevertheless, the Sheriff tes tified that the MCSO continues to e ngage in immigration

20

enforcement even though not us ing saturation patrols to do s o. (Id. at 474: 14–24.) He

21

noted during his test imony that in t he two weeks prior to trial, the MCSO arrested

22

approximately 40 una uthorized aliens, and t hose that it couldn’t charge with a state

23

violation it successfully turned over to ICE. (Id. at 502:25–503:6.)

intention to conduct such

330:9–14, 469:20–470:2; 473: 5–474:7; 474:20–24.) Sheriff
ed in sout hwest Phoenix. (Id. at 474: 8–13.)

24

Once the MCS O lost its 287(g) author ity, it revised its oper ation plans for

25

saturation patrols. See Section I.D.3.a, supra. While the MCSO con tinued to assert the

26

authority to arrest and detain persons it

27

authorization but could not arrest on state charges, it had no practical authority to process

believed to be i

28
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37

1

them absent the participation of ICE.

Neither the MCSO, nor any state authority, ha d

2

any prerogative to initiate rem oval proceedings, authorize voluntary departure or, in

3

appropriate cases, bring crim inal immigration charges against such persons. See, e.g.,

4

Arizona v. United Stat es, ___ U.S. ___, ___, 132 S. Ct. 2492, 2506–07 ( 2012); Reno v.

5

Am.-Arab Anti-Discrimination Comm., 525 U. S. 471, 483–484 (

6

government retains exclusive discretion on these matters); Martinez-Medina v. Holder,

7

673 F.3d 1029, 1036 (9th Cir. 2011).

1999) (federal

8

Accordingly, the MCSO revised its opera tion plans for the la rge scale saturation

9

patrols. Lt. Sousa directed either Sgt. Palm er or Sgt. Madrid to draft what became known

10

as the LEAR Protocol. (Tr. at 1056:14–23.) The LEAR protocol states that “IF a Deput y

11

Sheriff believes with reasonable suspicion he

has one or m ore illegal aliens detained

12

AND there are no state charges on which to

book the subject(s) into jail THEN the

13

Deputy will follow the LEAR Procedures outlined below.” (Ex. 174.) An officer is to call

14

a field supervisor to location when he “has indicators as outlined above leading him to

15

believe (Reasonable Suspicion) a violator or other subject he is in lawful contact with is

16

in fact an illegal alien in the United States.” ( Id.) Thus the LEAR protocol authorized the

17

deputy to detain the individual prior to further processing from ICE.

18

Thereafter, the protocol requires the MCSO field supervisor to obtain and “provide

19

a brief summary of the contact, including how the contact was made and what indicators

20

exist that lead to the belief the person is an illegal alien.”

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

38

(Id.) The operational plans

37

In a press interview, Sheriff Arpaio apparently stated, however, that if ICE
refused to take them he would “l oad them on a bus and drive them to the border.”(Ex.
348.) But aside from this comment in a newspaper article admitted into evidence, there is
no evidence that the MCSO actually did, or is doing so.
38

The LEA R procedures require the field supervisor to ens ure that a detailed
written record of the encounter is made that
includes “all inform ation concerning the
contact with any illegal aliens as well as any LEAR contact.” (Ex. 174.) It specifies that
“information that will be recorded includes . . . the full and com plete name of the illegal
alien(s), the alien’s DOB, full descriptors, an address in AZ if obtainable, the Deputy’s
- 34 -
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1

continue to specify that “ICE LEAR will want to talk with the suspected illegal alien via

2

cell phone in order to confirm illegal alie n status in the United States. ICE LEAR will

3

determine if their unit will respond to take custody of the illegal alien.” ( Id.) The policy

4

further specifies that “[a]ny person detained

5

whom LEAR refuses to respond for AND for which there is no ot her probable cause to

6

detail WILL be immediately released from custody.” (Id.)

solely for illegal alien status in the U.S.

7

MCSO drafted, placed in effect, and trained all of its deputies on this policy. (Tr.

8

at 1055:14–1056:13, 1069:17–1070:18, 1076:11–18.) This polic y remains in force at the

9

MCSO. In determining who m ay be present without authorization for purposes of

10

application of the LEAR Po licy, Lt. Sousa noted that MCSO officers “still had the

11

[287(g)] training,” so they could “definitely” still use the i ndicators from that training in

12

carrying out the LEAR policy. (Id. at 1007:6–11.)

13

II.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

SPECIFIC FINDINGS
Based on the facts presented at trial,

the Court dra ws the fol lowing factual

conclusions:
1.

The purpose of the saturation pa trols discussed abov e was to enforce
immigration laws.

Many MCSO administrators a nd deputies who testified

acknowledged that

immigration enforcement was at least a primar y purpose, if not the prim ary purpose, of
saturation patrols. During all types of saturati on patrols discussed above, all participating
deputies were required to keep t rack of the number of unauthorized aliens they arrested
and report these figures to

their supervising sergeants. The supervising sergeants

compiled and summarized these figures to e mphasize the number of un authorized aliens
arrested and the reports were sent to the MCSO command structure, including the public
relations department.
name and serial num ber making the origi nal contact, a phone num ber to reach the
Deputy” and “the person the supervisor spoke to at LEAR.” (Id.)

28
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1

The MCSO public relations departm ent issued news releas es discussing the

2

saturation patrols. These news releases eith er emphasized that the patrols’ purpose was

3

immigration enforcement, or prominently feat ured the number of unauthorized aliens

4

arrested during suc h operations. Most of t he time, the reports ignor ed any other arrests

5

that took place.

6
7

The large-scale operation plans contained instructions on initiating investigations
into the citizenship status of persons contacted during the operation.

8

The arrest records also su pport this conclusion. Every person arrested during the

9

day labor operations was arrested on im migration charges. The vast m ajority of persons

10

arrested during sm all-scale saturation patr ols were unaut horized aliens. Finally, a

11

significant number of persons a rrested during the large-scale saturation patrols were

12

unauthorized aliens.

13
14
15

2.

ICE trained HSU officers that it was acceptable to consider race as one
factor among others in mak ing law enforcement decisions in an
immigration context.

The testimony of M CSO officers and de puties makes clear that ICE training

16

allowed for the consideration of race as a factor in making immigration law enforcement

17

decisions. At trial, Sgt. Palmer testified that ICE training permitted the use of race as on e

18

factor among many in stopping a vehicle, (Tr. at 715:3–19), and that ICE trained him that

19

“Mexican Ancestry” could be one among other factors that would provide him reasonable

20

suspicion that a person is not lawfu lly present in the United States ( id. at 715:9–12). Sgt.

21

Madrid testified that he was trained by ICE that a subject’s race was one relevant factor

22

among others that officers coul d use to develop reasonable suspicion that a subject was

23

unlawfully present in the United States. (Id. at 1164:4-12.)

24

Lt. Sousa testified at his deposition that since he was not 287(g) certified and his

25

sergeants were, when it came to what ICE taught in 287(g) tr aining regarding the use of

26

race, “I would have to rely on my sergeants, ” and that “when we start getting into all the

27

specifics, that’s when I lean on my sergeants.

28
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1

Nevertheless, Lt. Sousa testified at trial that it was his

understanding that ICE officers

2

taught MCSO deputies in their 287(g) training that while race could not be us ed even as

3

one factor when making an initial stop, it coul d be used as one of a number of indicators

4

to extend a stop and investigate a person’s alienage. (Tr. at 1016:3–7.)

5

Similarly, the ICE 287(g) training m anual expressly allows for c onsideration of

6

race. The 287(g) training manual for January 2008 that was admitted in the record cites to

7

United States v. Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. 873 (1975), for the proposition that “apparent

8

Mexican ancestry was a relevant factor” that

9

suspicion that a person is in the country without authorization “but standing alone was

10

insufficient to stop the individuals.” (Ex. 68 at 7.) In referring to Brignoni-Ponce, the ICE

11

materials go on t o observe that “[t]his is an administrative case but it also applies in

12

criminal proceedings” and further notes that

13

criminal context is t hat a LEA Officer cannot stop a vehicle for an investigation i nto

14

smuggling just because the occupants appear Mexican.” (Id.)

could be used in form ing a reasonabl e

“[a]n example of this in action in the

15

Alonzo Pena, ICE’s Special Agent in Charge of Arizona at the time that ICE

16

began its 287( g) certification training of MCSO officers, testified that it was his

17

understanding that officers with 287(g) authority can form a reasonable suspicion that a

18

person is unlawfully present when “several factors in combination” are present, with race

19

being one of those factors. (Tr. at 1831: 17–832:19.) Agent Pena does not believe that

20

race is sufficient in and of itself to give rise

21

race can be a factor in forming such a suspicion. (Id.)

22
23
24
25
26
27

3.

to such suspicion, but he does believe that

In an immigration enforcement context, the MCSO did not believe that
it constituted racial profiling to consider race as one factor among
others in ma king law enforcement decisions. Its written operational
plans and policy descriptions confirme d that i n the c ontext of
immigration enforcement, the MCSO could consider race as one factor
among others.

The MCSO has no general written po

licy concerning raci al profiling. ( Id. at

465:18–24.) In his trial testim ony the Sheriff acknowledged that he had earlier testified

28
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1

that the MCSO does not need a training pr ogram to prevent racial profiling because he

2

did not believe the MCSO enga ges in racial profiling. ( Id. at 466:16–19.) He further

3

testified that he believes that the MCSO is “the most trained law enforcement agency in

4

the country with the five weeks of training from the government, [presumably the 287(g)

5

training for those deputies who received it] , academy training, in-house training.” (Id. at

6

465:21–24.)

7

The large-scale saturation patrol operati on plans written after April 2008 refer

8

deputies to the MCSO Academy training they received a bout racial profiling. MC SO

9

witnesses who testified concerning t he Academy training stated that they received brief

10

and generalized instruction re garding racial profiling, but could remember nothing else

11

about it.39 There was no testimony that such traini ng defined racial profiling or provided

12

any instruction to officers on how to proce ed in the circumstances present in Maricopa

13

County when the MCSO decided to enforce immigration laws.

14

In addition to the Academy training, Sgt. Madrid testified th at Lt. Sousa would

15

also “yell” at the briefings prior to the

16

racially profile . . . several times to make sure everybody was clear.” ( Id. at 1191:5–7.)

17

Again, no definition of “racia l profiling” was provi ded during those instructions, and no

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

large-scale saturation patrols that “we don’t

39

Deputy Rangel testified that he was traine d not to “racially profile” as part of a
course on criminal law, and received no f urther academy or in-service training from the
MCSO on racial bias. (Tr. at 899:4–10.) Deputy Armendariz believed the MCSO training
was part of a basic ethics class, and descri bed it as follows: “I believe it was short and
sweet, and we don’t racial profile.” ( Id. at 1549:17–20.) He rememb ers being told not to
racially profile, but has never received a definition of what “racial profiling” meant. (Id.at
1151:18–21.) Deputy DiPietro does not recall how the term “racial profiling” was defined
during his traini ng prohibiting raci al profiling. ( Id. at 320:3–5.) Whe n asked if he wa s
trained at the MCSO academy regarding the prohibition on ra cial profiling, Sgt. Palmer
stated that he “believe[s] there was” such training. ( Id. at 753: 3–6.) Sgt. Madrid states
that he is “sure there was” training at the academy level prohibiting racial profiling, but
that “I don’t specifically remember it now.” (Id. at 1214:17–19.)

27
28
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1

examples of what would constitute “racial profiling” were offered. ( Id. at 1215:5–12.)

2

Further, as Lt. Sousa himself tes tified, when he issued s uch oral instruction he also told

3

those assembled that he knew that they were not racially profiling, but that he was giving

4

the briefing “to remind you of what people are saying out there and being proactive.” (Id.

5

at 1024:18–21, 1025: 6–8.) According to hi s testimony a prim ary reason he issued the

6

instruction was not because he deemed it necessary, but so he could demonstrate to the

7

public that his officers were re ceiving such instruction and testify during this lawsuit that

8

he had in fact issued such instructions. (Id. at 1025:12–17.)

9

The MCSO introduced in evidence an electronic bulle tin board posting on the

10

MCSO’s electronic “Briefing Board” for Oc tober 21, 2008, where the MC SO published

11

its Illegal Immigration Enforcement Protocols. That posting repeated the instruction t hat

12

also appeared in the large-scale saturation patrol operations plans after April 2008. “At no

13

time will sworn personnel stop a vehicle base d on the race of any subject in a vehicle.

14

Racial profiling is pr ohibited and will not be tolerated .” (Ex. 92 at 3 (e mphasis in

15

original).) All those who testified in this la wsuit agreed that it c onstituted impermissible

16

“racial profiling” for a law enforcement o fficer to stop a person for a law enforcement

17

purpose based uniquely or primarily on a person’s ra ce.40 Nevertheless, a num ber of

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

40

Sheriff Arpaio testified when presente d with a hypothetical example of a la w
enforcement officer stopping a person solely because of his race, that “that woul d be
racial profiling.” ( Id. at 468:21–469:5.) MCSO ’s police practice s expert, former Dalla s
Police Chief Bennie Click defined “racial prof iling” as “the unlawful, discriminatory
practice of treating race, ethnicity or skin color as a
primary indication of criminal
conduct.” (Ex. 1070 at 43 (emphasis added) .) Agent P ena defined “racial profiling” as
“picking an individual for law enforcement action based so lely on his race and no ot her
particular criteria,” and understood that ICE 287(g) certification process included training
that racial profiling was prohibited under th is definition. (Tr. at 1818:24–1819:3.) Agent
Jason Kidd of ICE defined “racial profiling” as “the use of race as a determ ining factor
for a law enforcement activity.” ( Id. at 1388:15–16.) Lt . Sousa went so far as to testify
that it would constitute “racial profiling” to make a law enforcement contact based on
race, even as one among other factors. ( Id. at 1015:7–11.) Deputy Kikes testified that
when instructed not to engage in racial profiling, that meant that “[y]ou don't just pick on
the—the Chinese, the Americ ans, the whites, the blacks , the browns, the greens.
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1

MCSO witnesses also testified it was appropri ate to consider race as one factor among

2

others in making law enforcement decisions in an immigration enforcement context.

3

As the operations plans themselves an

d other public pr onouncements of the

4

MCSO make plain, w hile officers were prohib ited from using ra ce as the only basis to

5

undertake a law enforcement i nvestigation, they were allo wed as a matter of policy a nd

6

instruction to consider race as one factor

7

decisions in the cont ext of im migration enforcement. For example, while prohibiting

8

racial profiling ge nerally, the operations pl ans simultaneously instruct MCSO officers

9

that they may consider the race of persons they encountered as one factor among others

10

in making law enforcement deci sions. First, according to th e operations plans, a 287(g)

11

certified officer should initiate investigations into a person’s citizenship status “whe n

12

indicators existed per . . . the training received during the 287g training course.” (Exs. 86,

13

90, 92, 97, 102, 111, 169.) The testimony at trial was unif orm that duri ng their 287( g)

14

training course MCSO officers were taught that they could use race as one indicator

15

among others in forming reason able suspicion that a person was in the country without

16

authorization.

17

among others in m aking law enforcement

Second, the operations plans instructed

MCSO officers who were not 287( g)

18

certified that they should not summon a 287(g) certified officer to the scene to investigate

19

a person’s immigration status based only on that person’s race. (Ex. 90 at MCSO 001898;

20

Exs. 102, 111, 169.) I n discussing this instruction at trial, both Sgts. Palm er and Madrid

21

testified that, under such instruc tion, MCSO officers could consider the race of the

22

subject as one factor am ong others in making such a determination; they just could not

23
24
25
26
27

Anybody and everybody who had a violation was to be stopped; was to be c ited; was to
be pulled over.” ( Id. at 612:10–13.) Deputy Armendariz, an HSU deputy, testified that
ICE training provi ded a list of indicators with which to do investigations. He does not
recall if race was one of the indicators. ( Id. at 1486:19–1487:13.) Deputy Ratcliffe stated
that during his 287(g) training, he was taught that there was “no place for” the use of race
in making law enforcement decisions. (Tr. at 1355:8–10.)

28
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1

consider the subject’s race as the only

factor. (Tr. at 782:8– 11, 783:3, 1 162:14–23,

2

1170:5–15.) This testim ony reasonably acknowledged the obvious: that while MCS O

3

policy prohibits using race as th e only or sole factor, it still pe rmits an officer to use race

4

as a factor in making a law enforcement decision.

5

The MCSO’s frequently-issued news rele ases reflect this understanding. In one,

6

the MCSO described its policy pertaining to decisions about whom to pull over during

7

these operations. (Ex. 342.) Li ke the operation pl ans, the policy described in the news

8

release prohibits racial profiling without de

9

permitting the use of race as a factor in an officer’s decision to pull over a vehicle. ( Id.)

fining the term, while at the same ti

me

10

In the news release the Sheriff is quoted

as saying, “All stops will be made in full

11

accordance with Sheriff’s Office policy and procedures and at no time will any vehicle be

12

stopped solely because of the race of the occupants in side that vehicle. Racial profiling is

13

strictly prohibited, Arpaio says.” (Id. (emphasis added).) In interpreting similar langua ge

14

in the oper ations plans that governed w hen a non-certified deputy shoul d summon a

15

certified deputy to initiate an immigration investigation, Sgts. Palmer and Madrid noted

16

that in prohibiting such a deputy from acting so lely based on the race of the subject, th e

17

policy permitted the deputy to c onsider race as one factor am ong others in deciding to

18

act. (Tr. at 782:8–11, 783:3, 1162: 14–23, 1170:5–15.) This same understanding woul d

19

apply to the MCSO policy that pr ohibits using race as the sole factor in decidi ng to pull

20

over a vehicle during a saturation patrol. (Ex. 342.)

21

Further, as is discussed below, both Sgts. Palmer and Ma drid testified that so long

22

as there was a legitimate basis for an officer to pull over a vehicle for a traffic infraction,

23

there was by definition no raci al profiling involved in the st op. For example, Sgt. Palmer

24

testified that if, in reviewing arrest reports, he saw that a de puty had reported that he ha d

25

reasonable suspicion t o justify a stop that meant the deputy did no t engage in “racial

26

profiling.” (Tr. at 724:22–725:1.) Sgt. Madrid

27

officer had probable cause to make a stop, he “wouldn’t even suspect” that the officer had

28

engaged in racial profiling. (Id. at 1172:20–23.)
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1

Thus, as illustrated by these operation plans and news releases, while the MCS O

2

did prohibit racial profiling, it understood

racial profiling to m

3

enforcement decisions based exclusively on racial factors. The MCSO did not understand

4

this term, in an immigration c ontext, to prohibit th e use of race as a factor am ong others

5

in making a law enforcement d ecision. Thus, MCSO deputies could consider race as one

6

factor in stopping a vehicle or initiating an i nvestigation so long as race was not the sole

7

basis on which deputies made that decision. Accordingly, the Court finds that the MCSO

8

operated pursuant to policies that, while pr ohibiting “racial profili ng,” did not require

9

MCSO officers to be race-neutral in decidi ng how to act with respect to immigration

10

investigations; the policies mere ly required that race not be

11

decision.

12

4.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

ean making law

the sole reaso n for their

The MCSO considered Latino ancestr y as one fact or among others in
choosing the location for saturation patrols.

The MCSO almost always scheduled its

day la bor and sm all-scale saturation

patrols where Latino da y laborers congregated; the same is true

for a considerable

number of its large-scale saturation patrols.
The MCSO witnesses uniformly testified that there is nothi ng about being a day
laborer per se that is illegal. But, a s both the testimony at trial and a num ber of MCSO’s
news releases demonstrate, in selecting lo cations for day la bor, small-scale and large scale saturation patrols, the MCSO equated

being a day laborer with being an illegal

alien. (Exs. 307 (news release describing a

crackdown on illegal aliens at a day labor

center), 308 (news release entitled “Sheriff Arpaio Goes After Day Laborers”), 309 (news
release referring to “illegal immigrant da

y laborers” and “pro-illegal day laborer

supporters” who “continue to protest the Sheriff’s MCSO po licies at Pruitt’s Furniture
Store”), 310 (anticipating the arrest of m any unauthorized aliens in the Pruitt’s location
because it remains a popular spot for day laborers), 311 (news release which noted “there
are two legal day laborer centers in the Be

ll Road area which are ‘magnets for more

illegal aliens’”); see also Doc. 453 at 150 ¶ 36 (the MCS
- 42 -
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1

MCSO officers thought day laborers were illegal aliens).) It is presumably for this reason

2

that the MCSO news releases invited Maric opa County citizens to report day laborers to

3

the MCSO on its immigration hotline. (Ex. 3 09 (“The Sheriff recently initiated an Illegal

4

Immigration Hot Line . . . to help citizens

5

Since the tip line was implem

6

specifically about day laborers.”).)

7

report information rega rding illegal aliens.

ented, over 120 calls of 2,100 have been received

Theoretically, the MCSO could have select ed sites for operations due onl y to the

8

presence of day laborers absent any racial

considerations. A da y laborer is neither

9

necessarily Latino nor unauthorized. And there is nothi ng about being a day laborer that

10

is, in and of itself, illegal. (Tr. at 386:17–22, 1193:8–9, 864:2–4.) But the MCSO did not

11

conduct operations in which it simply checked the identity and immigration s tatus of all

12

day laborers. Nor did it present at trial eviden ce that would suggest that during the time it

13

had 287(g) authority, it had a reasona ble basis on which to form a suspicion that any day

14

laborer, regardless of race, was an unauthorized alien. Rather, pursuant to at least its own

15

policy, the MCSO had to ha ve a basis unde r Arizona law to stop and question persons

16

prior to checking their immigration status. When the MCSO’s underlying purpose was

17

immigration enforcement and not traffic en forcement it implemen ted that policy by

18

directing patrol vehicles to follow and strictly enforce all requirements of the traffic code

19

against vehicles that picked up Latino day l aborers. Sgt. Madrid, and Deputi es Rangel

20

and DiPietro confirmed that the purpose of t he day labor and sm all-scale operations was

21

“to investigate day laborers for their i mmigration status.” (Tr. at 1152: 12–14, 792:1–24,

22

908:8–11, 1137:6–8.)

23

The evidence demonstrates that the MCSO specifically equated being a Hispanic

24

or Mexican (as oppos ed to Cauc asian or A frican-American) day laborer with being an

25

unauthorized alien. (Exs. 308 (M CSO news release asserting that the onl y sanctuary for

26

illegal alien day laborers is in Mexico), 310 (MCSO news rele ase asserting that despite

27

the anticipated arrest of ma ny “illegal aliens” the MCSO

28

profiling.), 311; see also Doc 453 at 150 ¶¶ 28–30 (the MCSO a cknowledging that the
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1

Sheriff and MCSO deputies believed the ove

rwhelming number of illegal aliens in

2

Maricopa County are from Mexico and South America).) In his testimony Sheriff Arpaio

3

acknowledged that he woul d not investigat e Caucasians for im migration compliance

4

because it would not have occurred to him

5

authorization. (Tr. at 441:22–4 42:3.) For the totality of all of the MCSO operations in

6

which it targeted and arrested day laborer

7

instance in which the MCSO arrested a day laborer who was not Hispanic on any charge.

8

(Doc. 530 at 1 ¶ 84.) Similarly,

9

patrol officers during day labor operations to

that they were in the country without
s, Chief Sands could not ide ntify a single

there is no evidence that undercover officers directed
stop vehicles that had picked up da

y

10

laborers that were not Latino. Thus, the Court concludes as a m atter of fact t hat MCSO

11

officers, who believe d that La tino day laborers were una uthorized, centered da y labor

12

operations in locations where specifically

13

MCSO deputies perceived they had a higher likelihood of encountering persons present

14

in the country in violation of immigration laws. The logistics of such operations, together

15

with other evidence intr oduced at trial, show that the MCSO used this com bination of

16

race and work status in determ ining where to locate operati ons in which it would target

17

vehicles for pretextual enforcement of tra

18

status.

Latino day laborers assem bled, and w here

ffic regulations to investigate imm igration

19

However, several MCSO witnesses testified that the locations for these operations

20

were selected in response to complaints about day laborers being involved in other illegal

21

activity, and not principally to enforce immigrations laws against Hispanics. While the

22

Court recognizes that a single law enfor cement operation can se rve multiple purposes,

23

and that law enforcement offi cials are entitled to considerable deference in locating and

24

conducting their operations, th e Court does not credit such testimony because, among

25

other reasons, there are in the record some direct connections between a citizen complaint

26

regarding Hispanics and Latinos congre

27

enforcement action.

28

///

gating in a certain area and an MCSO
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A.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

The Cave Creek day lab or operation w as not in respons e to
public safety issues presented by the gathering of day laborers.

According to the news rel ease issued by the MCSO after the first Cave Creek
operation, the genesis for that operation was “tips received on [Sheriff Arpaio’s] newly
implemented illegal immigration hotline” abou t a local church providing assistance to
day laborers. (Ex. 307.) Acco rding to the news release,

the day laborers also caused

“public safety issues al ong Cave Creek Roa d.” (Id.) However, on Septem ber 19 and 22,
2007, several days previous to the Septem ber 27 ope ration, Latino HSU officers went
undercover to the church, signed up for work, and verified the presence of day laborers
inside the church parking lot. The undercover reports detailed that the Good Shepherd of
the Hills congregation allowed day laborers to “sign-in” and wait “inside their propert y”
to be employed, in turn, by those who wished to hire day laborers. (Ex. 122.) The Church
would post a sign outside on th e street, noting the availability inside the property of day
laborers for hire. ( Id.) The underc over investigation discovered “no i nformation
pertaining to forced la bor, human smuggling, or possible ‘drop houses.’” 41 (Id.) And, of
course, the reports c ontained nothing about the day la borers in t he church parki ng lot
causing public safety problem s along Cave Creek Road. Nevertheless, on the September
27, the MCSO conducted a day labor operation at the church.
As the undercover reports indicated, the day laborers gathered ins ide the parking
lot of the church. Thus, the day labor operation at the church was not conducted because
the day laborers presented public safety is sues on Cave Creek Road. Further, no arrests
were made or citations issued du ring the operati on on such a basis.

42

Thus while the

41

In an email sent on September 24, 2007, Deputy Sean Ross informed Lt. Sousa
that Deputies Rangel and G onzalez had gone to the c hurch undercover. (Ex. 122.) At
trial, Deputy Rangel denied that he had done so. (Tr. at 908:12–19.)
42

There is evidence that day laborers ga thered at other locations in Cave Cree k
that may have caused such problem s. For example, when a day labor operation wa s
scheduled for a Cave Creek loc ation several weeks later, deputi es discovered that the
problem along Ca ve Creek R oad was at l east temporarily cured by a Cave Creek anti- 45 -
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1

Court credits the news release to the extent that it announced the results of an operation

2

launched at a Church that assisted day labo rers, it does not credit the statement that the

3

operation was in response to traffic problems along Cave Creek Road.
B.

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

The Queen Creek day labor oper ation was a response to citizen
complaints about the presence of Hispanic day laborers.

The second day labor operation in Queen

Creek on October 4, 2007, was also

connected to a specific complaint regarding Hispanic da y laborers. Two days before the
operation, the Q ueen Creek Tow n Manager had forwarded a c omplaint to Lieutenant
D’Amico—who was the MCSO lieut enant in charge of the MC SO district incorporating
Queen Creek—that had been or iginally sent to the Qu een Creek Mayor and t own
council.43 (Ex. 219.) In the comp laint, the author states that a Hispanic man jeered at her
on the corner of Ocotillo and Ellsworth. ( Id.) According to the e-ma il “He then ran back
to another Hispanic man and exchanged high fives while both laughed.” (Id.) The e-mail
further stated “[t]hen as I turned right another Hispanic man on the same corner, gave me
what I w ould describe as a very intim idating look. Kids passing this area whe n on t he
school bus have seen Hispan ic man [sic] take out cell ph ones and look like they wer e
taking a picture of the kids. These men have whistled or made other noises at very young
teenage girls.” (Id.)
The next day, October 3,

Lieutenant D’Amico forwarded the complaint to

Lieutenant Sousa, the com mander of the HS U. (Id.) The day after that, October 4, the
HSU conducted a day labor operation at the corner detailed in th e complaint—Ocotillo
loitering ordinance that had recently becom e effective and the MC SO presence in the
area. As a result they enga ged in no da y labor operations and the onl y person on whom
they conducted a traff ic stop was apparently not eligible for “287g action.” (Ex. 121.)
Follow-up patrols took place at both the c hurch and along the Carefree Highway in Cave
Creek during the following year. (See, e.g., Ex. 186.)
43

The Town Mana ger appears to have for warded the complaint at the request of
Lieutenant D’Amico. (Ex. 219.)

28
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1

and Ellsworth. (Id.)

2

When he was presented wit h the exhi bit containing the e-ma il complaint and its

3

transmission history at trial, Sh eriff Arpaio testified that he could not tell whether any of

4

the conduct complained of in the exhibit was criminal, but would have referred the matter

5

for investigation. (Tr. at 390:16–391:5.) He further testif ied that the e-mail complaint

6

would not have resulted in the

7

conclusion that a crime had been committ

8

grabbing people on street corners unless we have a crime committed .” (Id. at 392:14–15.)

9

He further testified that the MC SO would not have had time to mount the Queen Creek

10

operation between the time that it received the complaint a nd the time that the operation

11

occurred two days later, because it takes three to four weeks to plan such an operation.

12

(Id. at 393:6–14.) At any rate, he testified, th ose who were arrested in the Queen Creek

13

operation were arrested by the MC SO for committing state crimes, ( id. at 392:16–93:5),

14

and thus their arrest presum ably did not demonstrate that MCS O was conducting

15

operations against Lat ino day laborers purely on the basis that they were Latino day

16

laborers.

17

Queen Creek operation by the MCSO without some
ed because the MCSO does not just “go

However, as the contemporaneous reco

rds and ot her testimony demonstrate,

18

Sheriff Arpaio’s testim ony in this respect is incorrect. On the sam e day as the Queen

19

Creek operation, Lt. Sousa forwarded the e-mail complaint to Paul Chagolla, who ran the

20

MCSO’s public relations, with a designati on of high im portance. The MC SO swiftly

21

issued a news release that day titled “She

22

confirmed that the operation was in response to the citizen’s complaint. The news release

23

noted: “[t]oday, Maricopa County Sheriff’s Joe Arpaio’s Offi ce [sic] Illegal Immigration

24

Interdiction Unit (Triple I), responding to Qu een Creek citizen complaints regarding day

25

laborers harassing school children at a bus stop, arrested 16 more illegal alien s under the

26

federal immigration laws.” The news release further noted “[c]iti zens complained that

27

day laborers are shouting at the children

riff Arpaio Goes After Day Laborers.” It

and photographing them at the bus stop.

28
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1

Sheriff’s deputies contacted the 16 illegals during traffic investigations.”44 (Ex. 308.)

2

The news release directly refers to the com plaint received by Lie utenant Sousa

3

only a da y before as the reason for the operation regarding Hispanic day laborers, and

4

notes that the operation was run by t he Illegal Immigration Interdiction Unit. (Id.) As the

5

news release also states, the 16 persons were arrested not fo r state crimes, but for federal

6

immigration violations and tur ned over to ICE. ( Id.; Ex. 129.) Thus, the evidence

7

demonstrates that on October 4,

8

patrol on the corner of Ells worth and Ocotillo, based on a complaint transmitted to the

9

MCSO on October 2 that Hispanic day laborers congregated there.
C.

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

2007, t he MCSO conducted a small-scale saturation

The Pruitt’s day labor operations were a response to complaints
of day laborers and illegal immigration.

By October 2007, the MCSO had been awa re for two years that the area around
Pruitt’s Furniture Store was a si gnificant gathering spot for Latino day laborers. In late
November 2005, the Sheriff received a letter from the Mi nuteman Civil Defense Corps, a
group of citizens concerned about illegal immi gration who conducted “protest ralli es” at
day labor sites and pick up poi nts throughout the val ley. (Ex. 385.) In their letter to
Sheriff Arpaio they identified two significant day laborer centers, one at 36t h Street and
Thomas (“Pruitt’s”), and the other at Cave Creek and Bell Roads. (

Id.) The letter

described how the past weekend there had be en around 100 da y laborers, 30 minuteman
protestors, six members of the American Civil Liberties Union (“ ACLU”), and members
of the media to report on “the day[‘]s activities” at the Pruitt’s site. (Id.) The letter further
44

This news release also refers to the Sheriff’s previous enforcement efforts in
Wickenburg and Cave Creek that resulted in 34 arrests of unauthorized persons. Because
the September 27 Cave Creek operation resulted in 9 arrests, the Court infers, pursuant to
its Order, (Docs. 261, 493) t hat a previous day labor operation at Wickenburg resulted in
the arrest of 25 una uthorized aliens. The news release further claims that “[s]ince the hot
line began operating 96 illegal aliens have been arrested by Sheriff’s deputies.” (Ex. 308.)
The Court thus infers that other operations occurred in which 46 other unauthorized
aliens were arrested.

28
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1

informed the Sheriff that “[w] e will hold these rallies every Saturday until the end of the

2

year,” and complained that neither Phoe

3

Minutemen’s request to investigate day laborers. (Id.)

nix Police nor IC E would res pond to t he

The letter, which equated da y laborers with illegal immigrants, stated that the

4
5

Minutemen “want to work with an organization that is willi ng to investigate and deport

6

illegal immigrants when they are spotted in

7

unreasonable to ask our police to question day laborers about their immigration status?”

8

(Id.) Sheriff Arpaio s uggested an internal meeting about how to respond to this group.

9

(Tr. 329:7–11; Ex. 385.) Althou gh the MCSO’s actions at th ese locations almost two

10

years after the date of the letter is hardly a direct response to t he letter, the letter and

11

Sheriff Arpaio’s notations on it dem onstrate the MC SO’s knowledge of the group, the

12

day labor centers of which it complained, and that these locations were areas of activism

13

and press coverage regarding immigration issues.

our cities,” and furt her asked “[i]s it

The Friday before the Mo nday, October 15 operation occurred, MCSO Detective

14
15

Gabriel Almanza had a conversation with a

doctor whose office was located in the

16

commercial complex ad jacent to Pruitt’s and who was

17

successful operation previously conducted by the MCSO at the day labor locations at

18

Cave Creek a nd Bell Road. Th e detective asked the doctor to send him an e-mail

19

memorializing their conversation. (Ex. 124.) The doctor did so.

also aware of an apparent

After commenting that “what you did ou t at 25th St. and Bell was wonderful!”

20

45

21

the e-mail complained of the high concentration of

22

immigrants and congregated in the commerc ial complex at 36th Street and Thomas. (Id.)

23

According to her e-mail, the day laborers were

24

asked.” (Id.) She complained that th ey harassed her patients, made sexual innue ndos,

25
26
27

45

day laborers who were illegal

all illegal “because they admit it when

The M CSO was thus apparentl y involved in sim ilar unreported operations at
25 St. and Bell Roa ds. The Cour t therefore infers, pursuant to its order, ( Docs. 261,
493), that previous day labor operations occurred at 25th St. and Bell Roads.
th

28
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1

trespassed, loitered, littered, blocked sidewalks, urinated and defecated on the property

2

and “showed their bellies” to everyone. (

3

neighborhood had becom e a fo cal point in which neighbor hood residents had regular

4

showdowns with Hispan ic Rights advocates since the ow ner of Pruitt’s Furniture Store

5

had forced the day laborers off of his property. ( Id. (“Reza & Gutierrez staged a large

6

chanting protest at Pruitt’s to shut Pruitt’

7

property,” and “Salvador Reza & Alfredo Gu tierrez come out here every other week &

8

tell these workers they can do anything they want anytime and are protected. We know

9

this because [O]fficer Ruelas said they told him this &

10

Id.) The doctor also co mplained that the

s out of business for kicking them off his

we see Reza out here all the

time.”).)

11

The following Monday, October 15, 2007, the HSU conducted a day labor patrol

12

in this location. (Ex. 131.) Although MCSO successfully sought to have the complainant

13

document her complaint in an e-mail, MCSO’s resulting oper ation was not targeted at

14

those persons who committed the acts co

15

operations at Pruitt’s, just as with the prev ious operations, the MCSO targeted vehicles

16

picking up day laborers and arrested them only on federal immigration charges. (Id.)

mplained of. Rather, during the day labor

17

A week later, the MCSO also conducted a day labor operation in Fountain Hills

18

based on information provided by local businesses that day laborers were in the area with

19

no other specific complaint being made. (Doc. 123) All persons were arrested on federal

20

violations and turned over to ICE.

21

Despite the yield from the Pruitt’s operati on being disappointing to Sgt. Madrid,

22

(see, e.g., Ex. 131 (“It should be no ted that this area had far le ss day laborers in the area

23

than our two previous details completed by HSU.”)), the MCSO continued to run its

24

small-scale saturation patrols at and around

25

resulting media focus that the location had drawn. (Ex. 309.)

that location because of the activism

and

26

In its December 5, 2007 news release, th e MCSO noted that Sheriff “Arpaio is set

27

to increase the presence at Pruitt’s of his Illegal Immigration Interdiction Unit (Triple I)

28

this weekend, as pro-illega l immigration demonstrators and illegal immigrant day
- 50 -
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1

laborers continue to protest his illegal immi

2

Pruitt’s Furniture Store.” (Ex. 309.) The news release furthe r observed that “[i]llegal

3

immigration activists have protested at Pruitt’s every Saturday in the last six weeks since

4

Sheriff Arpaio’s deputies began patrolling the vicinity.” ( Id.) In response, Sheriff Arpaio

5

pledged to keep running such operations until the activists stopped their prot ests. “This

6

weekend, I will increase the number [of] de

7

promise that my deputies will arrest all viol ators of the state and federal immigration

8

laws. . . . I will not give up

9

enforcing law in that area.’” ( Id.; see also Ex. 124 (noting the repeated presence of press,

10

and Hispanic activists Alfredo Gutierrez and Salvador Reza).) This scheduling of small-

11

scale patrols in response to the activities of ac tivists may be equally or more indicative of

12

Sheriff Arpaio’s desire to gene rate media attention of his im migration enforcement

13

activity than of the MCSO’s us e of race in selecting locati ons for patrols. Nevertheless,

14

the selection of this location because of the pr esence of Hispanic activists is indicative of

15

the MCSO’s focus on illegal immigration

16

association of day laborers with illegal immigration.

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

D.

gration policies on the driveways of the

puties to patrol the Pruitt’s area, and I

. All the activists must stop

their protest before I stop

on conducting patrols, and its general

The Mesa small-scale patrols we re in response to complaints
about illegal immigration and “Mexicans.”

Contemporaneous with the small-scale operations scheduled at Pruitt’s, the MCSO
began conducting similar small-scale patrols in Mesa in response to citizen complaints. In
late September 2007, Sheriff Arpaio reviewed transcribed comments from the M CSO’s
immigration hot line. One of the callers stated: “[w]e have called the non-emergency and
illegal hot line numerous times and nobody gets all the Mexicans hanging out at Mesa Dr.
between Southern and Broa dway. Why isn’t anything being don e?” (Ex. 375.) The
Sheriff highlighted that hot line entry and sent the comment and his annotation t o Chief
Sands and Deputy Sheriff He ndershott, and placed a co py of the com ment in hi s
immigration file. (Id.)
Beginning on November 15, 2007, the MC SO conducted three separate saturation
- 51 -
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1

patrols in that sam e neighborhood (Broadway and Stapley), with stops and arres

2

occurring in the sever al square m iles surrounding that intersection. Alm ost all persons

3

arrested during t hese operations were trans ported to I CE and processed for violating

4

federal immigration law, although a few were also processed on state charges.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

E.

The large-scale patrols were
unauthorized immigrants.

ts

conducted to target Hispanic

As with the day labor and small-scale sa turation patrols, many of the large-scale
saturation patrols wer e centered either on l ocations where day la borers gathered, or on
locations that had a high c oncentration of Latino residents. Chief Sands testified at trial
that although he w ould take direction from Sheriff Arpaio if he ever gave it in
designating a location for a large-scale saturation patrol, it was generally Chief Sands that
selected the locations. (Tr. at 707:16–18, 809:20–810:3, 814:21–815:1, 824:24–825:6.)
He acknowledged that in selecting som e of the locations he consid ered complaints from
members of the public and from businesses about day labor activity. (Id. at 790:5–791:11,
814:21 25.) However, he testified that that he would not conduct a saturation patrol based
solely on a complaint that did not allege violations of law. (Id. at 795:18–21.)
When considered in light of the reasons the MCSO contemporaneously gave in the
news releases that announced the pending

operations, this testimony is not quite as

persuasive. As the news release announci

ng the first large scale saturation patrol

demonstrates, the principal reason the site

was chos en was because, even after the

departure of the activists, the location remain ed a gathering spot for day laborers which
the MCSO knew to be Hispanic. The news release quoted the Sheriff as saying that
[t]he protestors who support the ille gal immigration m ovement may have
left the area, but the problems that
caused Pruitt’s Furniture Store to
contract with the Sheriff’s Office fo r security still exist. . . . The posse
volunteers and deputy sheriffs will not racially profile anyone in this
operation . . . . Still, I anticipate th
at many illegal immigrants will be
arrested as this central Phoenix ne ighborhood remains a popular spot for
day laborers. All criminal violations will be subject to arrest which means if
we come across illegals, properly traine d officers will be there to enforce
the state and federal immigration laws.
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1

(Ex. 310.) The next large-scale saturation patrol operation likewise centered on this same

2

location.

3

When the MCSO initiated its third large-scale saturation patrol at the intersection

4

of Cave Creek and Bell Road, the MCSO news releases again demonstrate that this site

5

was chosen because of the presence of Latino day laborers. The MCSO stated that the site

6

had two day laborer centers which are “magnets for more illegal aliens” and which create

7

an atmosphere detrimental to business. (Ex. 311 (“Hundreds of the Sheriff’s volunteer

8

armed posse member and depu ties will migrate today . . . from central Phoenix and the

9

Thomas Road area to

25th Street and B ell Road” to assist with the atmosphere

10

detrimental to business created by “the gr owing number of day l aborers in the area.”).)

11

The news release goes on to not e that th e operation would addr ess at least “two day

12

laborer centers in the Bell Road area wh ich are ‘magnets for more illegal aliens.”

13

Further, this was the location th at, together with the Pruitt’s location, the Minuteman had

14

identified to the MCSO two years earlier as

15

MCSO had previously conducted the January 4, 2008 small-scale saturation patrol at this

16

location (Ex. 114) and at least one earlier operation for which records were not submitted

17

at trial.

46

(Id.)

a freque nt day labor location. Finally, the

18

The fourth large-scale saturat ion patrol occurred on April 3–4, 2008, at

19

Guadalupe. (Ex. 87.) The M CSO also consid ered race as one factor am ong others in

20

selecting Guadalupe as the site for a large-

21

release announcing t he operation stated that Guadalupe was selected because “tensions

22

are escalating between illegal

23
24
25
26
27

scale saturation patrol . Although the news

aliens and town residents,” (Ex. 313), there was no

46

Chief Sands testified that he planned a saturation patrol on Bell Road and Cave
Creek Road because Sheriff Ar paio requested that he condu ct a saturation patrol there
after receiving a written request from ten business owners. (Tr. at 797:15–20.) Chief
Sands is not aware of any effort made by th e MCSO to investigate the claims made by
the small business owners, interview them, or check the sources of the letter in any way
before planning and executing the saturation patrol. (Id. at 797:24–798:15.)

28
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1

testimony or evi dence as to how the

2

testified that he does

3

locations, and would not use an increase in crime to determine where to have a saturation

4

patrol. (Tr. at 787:25–788:8.) He testified that any crime an alysis he did conduct would

5

be attached to the saturati on patrol operation plans. ( Id. at 789: 10–13.) The operations

6

plans for the saturation patrol in Guadalupe have no crime analysis attached.47

7

MCSO came to that conclusion. Chief Sands

not nece ssarily consult crime data to select saturation patrol

Further, the only docum ent in evidence that even suggests a reason for the

8

operation is an e-mail written by Lt. Siem

ens to various contacts in the police

9

departments of the adjacent municipalities in

advance of the patrol that des cribes the

10

operation as a respons e to the MCS O District 1 Com mander’s complaint of increased

11

criminal and gang activity in the area. (E

12

“illegal aliens” is made.

x. 87 at M CSO 001876–7.) No m ention of

13

It is also clear that the MCSO did not conduct the saturation patrol at the req uest

14

of the town. In fact, during the middle of the operation, the town mayor asked the MCSO

15

to cease the operation and leave. (Ex. 314 (d

16

results of the first day of

17

asked the Sheriff to leave town ).) In response to the Guadalupe Mayor’s request to leave,

18

the MCSO issued a news release quoting Sheri ff Arpaio as saying that “the Sheriff stil l

19

has jurisdiction here and I will still enforce the illegal immigration laws in Guadalupe.”

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

ated April 4, 2008, announcing that the

the saturation patrol, and furt her noting that the Mayor ha d

47

Chief Sands acknowledged that, alt hough occasionally he assembled crime
statistics for the areas in whic h a large-scale saturation patrol was planned, the locations
for such operations were not t ypically selected as a result of comparing crime rates
among different valley locations, (Tr. at 789:19 –22), or an increase or spike in crime in
any particular location ( id. at 787:16–788:8). The nature of crime statistics and analysis
attached to those plans that have them vary: some provide local crime statistics indicating
a spike in a particular area (Ex. 168 at MCSO 057002–03), some provide only statistics
on the raw numbers of m ajor crimes in a city over the past quart er (Exs. 90 at MCSO
001890, 97 at MCSO 001937), some provide information on immigration enforcement in
an area (Ex. 111 at MCSO 0 01557–58), and some, like Guadalupe, include no crime data
at all (Ex. 102).
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1

(Id.) This appears to be a m

ore frank as sessment of the MC SO’s purpose for t he

2

operation. Because the MCSO’s purpose for the operation was to enforce immigration

3

law, and it believed that the vast majority of illegal immigrants in Maricopa County were

4

Hispanic, the Court concludes the MCSO desired to conduct such an oper ation in a

5

neighborhood densely populated with Hispanic residents. 48

6

After conducting its small-scale patrols in Guadalupe, the MCSO conducted the

7

fifth and sixth large scale operations in Mesa, 49 the eighth and ninth large scale saturation

8

patrols in Avondale (MCSO’s District II)50 (Ex. 111), and the eleventh large-scale patrol,

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

48

According to the 2 010 United States Census Bureau , 62.2% of t he residents of
Guadalupe are of Hispan ic or Latino origin. State & C ounty Quickfacts: G uadalupe
(town), Arizona, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/04/0430270.html. A court may
take judicial notice of facts that “can be accurately and readily determined from sources
whose accuracy cannot reasonabl y be questioned.” Fe d. R. Evid. 201( b)(2). The Ninth
Circuit has determined that censu s data m eets these requirem ents. United States v.
Esquivel, 88 F.3d 722, 727 (9th Cir. 1996).
49

In addition to the hotline complaint, Ex. 375, that prompted the initial Mesa
small-scale saturation patrols in November and December 2007, (Exs. 80, 81, 121),
Sheriff Arpaio had received , and referred to Chief Sa
nds for action, additional
communications about day labor locations in the City of Mesa th at associated such
locations with Latinos before holding the large-scale satura tion patrols there. (Exs. 223
(May 8, 2008 letter complaining that illegal immigrants “know little to nothing about this
country other than the fact th at welfare is better here than in M exico,” and noti ng that
“[l]iving in Mesa, I can drive down any of the streets where day laborers (most of whom,
I would believe to be here illegally) gather and wait for work” yet Mesa city police do not
inquire about their citizenship), 244 (May 24, 2008 letter complaining of Mesa declining
to investigate illegals due to Hispanic head of Mesa po lice union and MCSO Hispanic
deputies, and also complaining of the “30+ illegals that were on all four corners” at
Norton’s corner and other Mesa and southe ast valley locations). In his opera tions plans,
the Sheriff also noted that he was responding to the invitations of East Valley legislators
in scheduling his large-scale saturation patrols in Mesa. (Exs. 90 at MCSO 001881, 97 at
MCSO 001929.)
50

A second, and apparently i mpromptu, small-scale saturation patrol again
occurred there on May 29, 2009, (Ex. 175), after these two large-scale patrols.
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1

in the Durango area on the 35th Ave. corridor in September 2009 (Exs. 169–70).51 Due to

2

its previous day labor and small-scale saturation operations, the MCSO at least knew that

3

Latino day laborers assembled in these areas. Unlike the firs t three large-scale saturation

4

patrols, however, there is no evidence in the

5

advance news releases that di rectly stated that the reason for the site selection was the

6

presence of day laborers. To the extent th

7

officers and covered larger ge ographic areas than the small- scale patrols that preceded

8

them, the fact that the large-scale operatio

9

previously conducted successful smaller-scale operations makes considerations of race in

10

record that these patrols were covered by
at these large-scale patrols included more
ns covered areas in whic h the MCS O had

their selection somewhat more attenuated.

11

Of the additional large-scale patro ls that followed, the record is clear that at least

12

three of them —the seventh and t welfth in t he far northwest valle y and t he tenth in the

13

southeast valley—occurred in locations f or which the Sheriff had received pre

14

complaints about the presence of Mexicans or day la borers or both. The MCSO held the

15

first of its two operations in the Sun City area on Augu st 13–14, 2008, and the second

16

slightly more than a year later on October 16–17, 2009. (Exs. 102, 103, 174.) While this

17

general area had not been the location of a

18

operation occurred s lightly more than a

19

correspondence from two separa te constituents. The first correspondence, dated August

20

1, 2008, cam e from a Sun City wom an who co mplained of Spanish being spoken in a

21

McDonald’s at Bell Road and

22

illegal immigrants. (Ex. 237 .) The Sheriff anno tated the memorandum indicating h e

23

would look into it and copied it to Brian Sa nds on August 5, noting that the letter was

24

“for our operation.” ( Id.) On August 8, 2008, the Sheriff was sen

25
26
27

vious

reported small-scale saturation patrol, the
week after Sheriff Arpaio reviewed

Boswell and requested that the Sheriff rid the area of

51

t another e-mail that

The MC SO had earlier conduct ed a sm all-scale saturation patrol at 35th A ve.
and Lower Buckeye Road with high arrest ratios on January 31, 2008. (Ex. 114 at MCSO
014519.)

28
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1

stated, “I would love to see an im migrant sweep conducted in Surprise, specifically at the

2

intersection of Grand and Greenway. The area contains dozens of day workers attempting

3

to flag down m otorists seven days a week.” The Sheriff reviewed the e-mail on Augus t

4

13 and had a copy sent to Brian Sands and Lita at the PLO on that same date. (Ex. 235.)

5

The first day of the two-da y operation, however, was on the sam e day the Sher iff

6

annotated the second e-mail and sent it to Chief Sands. Thus, he would not have had time

7

to plan the operation after having read the e-mail. Further, Sheriff Arpaio’s notation on

8

August 5 that the complaint

9

already been planned and that the letter served to justify it, rather than serving as the

was “for our operation,” sugges ts that an operation had

10

motivation for the site selection. Moreover, in announcing the operation, the MCSO news

11

release stated in part that

12

smuggling routes” on I-17 in the nort h county area. (Ex. 331.) The operation did appear

13

to result in the arrest of five separate human smuggling loads with at least three of those

14

loads being stopped on I-17 and

15

correspondence. (Ex. 102 at MCSO 001974.)

16

during the operation it w

ould be “traveling w ell known

thus not in locations that were the subject of the

The tenth saturation patrol occurred on July 23–24, 2009, in the Southeast valley.

17

(Exs. 128, 168.) To be sure, the Sheriff had receiv ed and referred for action at least one

18

previous letter which com plains of day labor locations in the southeast valley areas that

19

were covered by this patrol. (Ex. 244.) Nevertheless, the letter had been sent a full year

20

earlier. (Id. (dating the letter at May 25, 2008).) Thus, while the MCSO was aware of day

21

labor locations in the southeast valley area covered by the patr ol, the July 23–24, 2009

22

patrol was not a direct response to the May 24, 2008 complaint.

23

The thirteenth and final la rge-scale saturation patrol di scussed in detail at trial

24

occurred on a countywide basis. (Ex. 176.) Such a ge neralized location can support no

25

inference that it was selected as a result of the race of the persons who inhabit it.

26

At trial, Plaintiffs attempted to draw

a direct link between citizen complaints

27

received by the MCSO that referred to racial

28

particular locations and the correspondi ng scheduling by MCSO of a saturation patr ol in
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1

those locations. Plaintiffs have establishe d such a di rect link between the day la bor

2

operations in Cave Cr eek and Q ueen Creek in October 2007, and the three sm all-scale

3

saturation patrols in Mesa in November and December 2007. In those patrols, the MCS O

4

responded directly with saturation patr

5

“Hispanic” and “Mexican” da y laborers without s ufficient indication that they were

6

otherwise engaged in violations of state or m unicipal law. To t he extent that Plaintiffs

7

attempted to establish such a direct link be tween citizen complaints about operations in

8

Sun City and or elsewhere, th ey have not met their burden of proof that the operations

9

were planned in response to the specific ci tizen complaints about ethnicity. Nevertheless,

10

due to the MCSO’s conflation of racial and w ork status indicators in loc ating these

11

operations, Plaintiffs have establ ished that as a whole, in the site selection for all of the

12

MCSO’s day labor operations, most of their small-scale patrol operations, and m any of

13

their large-scale patrol operations, race was a factor, among others, to the extent that the

14

MCSO sought to base such oper ations around locations at which Latino da y laborers

15

were known to assemble.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

5.

ols to complaints abou t the gathering of

All saturation patrols relied on
pre-textual stops as a b asis to
investigate the occupants of a vehicle.

Even when it had 287(g) authority, the MCSO, pursuant to its own policy, did not
directly stop persons that it believed to be in the country without authorization.
287g trained deputies can’t contact so meone just because they think they
are here illegally. 287g deputies can only screen people reference their
immigration status that they come across during their duties as a Deput y
Sheriff and then indicators must
exist per the US Immigration and
Nationality Act, Title 8 US C, 287g, before screeni ng can take place (must
have probable cause or reasonable suspicion to contact a violator or suspect
for state criminal and civil statutes).
(Ex. 92.)
Thus, even when the purpose of an oper ation was to enforce federal immigration
laws, as with the operations at issue in this lawsuit, MCSO deputies first needed a basis in
state law to contact and detain the persons they sought to screen. The saturation patrols at
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1

issue in this lawsuit all invol ved traffic stops used as a pretext to detect those occupants

2

of automobiles who m ay be in this count ry without authorization. ( Tr. at 837: 1–17.)

3

Defendants have neve r asserted that they st opped vehicles during the saturation patrols

4

based solely on a reasona ble suspicion tha t the drivers or passengers were not legall y

5

present in the country. Instead, they stopped the vehicles because of traffic violations and

6

then investigated occupants for immigration offenses once the stops had been made.

7

6.

8
9

During saturation patrols, part icipating deputies conducted many
stops for minor violations of the traffic code
, including minor
equipment violations. This dep arts from MCSO’s traffic enforcement
priorities during regular patrols.

10

The MCSO so stipulated prior to trial. (Doc. 530 ¶ 85 at 12.)

11

7.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Generally, MCSO of ficers had no di fficulty in finding a basis to stop
any vehicle they wished for a traffic infraction.

MCSO witnesses who testified at tria l acknowledged that “if you foll ow any
vehicle on the roads of this c ountry for even a short amount of time, you will be able to
pull that person over for som e kind of viol ation.” (Tr. at 696: 17–21, 1541:8–11 (“You
could not go down the street without seeing a moving violation.”), 1579:20–23; Doc. 530
at ¶ 86 (“Deputy Rangel testified that it is possible to de velop probable cause to stop just
about any vehicle after following it for two minutes.”).) Chief Sa nds also testified that it
is not feasible to require officers to stop every driver whom th ey observe committing a
traffic violation. (Tr. at 830:10–14.)

22

The MCSO provided no race-neutra l criteria for deputies to use in
determining whom to pull over for traffic violations during the three
types of saturation patrols.

23

One of the MCSO’s chief defenses against the arguments of the Plaintiff class was

21

8.

24

that during saturation patrols it used a zero

tolerance policy that required participating

25

MCSO officers to pull over every vehicle th

26

infraction, no matter how slight . The MCSO represented to the Court that this policy

27

ensured that there was no racial bias in the selection of vehicles that MCSO pulled over

28

during saturation patrols. After having reviewed the evidence of the parties and heard the
- 59 -
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1

testimony, the C ourt concludes that no such policy was ever clearly prom

2

understood by MCSO deputies participating in such patrols.

3

ulgated or

As an initial matter, n o written instructions were given for sm all-scale saturation

4

patrols or day labor operations. ( Id. at 1155:10–20.) The fi

5

saturation patrols also occurred before

6

subsequently identified as a zero tolerance

7

large-scale saturation patrol instructions were modified in April 2008, they specified only

8

that all persons committing a criminal violation should be booked. ( Id. at 996:21–25.)

9

The operations plans contained no specif ic instruction to deputies about how to

rst several large-scale

the promulgation of any policy that was
policy. ( Id. at 996:15–17.) Even after th e

10

determine, in a race-neutral way, which vehicles to pull over for traffic or equi pment

11

infractions.52

12

Other than the written instructions explaining that all criminal offenders should be

13

booked, there was no consistent understanding about the substance of any zero tolerance

14

policy. Lt. Sousa, w ho identified himself as the author of th e policy, testified that it

15

pertained only to what a deputy could do after he had already m ade a stop. He testified:

16

“[I]f we made a lawful traffi c stop, and you had a crim inal defendant with an arrestable

17

charge, they would get booked. And whoever we stopped, we would write a citation for

18

the probable cause for the stop.” 53 (Id. at 996:21–25). He testified that the policy did not

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

52

The HSU officers and others w ho participated in small-scale patrols may have
been aware of such instructi ons once they were developed for the large-scale saturation
patrols, but even assum ing the deputies w ould have applied such instructions to smallscale patrols, such plans were not written un til April of 2008. By then all but the last
seven small-scale patrols discussed at trial had occurred. These last patrols, together with
the December 2007 operation in Aguila, were the patrols with the lower stop to arrest
ratios.
53

The revised plans contain no instruc tions concerning c iting those who were
stopped. Nor do they require patrol deputies to pull over every vehicle that they observe
that is committing a traffic infraction. And, as a practical matter, the shift summaries and
trial testimony demonstrate th at MCSO officers did not issue citations to eve ry vehicle
they stopped. For example, during the Ja nuary 9–10, 2009 satura tion patrol in the
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1

remove officer discretion as to m aking the decision as to whic h cars to stop in the first

2

instance. (Id. at 998:18–25, 999:4–7.)

3

The testimony of ot her command personnel and deputies participating in

4

saturation patrols vari ed considerably as to what the zero tolerance policy was. Sheriff

5

Arpaio, Chief Sands and Deputies Arm endariz, Beeks, and DiPietro described the poli cy

6

as did Lt. Sousa—it did not sp ecify which vehicles deputies should st op and deputies

7

retained discretion on that matter.

8

Sheriff Arpaio, for exampl e, in an MCSO news release, described a “zero

9

tolerance law enforcement operation” as requiri ng deputies to arrest any person found to

10

have committed a criminal offense. “All violat ors of any law . . . w ill be booked into his

11

jails with no one getting a ‘get out of jail free card.’” (Ex. 342.) Chief Sands testified that

12

the policy did not require officers to stop every vehicle they observed violating the traffic

13

laws, but that officers were required to arrest any person w hom they had probable cause

14

to believe committed a crimin al offense. (Tr. at 830: 18–831:8.) Unlike Lt. Sousa, he

15

testified that deputies were not required to issue a citation t o every vehicle they stoppe d

16

for violating the traffic law. ( Id.) He further testified that the MCS O did not analyze

17

officer activity to determine wh ether officers in fact followed this definition of the “zero

18

tolerance” policy. (Id. at 831:1–4.) Lt. Sousa expressly conceded that one of the reasons

19

he included language prohibiting racial profiling in operations plans and directives was so

20

that he could testify to it in

21

Sands confirmed that the phrase “zero toleranc e” policy is “rhetor ic used by Lt. S ousa.”

any subsequent litigation. ( Id. at 1025:12–1026:7.) Chief

22
23
24
25
26

Southwest Valley, officers stopped 473 and 246 cars, respectively, and arrested or cited
only 320 and 167 people, sugges ting that at least 232 vehicle stops over the two da ys
resulted in neither a citation nor an arrest. (E x. 111.) Further, as David Vasquez testified,
he was pulled over f or a cracked windshield during the first large-scale Mesa saturation
patrol, but was neither cited nor arrested. (Tr. at 201:1–5.)

27
28
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1
2

(Id. at 831:1.)
Although Deputy Armendariz c ould not reme mber what he was instructed as to
id. at 1581:2–21) , he testified that he

3

the particulars of the “zero tolerance” policy, (

4

understood that he still had discretion as to whether or not to stop a particular vehicle, (id.

5

at 1579:24–1580:2). Nevertheless, it was hi s understanding that the policy required him

6

to take a person into custody instead of issuing a citation when “an arrest is likely.” (Id. at

7

1581:17–21.) Deputy Beek s agreed that the zero tolera nce policy did not take away a

8

deputy’s discretion when it came to decidi

9

understood that under the “zero tolerance” polic y, “[w]e were told to be pr oactive, and if

10

we saw violations, to address them,” but that “[w]e were given discretion” to make stops.

11

(Id. at 1475:2–6.) Deputy Di Pietro testified that while on saturation patrols, he was not

12

given any instruction about which vehicle to pull over and answered affirmatively when

13

asked whether the de cision to stop a ve hicle on a saturation patrol was “com

14

within your discretion.” (Id. at 303:24–25.)

15

ng which traffic offender to stop. H

e

pletely

On the other hand, both HS U sergeants and Deputies Rangel and Ki kes offered

16

definitions of a zero tolerance policy that di ctated to deputies on patrol who must be

17

pulled over in the first place.

18

required officers to stop any car which they observed to be in violation of any traffic law,

19

and to issue a citation for that violation. ( Id. at 694:2–6.) Sgt. Ma drid also stated that the

20

“zero tolerance” policy took away the “ordinary officer discretion to let things slide” and

21

required officers to pull over any vehicle on the road that had committed

22

infraction. (Id. at 1155:21–1156:6.) Sgts. Madrid and Palmer did not often participate in

23

arrests during large-scale saturation patrols,

24

supervisory functions with S gt. Madrid m ostly stationed at the com mand post and S gt.

25

Palmer doing field supervision. (Id. at 1160:5–8, 759:4–10.)

Sgt. Palmer testified that

the “zero tolerance” policy

any traffic

however, as they were both engage d in

26

Deputies Rangel and Kikes also described the policy as removing discretion from

27

the deputies as to which vehicles to stop. Deputy Rangel testified that, under the policy,

28

he would stop every person he saw committing a traffic violation, ask every person in the
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1

car for identification, and investigate those passengers who did not provide identification.

2

(Id. at 944:4–947:11.) Deputy Kikes testified that under the policy officers were to stop

3

“anybody and everybody who had a violation,” and issue citations. (Id. at 612:10–19.)

4

Both officers who testified that the “ze ro tolerance” policy require d them to stop

5

every car that committed any traffic infracti on, and other MCSO officers who testified,

6

acknowledged, however, that such a policy w ould be im possible to enforce because it

7

would involve stopping nearly every car on the road. For example, Deputy Kikes testified

8

that so m any people on t he road commit minor traffic or equipment infractions that

9

stopping every person who commits a violation, and therefore following the policy as he

10

understood it, is “im possible.” (Id. at 613: 3–6.) Sgt. P almer acknowledged that “if you

11

follow any vehicle on th e roads of this countr y for even a short am ount of time, you will

12

be able to pull that person over

13

Sands testified that it is not feasible to re quire officers to stop every driver whom they

14

observe committing a traffic violation. (Id. at 830:10–14.)

15

for som e kind of viol ation.” (Id. at 696: 17–21.) Chief

Deputy Kikes’ own arrest record while participating on saturation patrols suggests

16

that in practice he fo llowed no such policy. Deputy Kikes participated in at least three

17

large-scale saturation patrols over the course of at least four days. 54 There is no record of

18

any civil citations he issued during the patrol, because the MCSO kept no suc h records,

19

but, according to the operations plans, he was

20

any criminal violation he observe d during any part of hi s patrols including traf fic stops.

21

In the three saturation patrol s in w hich Deputy Kikes participated, com prising at least

22

four patrol days, he arrested a total of five people. Al l of the persons he ar rested had

23

Hispanic surnames and all arrested were cla ssified as 287( g) and thus in the c ountry

under an obligation to arrest anyone for

24
25
26
27

54

Deputy Kikes testified that he does no t recall if he wor ked both days of all
patrols, but knows tha t he worke d a full da y on every day that he did wor k. (Tr. at
608:23–609:3.) The arrest records demonstrate that he made arrests on four separate days
during such patrols.

28
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1

without authorization. (Exs. 82, 87, 111.)

2

entirety would mean that Deputy Kikes spent at

3

environment where so m any people commit traffic or equipment infractions it would be

4

impossible to stop t hem all. He neverthe less followed the zero tolerance policy and

5

stopped “anybody and everybody” he could. (T r. at 612:12–13.) Once he made a stop, he

6

arrested every person with an outstanding warrant or who was otherwise com mitting a

7

criminal violation. (Id. at 14–23.) And all of that resulted in five a rrests over four da ys,

8

all of w hich just happened to be of Hispan ic persons who were in the country without

9

authorization. The Court rejects such a factual proposition. In the face of such facts, the

10

Court concludes that Deputy Ki kes, in fact, was not following the zero tolerance policy

11

that he described during trial.

12

To accept Deputy Kike s’s testimony in its
least four da ys on traffic patrol in an

The same is true, alt hough less starkl y so, for Deputy Rangel. Deputy Rangel

13

participated in at least seven large-scale saturation patrols, some of which took place over

14

multiple days. By the Court’s calculations, 54 of the 60 arrests ma de by Deputy Rangel

15

during the large-scale saturation patrols, or 90% of the total arrests he m ade, were of

16

persons with Hispanic names.55 If the human-trafficking lo ads intercepted by Deputy

17

Rangel during the August 2008 Sun City and the November 2009 countywide patrols are

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

55

During the large-scale sa turation patrol at Cave Cr eek and Bell he arrested a
total of tw o people, one of w hom had a H ispanic surname. (Ex. 82 .) During the largescale patrol at Guadalupe he arrested five people, four of w hom had Hispanic surnames.
(Ex. 87.) During the first larg e-scale Mesa patrol he arrested six people, thre e of whom
had Hispanic names. (Ex. 90.) During the second large-scale Mesa patrol he arrested two
people both of whom had Hispanic surnames. (Ex. 97.) During the first Sun City patrol in
August 2008 he arrested 33 people,
32 of whom had His panic names.55 (Ex. 102. )
Although the probable cause listed on the arrest report for stopping this vehicle was “lane
change,” no one was arrested for the state law ch arge of human smuggling, but all were
arrested and processed t hrough ICE on federal immigration charges. ( Id.) During the
second Sun City patrol of October 16, 2009 he arrested one person who had a Hispanic
surname. (Ex. 174.) During the November 16, 2009 countywide patrol he arrested eleven
people, all of w hom had His panic surnames. (Ex. 180.) These eleven persons were all
turned over to ICE based on the MCSO’s LEAR policy.

28
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1

excluded, then 11 of 16 arrests or 68.7% had Hispanic names. To accept Deputy Rangel’s

2

testimony in its entirety would mean that Deputy Rangel spent at least nine to ten days on

3

traffic patrol in an environment where so

4

infractions it would be “possible to develop probable cause to stop just about any vehicle

5

after following it for two minutes.” (Doc. 53

6

tolerance policy, Deputy Rangel stopped all su ch vehicles, and investigated the identity

7

of every passenger in every vehi cle he stopped. He subseque ntly arrested every person

8

with an outstanding warrant or who were otherwise comm itting a criminal violation.

9

Nevertheless, during the nine to ten days, he made only 16 arrests (excluding the four van

10

loads from two patrols that resulted in 44 ar rests). Of the 16 arres ts 11 just happened to

11

be of Hispanic persons who were in the coun try without authorization, and four of them

12

were arrested on immigration charges. In the face of such facts, the Court concludes that

13

Deputy Rangel, in fact, was not following the zero tolerance pol icy that he described

14

during trial.

15

many people commit traffic or equipm ent
0 at ¶ 86.) In accordance with the zero

A look at the arrest reports in general

also demonstrates that officers exercised

16

individual discretion regarding stops. More often than not, th e disparities of arrest rates

17

between officers participating in saturation

18

example, 47 officers signe d in for the July 14 , 2008 saturation patrol in Mesa. (Ex. 97.)

19

Of these 47, 13 arrested at least one pers on, and 41 total people were arrested.

20

Deputy Armendariz arrested 18 of the 41 pe

21

passengers of 11 diffe rent cars. (Id.) 11 of t he persons arrest ed by Deputy Armendariz,

22

and five of the six of the passengers he a

23

present in the country. ( Id.) Ten of the arrestees had His panic surnames.57 (Id.) The next-

24

56

25

57

26
27
28

patrols cannot be easily explained. F or
56

(Id.)

ople arrested, includ ing the drivers and

rrested, were processed for not being legall y

Another officer made an arrest, but did not sign in. (Ex. 97.)

The nam e of the eleventh pe rson arrested as bei ng unauthorized, Minerva
Vujando, also strongly sugg ests that this pers on was of Hispanic ancestry. Nevertheless,
the name did not a ppear as in Exhibit 3 20. Hence the Court did not count it as an
Hispanic name.
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1

highest arrest total for any officer was for Deputies Silva and Roughan, who both arrested

2

four people. (Id.) Six of the eight people whom Deputies Silva and Roughan arrested had

3

Hispanic surnames, and seve n were proce ssed for not being legally pres

4

country.58 (Id.) These statistics again do not suggest that officers were following a zero

5

tolerance policy in which they pulled over every vehicle for an infraction no matter how

6

small and arrested every pers

7

violation.

ent in the

on they en countered who had committ ed a crimi nal

8

Further, the activity of at l east some officers suggests a definite focus on vehicles

9

with Hispanic occupants. For example, during the April 23, 2009 operation in Avondale,

10

Deputy Armendariz arrested 12 people, 11 of whom had Hispani c surnames and 10 of

11

whom were processed through the 287(g) program. (Ex. 111.) These arrests came from a

12

total of seven vehicle stops, and included the arrests of five passengers, all of whom were

13

Hispanic and all of whom were processed through the 287(g) program. (Id.) The deputies

14

arresting the next- highest number of people during this sa turation patrol arrested onl y

15

two. (Id.)

16

Few of t he “stat sheets” docum enting the activity of individual officers remain.

17

Those stat sheets that do remain, however, al so suggest that the number of stops made by

18

individual officers varied widel y during the same saturation patrol. For exam

19

individual stat sheets for the November 16, 2009 saturation patrol, which were preserved,

20

show that officers working the same patrol during the same twelve-hour shift m ade the

21

following number of traffic stops: 5, 15, 0, 9, 5, 6, 0, 4, 12, 2, 3, 12, 4, 2, 6, 24, 10, and

22

10. (Doc. 235, Ex. 10.) If an

23

infraction after following it for a minute or two, these statistics demonstrate that no zero

24

tolerance policy was uniform ly followed that would provide neutral criteria about whic h

25
26
27

officer could stop virtually

58

ple,

any vehicle for a traffic

Again the name of the seventh person arrested as being una uthorized, Jario
Olampo, also strongly suggests that this person was also Hispanic. Nevertheless, the
name did not appear as Hispanic in Exhibit 320, and hence was not counted as such.

28
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1

cars should be stoppe d by participating de puties. The reports, therefore, establish that

2

MCSO personnel wer e not f ollowing the z ero tolerance policy as described by Sgts.

3

Palmer and Madrid.

4

Based upon the contr adictory testimony regarding the effect and definition of the

5

zero tolerance policy, that the MCSO shredded individual officers stat sheets while under

6

a discovery obligation to preserve them , that most witnesses testified that it would be

7

impossible to follow a policy that required

8

committing a traffic or equipmen t violation, that the MCSO conducted no analysis to

9

determine whether officers were in fact fo llowing any “zero toleran ce” policy, and that

them to s top every vehicle the y observed

10

those records w hich were preserved sugges t that officers did

11

tolerance” policy based on any of the definitions suggested, th e Court concludes that to

12

the extent any “zero tolerance” was in effect , it was merely the sent ence of instruction

13

contained in the oper ation plans that requi red MCSO deputies to book all criminal

14

offenders, and c ontained no race-neutral cr iteria for deputies to follow in saturation

15

patrols.

16

9.

17
19

The MCSO used race as one fact or among oth ers in mak ing law
enforcement decisions during saturation patrols.
A.

18

not follow a “zero

The MCSO used race as a factor in choosing vehicles to pull over
during day labor and high-ratio small-scale operations.

As has been previ ously set forth in the di scussion relating to the selection of

20

locations for saturation patrols, duri ng the day labor and sm all-scale saturation patr ols

21

with high arrest ratio s, participating MCSO officers determined which vehicles they

22

would pull over for traffic enforcement based, at least in part, on their observations of the

23

Latino ancestry of the persons that entered the vehicles. After the vehicles were pulled

24

over, the im migration status of the Latino pa ssengers was investigated as a m atter of

25

course.

26

The arrest statistics from the day labor op erations demonstrate that race was used

27

as such a factor in a way that does not mere ly rely on the total number or total percentage

28
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1

of Hispanics arrested during such operations . All 35 arrests of unaut horized persons

2

resulted from 11 traffic stops. A total of 14 tr affic stops were m ade during all day labor

3

operations. It is extraordinary that with on

4

being unauthorized, the MCSO could make arrests of unauthorized aliens on 11 of the 14

5

traffic stops it made, with virtually all such

6

extremely high ratio of stop s resulting in immigration arrests to the total stops made

7

during the operations shows that the MCS O used targeting factor s including both race

8

and work status to achieve this ratio.

ly 9% of the Maricopa County population
stops resulting in multiple arrests. This

9

The same i s true for t he small-scale saturation patrols with hi gh arrest ratio s, in

10

which 115 out of 124 arrests we re of persons una uthorized. See Section I.D.2.a, supra.

11

While an exact number of tota l stops resulting in these arrest s of unauthorized persons is

12

not specifically ascertainable based on the re ports, the reports do reveal that a great

13

majority of all stops during such operations resulted in the arrest of unauthorized aliens

14

and frequently multiple unaut horized aliens per stop. Id. The day labor and sm all-scale

15

saturation patrols with high arrest ratios, due to the nature of the operations , considered

16

race and work status as factors of a vehicl e’s occupants in determining which ones would

17

be stopped.
B.

18
19

The MCSO used race as a fact or in determining whom to
investigate and arrest durin g the s mall-scale patrols
without high arrest ratios.

20

The arrest reports for these eight operatio ns did not, for the most part, permit the

21

Court to determine the number of stops that resulted in immigration arrests. To the extent

22

that such determinations could be estimated by the reports kept, with one exception, they

23

did not demonstrate the high ratio between stops and arrests that the pre vious operations

24

had demonstrated.59 Thus the evidence that verified th at the MCSO used race in the day

25
26
27
28

59

During six hours on the first day of
the Fountain Hills operation, the HSU
(assisted by the Enforcement Support (“ES”) Unit) made a total of seven t raffic stops,
four of which resulted in seve n arrests of unauthorized aliens. (Ex. 108.) Such statistics,
including the low num ber of t otal stops, seem to be ar out that the first day of the
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1

labor and small-scale saturation patrols wit h high arrest ratios was not present in t hese

2

eight operations.

3

Nevertheless, the arrest reports provi de strong evidence that the purpose of m ost

4

such operations was a rresting unauthorized aliens. 85 out of 107 persons arr ested were

5

unauthorized aliens. See Section II.D.2.b, supra. To the extent it was disclosed by the

6

reports, the rem aining 22 a uthorized residents arrested du ring such operations were

7

arrested for driving on a suspended license, or having outstanding misdemeanor or felony

8

warrants. Id. There is little to no eviden ce in the record that woul d indicate how many of

9

these authorized residents arrested were Latino.

10

Still, three of the eight arrest reports

from these operations provide information

11

from which the num ber of passengers actually arrested from an estimated number of

12

stops can be derived. Two of those three reports further list the names of all persons

13

arrested.60 They demonstrate that during these three operations MCSO deputies stopped a

14

total of approximately 95 to 100 vehicles. Du ring these stops a tota l of 55 persons were

15

arrested. 51 of t he 55 persons were unauth

16

passengers.61 During the two operati ons for whic h the nam es of persons arrested were

orized aliens, and 36 of t

hese were

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

operation may have been a day labor operation. Nevertheless on the next day Sgt. Palmer
estimates in the arrest report that of twenty
stops, only four resulted in immigration
arrests. The total operation, therefore, did not have a high arrest ratio as did previ ous
operations.
60

The arrest reports for the Aguila (E
x. 76), Fountain Hills (Ex. 108), and
September 4, 2008 Cave Creek ( Ex. 112), operations provide information concerning the
estimated total num ber of stops m ade during each operation and specific information
concerning the stops t hat resulted in im migration arrests. The F ountain Hills and Cave
Creek arrest reports also provide the names of persons arrested.
61

The Aguila arrest report designates that the driver was cited fo r each of the five
stops that resulted in the arrest of unauthorized aliens. (Ex. 76.) It also lists the number of
aliens detained. (Id.) The Court assumed that one of the persons detained for each of the
vehicles was the driver. If this is not true it does not serve to change the number of total
persons arrested, it merely increases the pe rcentage of those who were passengers. The
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1
2

kept, all passengers and drivers arrested for immigration offenses had Hispanic names.
Thus the Court can conclude from

the three saturation patr ols with sufficient

3

records that 51 of the 55 arrests were of unau thorized persons, most if not all of whom

4

had Hispanic surnames. 52 of these persons have names that indicate Latino descent .

5

There is no evidence from thes e arrest reports from which it can be determined that the

6

MCSO investigated or arrested any passeng er during these operati ons who was not of

7

Latino descent. Of the three persons arrested

8

drivers because they were arre sted for driving without a lic ense. The reports provide no

9

information about the ot her person, including whether she was in a motor vehicle at all,

10

or, if so, w hether she was a drive r or a passe nger, other than that sh e was arrested on an

11

outstanding felony warrant. 62 While these numbers do co me from a limited sample, and

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

without Hispanic nam es, two had t o be

Fountain Hills report explicitly di stinguishes between drivers and passengers arrested in
the narrative. It also discusses the arrest of two more unauthorized residents during the
welfare check of a residence. Because thes e arrests did not result from a motor vehicle
stop they were not coun ted in the Court’s totals. (Ex. 1 08.) The third page of the Cave
Creek report, designates whether a person ar rested was a passenger. (Ex. 112.) However,
two persons were arrested for failing to provide identifica tion during a single stop, and
neither was designated as a passenger. ( Id.) Since a vehicle can have but a single dri ver,
the Court has also counte d one of those tw o persons as a passenge r and the other as a
driver in arriving at the above estimated totals. (Id.)
62

The narrative arrest report of the Aguila operation only discusses the arrest of 26
persons—all unauthorized. (Ex. 76.) The nar rative arrest report of t he September 4 Cave
Creek operation only discusses the arrest of 11 persons—all unauthorized. (Ex. 112.) It is
possible, however, to read the summary total sheets of these operations to conclude that
three additional people were tak en into cus tody during the Agui la operation and four
were taken into custody duri ng the Cave Creek operation. Nevertheless, the narrative
report of t he Cave C reek operation plainly states that onl y 11 total arrests were mad e
during the operation—all of unauthorized alie ns, and the sheet listing the names of all
persons arrested contains onl y 11 names. If the Aguila summary total sheet, or the Cave
Creek summary total sheet, mean s to suggest that additional persons were arrested other
than those listed in the narra tive report, they provided no information about such persons
or their arrest. If additional arrests were made, but not other wise discussed in eithe r
narrative report or the total summary shee
t, it only c onfirms that the de puties
participating were principally focused on t he arrest of una uthorized aliens, as they
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1

are not definitively indicative of racial bias, th ey do strongly suggest that in at least these

2

three operations the MCSO was both: (1) principally looking to arrest unauthorized aliens

3

whom they believed to be Hispanic persons; and (2) they were more likely to investigate

4

the identities of Hispanic passengers than non-Hispanic passengers.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

C.

The MCSO used race as a fact or in law enforcement decisions
during large-scale saturation patrols.

As discussed, beginning in A pril 2008, the large-scale saturation patrols were
subject to different and more s pecific instructions than were sm all-scale or day labor
saturation patrols. The operational plans we

re revised in at least three important

particulars, and a c omparison of those re visions with the patrol results shows t hat the
MCSO relied on race as a factor in making law enforcement decisions.
1.

During large-scale patrols, participating MCSO deputies
were instructed to not racially profile and were obliged to
book all criminal offenders. Yet arrest records show a
disproportionate number of arrests of persons with
Hispanic surnames.

Because the purpose of the saturation pa trols was to arrest unauthorized aliens,

16

and because the great majority of unauthorized aliens in Mari copa County are persons of

17

Hispanic descent, it would not be in and of itself indicative of a racial bias in an operation

18

for a disproportionate number of Hispanic persons to be arrested. Nevertheless, when the

19

plans prohibit racial profiling, and further re quire that all persons committing crimes be

20

arrested regardless of race, and yet a highly

21

arrested during the operation

22

disconnect between t he operational plans and instructions and the observable results of

23

the large-scale patrols demonstrates that the deputies are not following their instructions,

24

or that a racial bias is permitted, or ev

disproportionate percentage of the persons

are nevertheless persons with Hispanic

en systematically implemented, in s uch

25
26
27

names, the

omitted non-immigration arrests from their reports or summaries.

28
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1

operations.63

2

The overall arrest rates of pers ons with Hispanic names ar ising from the large-

3

scale saturation patrols are very disproportiona te to the population as a whole. Beginning

4

with the large scale patrol held near Pr uitt’s on March 21–22, 20 08, 42 out of the 43

5

arrests (97%) were of persons with His

6

operation on March 27–28, 2008 , 36 of the 54 arrestees

7

Hispanic names. (Ex. 82.) (T hese two operations, however, were conducted prior to the

8

issuance of the new instructions). At the Gu

9

operation during which the ne w instructions were first im plemented, 33 of t he 47

10

arrestees (70%) had H ispanic names. (Ex. 87 .) At the first large-s cale Mesa patrol, the

11

deputies arrested 63 people, 35 ( 57%) of whom had Hispanic names (Ex. 90); during t he

12

second Mesa patrol, 26 out of 41 persons ar rested (63%) had His panic names (Ex. 97).

13

During the first Sun City patr ol, 88 of the 105 arrests (84%) were of pe rsons with

14

Hispanic names.64 (Ex. 102.) In the first Southwes t Valley operation on January 9–10,

15

2009, 34 of 53 arrests (64%) had His

16

operation on A pril 23-24, 2009 , 30 of 41 arrests (73%) were of persons with Hispanic

17

names. (Id.) During the Sout heast Valley operation of July 23–24, 20 09, 30 of the 41

18

arrestees (59%) had Hispanic surnames. (Exs. 128, 168.)

19

Durango and 35th Ave. on September 5–6, 2009, 37 of the 51 persons arrested (72%) had

20

Hispanic surnames. (Ex. 170.)

21
22
23
24
25
26
27

panic names. (Ex. 79.) For the Cave Creek
(67%) of the arrestees had

adalupe patrol of April 3–4, 2008, the

panic names. (Ex. 111. ) In the West Valley

Two more large-scale patrols occurred

Then, in the operation at

following revocation of the M CSO’s

287(g) authority. In the October 2009 Sun City operation, 45 out of 66 persons arrested
63

Even if MCSO deputies were particularly looking for undocumented immigrants
without regard to race in
these large-scale satu ration patrols, the percent of
undocumented immigrants in Maricopa County is, at most, 8.9%. See note 4, supra.
64

During this patrol the MCSO interdic
undocumented individuals.

28
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1

(68%) had Hispanic surnames . (Ex. 174.) During the fina l county-wide operation for

2

which arrest reports were filed, 37 out of

3

surnames. (Exs. 176, 178–82 .) In total 700 offenders

4

operations.65 496 out of 700 arrests or 71% of

5

surnames. This 71% arrest ra te occurred in a county where between 30 and 32% of the

6

population is Hispanic, and wh ere, as the MCSO’s expert report acknowledges, the rates

7

of Hispanic stops by the MCS O are norm ally slightly less than th e percentage of the

8

population that they comprise. (Ex. 402 at 3.) This a

9

operations in which deputies were instructed to arrest all persons committing any kind of

10
11

the 51 persons ( 73%) arrested had His panic
were arrested duri ng these

all persons arr ested, had Hispani c

rrest rate further occurred in

criminal offense, and were instructed that they should not racially profile.
While a disproportionate number of persons with Hispanic names were generally

12

arrested during such operations, that gul

13

passengers is considered. According to the large-scale saturation patrol arrest reports, 184

14

passengers in vehicles were arrested on som e charge other than the traffic pre-text give n

15

for stopping the vehicle. 175 of t hese passengers, or 95%, had Hi spanic surnames. Even

16

removing all of passengers who w ere arrested on immigration charges from the equation

17

(141 total, 140 Hispanic),

18

immigration charges had Hispanic surnames. Only nine passengers who did not ha ve a

19

Hispanic surname were ever arrested on any charge. The Court recognizes that there were

20

several human smuggling loads that the MCS O intercepted: some on the August 2008

21

Sun City patrol (70 passenger s), the Oct ober 2009 Sun City patrol (20), and t

22

November 2009 countywide patrol (25). (Exs. 102, 174, 178–82.) Exclude the passenger

23
24
25
26
27

66

f widens when the arre st rate of Latino

35 of the 43, or 81% of

the passengers arrested on non-

he

65

As discussed above, the Court has excluded the first large-scale saturation patrol
at Pruitts (January 2008), where 27 arrests
were made (six for 287(g)), because no
surname data was included. (Ex. 77.)
66

One passenger in a vanload i nterdicted by Officer Rangel did not have a na me
listed in Ex. 320 (Gerseldiade Rugio) and was not counted as Hispanic.

28
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1

tallies from those vanloads (1 15, 114 of which

were Hispanic), and 61 of the 69

2

passengers (88%) were Hispanic. Clearly a di sproportionate number of passengers with

3

Hispanic surnames were arrest ed during the large-scale satura tion patrols. This indicates

4

that the MCSO was mo re likely to inves tigate and a rrest passengers if they were

5

Hispanic.

6

In sum, a remarkably high percentage of arrests during the large scale patrols were

7

of people with Hispanic surnames. These results occurred while the MCSO claimed to be

8

operating under a policy that forbade racial profiling and required deputies to arrest all

9

criminal offenders. In light of the arrest numbers, the Court finds that either the MCSO

10

was in fact not operating under t hose policies during the large-scale saturation patrols or

11

MCSO’s policy forbidding raci al profiling nevertheles s permitted the consideration of

12

race as a factor in executing the operations.

13

2.

15

MCSO officers were instructed th at during large-scale
saturation patrols they coul d use race, as one factor
among others, in initiatin g investigations into the
immigration status of a person contacted.

16

And, in fact, the MCSO deputies operated under the idea that they were allowed to

17

consider race in making immigration-related law enforcement decisions. The large-scale

18

saturation plans cont ained a paragraph prohibiting racial profiling and specifically

19

prohibiting deputies from making a decision t o stop a vehicle based on t he race of its

20

occupants. Nevertheless, as previousl y discussed, the MCS O determined that it did not

21

constitute racial profiling to base decisions in part on r ace, so long as race was not the

22

sole basis for that de cision. The operations plans for the large-scale saturation patrols

23

explicitly instructed the MCSO officers who were 287(g) certified that they could use the

24

indicators taught them in their 287(g)

25

investigations into a contact’s immigration st atus. And all MCSO offi cers testified that

26

ICE taught them that one such indicato r, among others, was a person’s race. The

27

operations plans also instructed non-

28

summon a 287(g) officer to initia te such an investigation base d on race alone. But, as at

14

training in deciding whether to initiate

287(g)-certified officers that they shoul
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1

least Sgts. Palmer and Madrid testified, this instruction meant that officers could consider

2

race as one amongst a number of factors in making such a determination.

3

Further, all of the MCSO command staff including Sheriff Arpaio, Chief Sands,

4

Lt. Sousa, and Sgts. Madrid a nd Palmer, acknowledged that the MC SO uses race as one

5

factor in assessing whether an immigration investigation should be conducted after a stop

6

has been made. At trial, Sheriff Arpaio wa s referred to media interviews in which he

7

commented that a factor the MCSO considered in evaluati ng whether a person is in the

8

country legally is whether “they look like they came from another country,” (Ex. 410b),

9

or “look like they just came from Mexico,” (Ex. 410c). He ex plained that when he made

10

these comments he meant that su ch appearance could be a fact or for an MCSO officer to

11

consider in determining whether further investigation of imm igration status was

12

appropriate once a vehicle had already bee n stopped. (Tr. at 498:22–503:6.) Chief Sands,

13

Sgt. Madrid, and Sgt. Palmer also acknowledged that the MCSO did use and continues to

14

use Hispanic ancestry in this manner in deciding which occupants of a ve hicle should be

15

investigated for immigration compliance. Chief Sands confirmed that the MCSO does not

16

prohibit officers from relying on the race of

17

initiating an immigration investigation once the vehicle has been stopped, so long as race

18

was not a factor in the stop itself. ( Id. at 782:5–16.) Lt. Sousa testified at trial that it was

19

his understanding that ICE officers taught MCS O deputies in their 287( g) training t hat

20

while race could not be used even as one fa ctor when making an in itial stop, it could be

21

used as one of a number of indicators to extend a stop and investigate a person’s alienage.

22

(Id. at 1016:3–6.)

a vehicle’s occupant as one factor when

23

The Court thus determines that as a m atter of both policy and practice, the MCSO

24

allowed its deputies participa ting in saturation patrols to consider race as one factor

25

among others in determ ining whom it should investigate during large-scale saturation

26

patrols.

27

///

28

///
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3.

1
2
3

MCSO officers were instructed that they could use race as
one factor among others in mak ing a decision to stop
vehicles during large-scale saturation patrols, and did so.

As indicated above, the large-scale

saturation plans containe d a paragraph

4

specifically prohibiting deputies from making a decision to stop a vehicle based on the

5

race of its occupants. Nevertheless, as ha

6

determined that it did not constitute racial p rofiling to base decisions to stop a vehicle in

7

part on the race of its occupant s, so long as race was not th e sole basis for that decision.

8

When the MCSO described its own policy as it pertained to stops during such operations,

9

it stated that MCSO officers in making stops during saturation patrols, could not use race

s been previously di scussed, the MCSO

10

as the sole factor on which to pull a vehicle

11

342 (“at no time will any vehicl e be stopped solely because of the race of the occupants

12

inside that vehicle”).) It pointe dly did not prohibit officers

13

consideration in deciding to make such a stop.

14

over so as to avoid “racial profiling.” (Ex.
from using race as

a

Sgt. Palmer testified that if there was a legitimate basis to pull a vehicle over, for a

15

traffic infraction or otherwis e, then, by definition, a

16

profiling. (Tr. at 724: 22–725:1.) And Sgt. Madrid testified that so long as there was a

17

legitimate basis to pull over a ve hicle, it would never occur to him that a deputy could be

18

racially profiling by doing so.67 (Id. at 1172:20–24.)

19

With such understandings, once an MC

deputy would not be raciall y

SO deputy had i dentified a parti cular

20

vehicle with Hispanic occupants, he or s he could deve lop a legitimate basis under the

21

Arizona traffic code to pull over that vehicl e with very little difficu lty without “racially

22

profiling.” Once they observed a traffic in

23

addition to race on which to pull the ve

fraction, MCSO deputies had a factor in
hicle over. Their decision would never be

24
25
26
27

67

At any rate, all of the MCSO command personnel acknowledged that they never
examined their arrest statistics or otherwise m ade any effort to determine whether their
deputies were engagi ng in racial profiling in the stops and arrests they m ade during
saturation patrols.

28
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1

reviewed nor racial bias su spected by their supervising sergeants because the stop was

2

not made solely on the basis of race.

3

At trial, Sheriff Arpaio and much of th e rest of the MCSO command staff testified

4

that the MCSO could use race as a factor

in deciding to interrogate vehicle passengers

5

once a ve hicle had been pulled over, but coul

6

whether to pull the vehicle over. That distinction, however, is a very fine one. There is no

7

evidence, in the oper ations plans or othe rwise, that once MC SO deputies had been

8

instructed that it was acceptable to consider

9

immigration context, they were further in

d not use race as a factor in decidi

ng

race as one factor among others in an
structed that they nevertheless could not

10

consider race as any factor in

11

Arpaio’s testimony in this respect seems contradictory to his quote from the MCSO news

12

release, in which he i ndicates it would constitute racial profiling if the

13

vehicle was pulled over was because of the race of the occupants. (Ex. 342.)

14

determining whether to stop a vehicle. Fur ther, Sheriff

Despite Lt. Sousa’s understanding to the

only reason a

contrary, at l east one of his sergea nts

15

testified that ICE specifically trained MCSO deputies that they could use race or Mexican

16

ancestry as one c onsideration among others in deciding whether or not to stop a vehicle,

17

and that MCSO deput ies in fact did so. (Tr. at 715:3–19, 1164:4–12.) And Sgt. Madrid

18

acknowledged that he could not know whether one of his deputies used race as a factor in

19

making a stop unless he was actually present at the stop. (

20

testified that he would not typically be present at a stop during saturation patrols, since he

21

was usually assigned to the command post during such operations. (Id. at 1160:1–25.)

22

Id. at 1171:10–14.) He also

Nevertheless, Deputy Rangel, and to some extent Sgt. Madrid, testified that due to

23

tinted windows and headrests an officer coul

24

occupants of ve hicles before m aking a stop. ( Id. at 927:9–21, 1192:4–15.) Thus, the

25

MCSO argues, it was impossible for its officers to be racially profiling. While the Court

26

accepts the testimony of Deputy Rangel and Sgt. Madrid, it rejects the assertion that such

27

obstructions always or even regularly prev ented deputies from making an assessm ent of

28

the race of the occupants of a vehicle in which they are interested. The large-scale patrols
- 77 -
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1

were conducted in an environment in wh ich MCSO deputies kne w that the operations

2

were designed to enforce immigration laws. (Id. at 1136:15–20; see also id. at 786:14–18,

3

787:5–14, 901:4–902:17.) The deputies were re quired to keep track of the number of

4

unauthorized aliens they arrested during s

5

supervisors. (See, e.g., Exs. 102 at MCSO 00197 8–001986, 111 at MCSO 056988–

6

056998; see also Tr. at 690:23–691:1, 1153:13–18.) They correctly believed that the vast

7

majority of unauthorized residents of Maricopa County are of Hispanic origin. They were

8

trained to use race as one f actor among ot hers when investigating immigration status.

9

While some MCSO pronouncemen ts indicated that it constitute d racial profiling to stop

10

vehicles based on the race of its occupants, others stated that it constituted racial profiling

11

only when race was the sole consideration

12

Further, their supervising sergeants did not believe that racial profiling could exist in a

13

stop so long as there was a legitimate basis to stop the vehicle. And every time Lt. Sousa

14

instructed participants in larg e scale saturation patrols not t o racially profile, he assured

15

them that he knew they were not doing so. (Id. at 1025:6–8.) There was no policy or race-

16

neutral criteria that gover ned which vehicles to stop on saturation patrols. Due to the

17

pervasive nature of t raffic or equi pment infractions that exist on the road, an MCSO

18

deputy could stop virtually a ny vehicle he or she wished to stop on a legitimate basis.

19

Based upon these policies, practi ces, and, to a lesser ex tent, the arrest records from the

20

operations, the Court finds that MCSO officers emphasized the enforcement of traffic and

21

vehicle infractions against vehic les that ha d Hispanic occupants, and i n so doi ng,

22

considered and incorporated the use of race as a factor in deciding w hich vehicle to pull

23

over during large-scale saturation patrols.

uch patrols and report th at figure to their

in making the decision to stop a vehicle.

24

This determination is fortified by the testimony of D r. Ralph Taylor. Dr. Tayl or

25

conducted a study of t he MCSO’s CAD records related to MC SO large-scale saturation

26

patrols to determ ine whether stops duri ng large scale saturation patrols focused on

27

vehicles with Hispanic occupants. The MCSO’s CAD database pr ovides detail of those

28

incidents during w hich MCSO officers contact their dispatch. ( Id. at 69: 4–9.) When an
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1

MCSO deputy asks dispatch to r un a nam e through the MCSO database, the name is

2

captured in the CAD database. The C AD database also records categories for individual

3

stops, and type “T” is the category for a traffic stop or a traffic violation. ( Id. at 69:8–9.)

4

A stop that begins as a traffic stop but during which an officer makes an arrest on another

5

charge, such as a drug arrest, will have a diff erent final call than type T. ( Id. at 130:22.)

6

Thus, presumably, stops during which any arre sts, including im migration arrests, were

7

made, were not counted in the totals arrive

8

Taylor’s statistics reflecting an increase in inquiries in Hispanic names during large-scale

9

saturation patrols did not include those stops in which Hisp anic names were checked and

10
11

d at by Dr. Ta ylor. This m eans that Dr.

immigration arrests resulted.
Dr. Taylor only had complete information on 11 of the 13 large-s cale saturation
Id. at 76: 24–77:3.) He ha d no

12

patrols on whic h testimony was offered at trial. (

13

information concerning the in dividual officers signed in to t he first two large-scale

14

saturation patrols at Pruitt’s on which to run an analysis.

15

database, Dr. Tayl or relied on inde pendent U.S. Census data correlating the likelihood

16

that a person wit h any give n name self-identified as Hispanic. He did a differential

17

analysis that focused particularly on nam es whose owners identified as Hispanic more

18

than 90% of the time, more than 80% of the time, and more than 70% of the time. ( Id. at

19

193:2–7.) He also included na mes whose ow ners self-identified as Hispanic at a 60%

20

threshold as “a type of robustness analysis.”69 (Id. at 193:6–7.)

21
22
23
24
25
26

68

In addition to the CAD

68

Nevertheless, records produced at trial demonstrate that during the first Pruitt’s
large-scale patrol there were six of 27 arrests that were of unauthorized persons. (Ex. 77.)
During the second Pruitt’s large-scale opera tion 42 of 43 people arrested were
unauthorized persons. (Exs. 79, 82.)
69

Dr. Taylor’s statistics in this respect were, apparently, more sophisticated than
those provided in the 1980 census list of Spanish surnames. (Ex. 320.)

27
28
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1

Dr. Taylor compared the na mes that MCSO officers called in to central dispatch

2

during saturation patrols to the nam es called in by MCSO officers during non-saturation

3

patrol days. (Id. at 99:22–100:3.) 70 He also compared the names called in by MCSO

4

officers who w orked on saturati on patrols, regardless of w hether they wer e working a

5

saturation patrol, to the names called in

6

saturation patrols. ( Id. at 100:25–101:6.) F urther, he com pared the nam es called in on

7

days when saturation patrols took place, rega rdless of whether the name was called in as

8

part of a sa turation patrol, to names called in on all ot her days. (Id. at 155:1–4.) Finally,

9

Dr. Taylor studied t he relative lengt hs of s tops involving at least one li kely-Hispanic

10

by MCSO officers wh o did not work on

surname.

11

He concluded that, depending on which t hreshold of Hispanic surname was used,

12

names checked by an officer par ticipating in a saturation patrol during a saturation patrol

13

were between 46% and 54% m ore likely to be Hispanic than those checked by other

14

officers operating on t he same day. (Id. at 96:12–20.) He also found that, depending on

15

the name threshold, names checked by all MCSO officers on saturation patrol days were

16

between 26% to 39% more likely to be Hisp anic than names check ed on non-saturation

17

patrol days. (Id. at 91:22–25.) C ompared to names checked one week before and one

18

week after a saturatio n patrol, names checke d on a saturation patrol day were betwee n

19

28.8% and 34.8% more likely to be Hispanic, (id. at 93:20–25), a nd names checked by

20

saturation patrol officers operating on satur ation patrol days were between 34% and 40%

21

more likely to be Hispanic than nam es checked by officers who were never involved in a

22

saturation patrol, ( id. at 97:22–98:5). Finally , Dr. Taylor found that stops in which an

23
24
25
26

70

As previously stated, in all patrol
operations for the relevant period, t he
percentage of vehicles that the MCSO pulled over w ith Hispanic occupants is slightly
lower than the percentage of the population of Maricopa C ounty that is Hispanic. (Ex.
402 at 3.)

27
28
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1

officer checked at least one His panic name lasted between two and three minutes longer

2

than comparable stops in which no Hispanic names were run. (Id. at 109:14–16.)

3

Defendants called D r. Steven Cam arota to rebut Dr. Ta ylor’s conclusions.

4

Although, for the most part, Dr. Camarota did not take issue with Dr. Taylor’s tabulations

5

from the CAD records mainta ined by t he MCSO, he di d question several of the

6

assumptions underlying Dr. Tayl or’s analysis and the adequacy of the inform ation on

7

which it w as based. He furt her offered alternative explana tions for the results of Dr.

8

Taylor’s analysis.

9

While Dr. Camarota did not independently verify Dr. Taylor’s findings, he agreed

10

that officers checked Hispanic names at a higher ra te during saturation patrols. ( Id. at

11

1310:6–9.) He further agreed

12

reliable. (Id. at 1305:22–1306:2.) In his own analysis, Dr. Camarota found that on days in

13

which a saturation pat rol was underway, the share of names checked that was Hispanic

14

was 4.8% higher tha n on other days of t he year. (Id. at 1309:22–1310:1.) Dr. Camarota

15

speculated that diffe rent poverty rates co uld result in dis parate stop rat es between

16

Hispanics and non-Hispanics, because “people with low incomes are going to have more

17

difficulty. . . meetin g the equipment standards.” ( Id. at 1260:16–21.) Dr . Camarota

18

presented no a nalysis of the stop rates co

19

speculation.

that the Hispanic surname tables Dr. Ta ylor used ar e

rrected for poverty rates to support his

20

As between Dr. Tayl or and Dr. Camarota in this respect, th e Court credits the

21

opinion of Dr. Ta ylor. Dr. Camarota testified that his opinions were based in part on Lt.

22

Sousa’s description to him of the zero tolerance policy that was followed on saturation

23

patrols. Dr. Camarota testified that Lt. Sous

24

“attempt when practicable, and when it’s viab le, to pull over during saturation patrol

25

anybody they see in violation making equipmen t violations or violating the rules of the

26

road.” (Id. at 1334:22–1335: 5.) As the Court has already dete

27

MCSO followed no such policy during large-scale saturation patrols, and the description

28

of the zero tolerance policy Dr. Camarota tes tified that he received from Lt. Sousa is

a told him that on su ch patrols officers
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1

different than Lt. S ousa’s description given during trial. Thus, Dr. Camarota’s

2

conclusions that relied on t he existence of the zero tolerance policy as he understood it

3

are impaired. Dr. Cam arota himself acknowledged in his testim ony that if his

4

understanding of the zero tolerance policy was inaccurate and if “that’s not what happens

5

during a s aturation patrol, then that can ma

6

socioeconomic factors could acco unt for different stop rates. ( Id. at 1336:4–15.) The

7

Court, therefore, gives more weight to the opinion of Dr. Taylor.71

tter” with respect to his analysis that

8

Regarding the length of stops, Dr. Camaro ta suggested that th e need to translate

9

information for the person stopped m ay contribute to stops of Hispanics taking m ore

10

time. (Id. at 1297:11–15.) Dr. Taylor agreed that if officers translate information during a

11

stop, the stop could take longer than a stop where no translation is required. (Id. at 175:9–

12

17.) Dr. Camarota testified that Hispanics are more likely to have hyphenated last names,

13

which would require officers to check both a lternate last names and could also increase

14

the length of a stop. ( Id. at 1298:9–23.) While the Cour t agrees that both of thes e

15

alternative explanations carry weight, as multiple MCSO officers admitted, once they

16

stopped a vehicle with Latino passengers, they

17

vehicle as one factor am ong others to prolong the stop and inve stigate the im migration

18

status of the vehicle’s passengers . The Cour t believes that the MCSO’s pursuit of this

19

practice, even if it did not u ltimately result in an arrest, is a more likely explanation for

20

the increased stop time resulting from stops with Hispanic names.

21

used t he race of the occupants of the

Further, Dr. Camarota testified that missi ng data could affect the reliability of Dr.

22
23
24
25
26
27

71

Defendants’ police practices expert, Bennie Click, similarly opined in his report
that there was no impermissible racial profiling occurring during saturation patrols due to
a zero tolerance policy that limited the discre tion of MCSO deputies in whom they could
pull over. (Ex. 1070 at 46.) He arrived at th is conclusion based on a description of t he
zero tolerance policy provid ed him by Sgt. Madrid. ( Id.) The Court similarly rejects Mr.
Click’s conclusion based on his misassumption regarding a zero tolerance policy that was
never effectively implemented at the MCSO.

28
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1

Taylor’s conclusions. In conducting his analysis, Dr. Taylor recorded only those stops in

2

which the CAD Database recorded the fact that an officer ha d checked at least one name.

3

(Id. at 75:17–19.) In approximately 30% of the recorded stops in the CAD Database, the

4

officer did not check any names at all. ( Id. at 1236:9–10.) In conduc ting his analysis, Dr.

5

Taylor included only those stops in which the CAD Database recorded that the stop was

6

categorized as final call type T. (Id. at 75:14–15.) Slightly over 80% of the stops for each

7

year were categorized as final call type T. ( Id. at 78:15.) Dr. Taylor’s data set therefore

8

did not include data for a number of stops conducted by the MCSO, apparently including

9

those that would have resulted in im

migration arrests. Further, the MCS O does not

10

review the CAD data for quality control, and makes no attempt to verify the accuracy of

11

the CAD data. (Id. at 1265:20–25, 1252:19–24.)

12

While the Court does weigh the incompleteness of the available information, there

13

is no question that all of the information

used was pr ovided to t he Plaintiffs by t he

14

MCSO, and was all the informa tion that it kept on t he topic.72 Since the data that was

15

excluded did not include any na me that coul d be evaluated, the Court concludes tha t

16

drawing conclusions from limited data sets is still probative when complete data are not

17

available. Further, the non- T stops that we re excluded from Dr. Taylor ’s analysis

18

involved a collection of stops wh ich, in the aggregate, involv ed a lower degree of officer

19

discretion than stops designated as a traffic stop or a traffi c violation. The Court thus

20

credits Dr. Taylor’s analysis and finds

21

deputies used race as a factor among others in stopping vehicles with Latino occupants on

22

saturation patrols.

it cr edible and probative as to whether MCSO

23

Despite the voluminous evidence to the contrary, the MCSO argues that a number

24

72

25
26

The MCSO’s police practices expert acknowledged that the MCSO fell below
the standard in not keeping mo re complete records of its o fficer’s encounters during this
period. (Tr. at 1752:6–24, 1753:17–1754:1.)

27
28
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1

of specific deputies testified at trial that

2

decisions they made, even in an immigration context. For example, Deputy Armendariz

3

testified that he never used race or ethnicity to make a decision to stop a ve hicle, detain a

4

driver or occupant, or to initiate questioning of anyone. ( Id. at 1507:11–20.) Similarly,

5

Detective Beeks testified that race and ethni city are not criteria for a traffic stop. ( Id. at

6

1436:8–10.) Deputy Kikes also testified that he never trie s to determine anything about

7

the race, ethnicity, or demographics of vehi cle occupants in deciding who to pull over.

8

(Id. at 625:10–14.) D eputy Rangel joined Deputy Armendariz in testifying that, as a

9

matter of course, they and ot her deputies investigate the id entity of every occupant of

10

every vehicle they stop, re gardless of race. ( Id. at 1518:14–19, 1543:4–12 (Deputy

11

Armendariz testifies that its typical for all la w enforcement officers to ask all passengers

12

to volunteer their identification after pulling over a car, and he always does this whether

13

it’s a routine traffic stop or a saturation

14

testifies that he asks everybody in a vehicle for identification as a matter of habit, and not

15

only while conducting saturation patrols).)

16

they never used race in the law enforcement

patrol), 931:2–13, 944:9–16 (Deputy Rangel

While the Court does not doubt the work ethic of these deputies, nor their desire

17

to follow the various directives pertaining t o their operations, it is difficult to reconcile

18

their testimony in this respect with their actual performance during large-scale saturation

19

patrols. That analysis demonstrates that it is unlikely that Deputy Arm endariz, Deputy

20

Rangel, Deputy Beeks, or Deput y Kikes engage d in the race-neutral policing that they

21

claimed.

22

Deputy Armendariz participated in at

least nine of the large-scale saturation

23

patrols, some of which took place over mu

24

Deputy Armendariz during the large-scale saturation patrols, or 77.3% of his total arrests,

25

were of persons with Hispanic names.73 Further, at least 35 of these arrests were made of

26
27
28

ltiple days. 75 of the 97 arrests made by

73

During the large-scale sa turation patrol at Cave Cr eek and Bell he arrested a
total of four people, all of whom had Hispanic surnames. (Ex. 82.) During the first largescale Mesa patrol he arrested five people, all of whom had Hispa nic names. (Ex. 87. )
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1

passengers. 33 of the m were determined to be unauthorized aliens, although only 32 of

2

them had nam es that are listed as Hispanic in Exhibit 320.

3

arrest two passengers with non-Hispanic names.

74

Deputy Armendariz did

4

Such statistics as exist regarding Deputy Armendariz’s performance in small-scale

5

patrols are even more indicative of racial disproportionality, albeit in a smaller sample. 75

6

Looking at the records for those operations

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

that identify arresting officers, Officer

During the second large-scale Mesa patrol he arrested 18 people, ten of whom
had
Hispanic names (Actually, elev en persons w ere designated in the arrest report as being
unauthorized aliens, howe ver, the nam e of the eleventh, Mine rva Vujando, was not
included in Ex. 320 as an Hispanic name, so the Court does not coun t it here). (Ex. 97.)
During the first Sun City patrol he arrested 17 persons on one arrest, all of whom had
Hispanic names. (Ex. 102.) Although the proba ble cause listed on t he arrest report for
stopping this vehicle was a vi olation of Arizona’s H uman Smuggling Act, all persons in
this arrest processed with ICE on federal i mmigration charges. While the arrest was not
made on the state charge, the Court is willing to assume that, due to the large number
being transported, there was suf ficient probable cause to pull t he persons over for a
violation of state law, even if Deputy Armendariz had not c onsidered race as a factor.
During the first Sout hwest Valley saturation patrol, he arrested nine people over the
course of two days, five of whom had Hispanic surnames. (Ex. 111.) On the April 23–24
West Valley patrol, he arrested 16 pe ople, 14 of w hom had Hispanic surnames. (Id.) On
the July 23–24 Chandler Southeast Valley patrol, he arrested 17 people, 11 of whom had
Hispanic surnames. (Exs. 128, 168.) O n the September 5, 2009 patrol at Dura ngo and
35th Ave, he arrested eight people, six of w hom had Hispanic surnames. (Ex. 170.)
During the November 16, 2009 c ountywide patrol he arrested three people, all of whom
had Hispanic surnames. (Exs. 176, 178–82.)
74

During the August 2008 Sun City large-scale patrol, Deputy Armendariz pulled
over a vehicle with 17 occupants. The passengers were arrested for federal immigration
violations. However, even if those arrest s are rem oved from the equation as havi ng
sufficient probable cause to investigate and arrest absent Deput y Armendariz’s use of
race as a factor in m aking the stop, then 58 of 80 his arrests, or 72.5%, had Hispanic
names, and 16 of 19 passengers arrested had Hispanic names.
75

Although technically speaking the oper ation plans prohibitin g racial profiling
and requiring all poss ible arrests applied only to large-scale saturation pat rols, Deputy
Armendariz testified that he never considered race in any aspect of his law enforcement.
Thus, if true, his arrests should reflect that reality.

28
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1

Armendariz participated in at least the first day of the Fountain Hills operation, and in the

2

September 2008 Cave Creek operation. The Fountain Hills operati on lasted six hours.

3

(Ex. 108.) Duri ng those six hour s, seven st ops were m ade, four of w hich resulted in

4

immigration arrests. (Id.) Of the four stops that resulted in immigration arrests, three were

5

made by D eputy Armendariz, the othe r was made by Deputy C osme. (Id.) All of th e

6

recorded stops m ade by De puty Armendariz resulted in t he arrest of unauthorized

7

aliens.76 (Id.)

8

The records for the September 2008 Ca

ve Creek operation also reveal whi ch

9

officers made the stops that resulted in immigration arrests. Four of the 33 stops made on

10

that day re sulted in i mmigration arrests. (Ex. 112.) D eputy Armendariz made two of

11

those four stops. ( Id.) The ratio of stops t o immigration arrests m ade does not serve t o

12

demonstrate whether Deputy Armendariz may have been using race as a criteria on which

13

to stop traffic violators. Nevertheless,

14

Armendariz made five traffic stops that resulte d in ten arrests of una uthorized residents.

15

(Id.) All of the persons arrested by Deputy Ar mendariz had Hispanic surnames and each

16

of them was arrested on fe deral immigration charges. (Id.) At least six, but possibl y as

17

many as eight of thes e persons were passengers in vehicles. (Id.) During these two days,

18

it is clear that Deputy Armendariz made no e ffort to pull over every vehicle he observed

19

committing a traffic violation be cause during the entire first day of the Fountain Hills

20

operation, both units of the MCS O pulled only over seven ve hicles. During the

21

September 2008 Cave Creek operation, althou gh more vehicles were stoppe d, and more

22

vehicles may have been stopped by Deput y Armendariz, he never arrested anyone on

23

either day, other than Hispanic drivers or passengers. (Id.)

24
25
26
27

during these two da ys of operations, Deput y

When asked to expl ain his disparate arrest rate of Hispanic persons, De puty
76

On the second day of the Fountain H ills operation no record was kept of the
officers who made the stops, so it is not
possible to know if Deputy Armendariz
participated, or how many of the stops he made.

28
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1

Armendariz testified that the ma jority of Maricopa County’s population is Hispanic. (Tr.

2

at 1504:10–1505:2.) That assertion is si

3

population of Maricopa County is Hispanic. See United States Census, State & Count y

4

QuickFacts, Maricopa County,

5

04013.html (last visited May 21, 2013). A

6

Deputy Armendariz during la rge-scale saturation patrol s had Hispanic surna mes. 100%

7

of the persons he arrested during the limited sampling of small-scale patrols had Hispanic

8

surnames. The Court concludes that Deputy Armendariz considered race as one factor

9

among others in making law enf orcement decisions during both l arge- and sm all-scale

10

mply wrong. A pproximately 30% of the

Arizona, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/04/
pproximately 77% of the arrests m ade by

saturation patrols.

11

Deputy Beeks participated in at least four of the large-scale saturation patrols. (Id.)

12

From the Court’s calculations 14 of t he 15 arrests made by Deputy Beeks during th e

13

large-scale saturation patrols, or 93.3% of the total arrests he made were of persons wit h

14

Hispanic names.77 Further, during these large scale

15

arrested 11 passengers. (Exs. 82, 90, 174.) Ni

16

unauthorized aliens, and all of them had names that are listed as Hispanic in Exhibit 320.

17

It is likely that the ten arrests Deputy Beek

18

stemmed from a human smuggling load. All ten came from the same vehicle.78 (Ex. 174.)

19

Excluding those num bers, Deputy Beeks m ade five other arrests, four of whom

saturation patrols, Deputy Beeks

ne of them were determined to be

s made during the second S un City patrol
had

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

77

During the large-scale saturation patrol at Cave Creek and Be ll he arrested one
person, and that person had a Hispanic surname. (Ex. 82.) During the first large-scale
Mesa patrol he arrested three people, all of whom had Hispa nic surnames. (Ex. 90.)
During the April 2009 West Valley patrol he made one arrest of a person who di d not
have a Hispanic surname. (Ex. 111.) During the s econd Sun City patrol of October 17,
2009, he arrested ten people. (Ex. 174.) All of them had Hispanic surnames.
78

Three of the ten were arrested on state charges and seven of the te n were turned
over to ICE under M CSO’s LEAR policy, presumably meaning ther e was no basis to
arrest on state charges.
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1

Hispanic last names a nd were in the country without authorization. The Court concludes

2

that Deputy Beeks c onsidered race as one factor among

3

would stop.

others in decidi ng whom he

4

The large-scale patrol arrest statistic s for both Deputy Rangel and Deputy Ki kes

5

have been previ ously discussed. See Section II.8, supra. As noted, Deputy Ki kes

6

participated in three large-scale saturation patrols over four da ys and made a total of five

7

arrests on all such pa trols. All five had His panic names. Thus 100% of all persons he

8

arrested during a m inimum of three days of saturation patrols were Hispanic. Similarly,

9

Deputy Rangel participated in seven large-scale saturation patrols in which 54 out of the

10

60 people he arrested had Hispanic surnames.79 The Court concludes that Deputies Kikes

11

and Rangel considered race as

12

decisions in an immigration context.

one factor among others in making law enforcement

13

To the extent that the MC SO invites the Court to find that the MCSO saturation

14

patrols did not incorporate racial bias in design or execution based on t he testimony of

15

these officers that they did not so engage, the Court declines to do so. The great weight of

16

the evidence is that all types of saturation patrols at issue in this case incorporated race as

17

a consideration into their operations, bot h in design and execution, the vehicles the

18

deputies decided t o stop, a nd in t he decisions made as to w hom to investigate for

19

immigration violations.

20
21

The day la bor operations and si milar small-scale patrols with high arrest ratios
specifically required the investigation of passengers that were Latino day laborers, which

22
23
24
25
26
27

79

If the human-trafficking load(s) arrest ed by Deput y Rangel dur ing the A ugust
2008 Sun City patrol are removed from the equation, then 11 of 16 arrests or 68.7% of
his total arrests are of persons with Hispanic names. During the nine days, he made 60 (or
16) arrests. Of the 60 (or 16) arrests, 54 (or 11) just ha ppened to be of Hispanic persons
who were in the country w ithout authorization, and 47 (or 4) of the m were on
immigration charges. The Court rejects the proposition that Deputy Rangel was not
considering race in the vehicles he stopped or the passengers he investigated and arrested.
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1

meant a disproportionate numbe r of Latino passengers had their identities investigated,

2

regardless of w hether that inves tigation resulted in ar rest. The num ber and types of

3

resulting arrests for each of these operations

4

was the investigation and arrest of persons lik ely to be unauthorized residents. As shown

5

above, members of the MCSO

6

Maricopa County are Hispanic . Because (1) the MCSO was

7

whose principal purpose was to investigate a nd arrest unauthorized residents, (2) it was

8

trained by ICE that it coul d take into account Hispanic ba ckground as one factor am ong

9

others leading t o the reasonable suspicion th at a per son is not here legally, and ( 3)

10

individual deputies were required during such operations to keep track specifically of the

11

number of people they arrested who were not authorized, th e Court concludes that those

12

deputies emphasized stopping and investigating the identities of Hispanic persons during

13

such operations.

demonstrates that their principal purpose

believe t hat virtually all unauthorized residents in
involved in an operation

14

In the large-scale patrols, MCSO policy in structed officers to rely on their 287(g)

15

certification training in making similar decisions and consequently allowed the officers to

16

consider the passenger’s race in

17

identity. That direction would

18

passengers of Latino backgr ound, regardless of whether probable cause or reasonable

19

suspicion otherwise existed to justify such a search. Dr. Taylor’s analysis confirms that

20

Hispanic names were more likely to be checked. During the T-Stops that included names

21

called into dispatch duri ng the 11 operat ions that were the s ubject of Dr. Ta ylor’s

22

analysis, 308 people were arrested for being present in the c ountry without authorization.

23

(Tr. at 1311:20-1313:3). Further, according to Dr. Taylor, depending on the t hreshold of

24

name used, between an additional 1,312 and 1,988 Hispanic names were checked during

25

the CAD stops that he monitored. (Id. at 90:12–16.)

26

making the decision to investigate the passenger’s
have resulted in the dispr oportionate investigation of

Further, as demonstrated below, in its ongoing enforcement of state laws related to

27

immigration and the LEAR policy, the MCSO

28

indicator, among others, that a person is in th e country without authorization. Therefore,
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1

MCSO officers continue to st op and check the identities of a disproportionate number of

2

Hispanic persons.

3

10.

4

The MCSO stops a vehicle for the length of time it takes to investigate
its occupants, not the amount of time necessary to dispose of the traffic
infraction that resulted in the stop.

5

MCSO traffic stops at issue lasted as lo ng as it took to chec k the identity of the

6

Hispanic occupants of a vehicle. Som e of these stops l asted much longer than it would

7

have taken to handle the traffic infraction that justified pulling the vehicle over in the first

8

place. This is demonstrated by comparing two similar stops during which the MCSO took

9

the same enforcement action.

10

At trial, David Vasquez testified that he was pulle d over by De puty Ratcliffe of

11

the MCSO during the first la rge-scale saturation patrol in Mesa. (Tr. at 199:20–22,

12

201:24–202:2.) Mr. Vasquez acknowledged th at the stated purpose for the stop was a

13

very small if not imperceptible chip in his windshield. (Ex. 54.) Mr. Vasquez is Hispanic

14

and his wife is not Hispanic. (Tr. at 1

15

Vasquez for his identi fication but did not make the sam e inquiry of his w ife. (Id. at

16

200:21–201:6.) After Deputy Ra tcliffe checked Mr. Vasquez’ s identification, he was

17

released without being issued a citation for t he chipped windshield or any other reason.

18

(Id. at 201:1–6.) Although Mr. Vasquez estimated in his test imony that the stop t ook ten

19

or 15 minutes, he was confronted on cross-examination with the CAD record of the stop

20

that demonstrated that it to ok just over four minutes. (Id.) Upon cross-examination Mr.

21

Vasquez acknowledged that th e stop could have taken as little as four minutes. ( Id. at

22

206:13–14, 208:2–7.) The Court credits the CAD record.

23

98:15–17, 1992–3.) De puty Ratcliffe asked Mr.

By contrast, although the stop that resulted in the arrest of Jose de Jesus Ortega-

24

Melendres also resulted i n only an oral warning to the driver, it lasted approximately 40

25

minutes. Considerable trial testim ony concerned that stop. On t hat day, D eputy Louis

26

DiPietro, a member of the can ine unit, was recruited by the HSU and assigned to follow

27

cars the HSU officers targeted until he could develop probable cause to stop the car for a

28
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1

traffic violation. ( Id. at 242: 10–20.) Members of the undercover team observed Mr.

2

Ortega-Melendres and other Hispanic indi viduals get into a vehicle, and radioed t

3

Deputy DiPietro that he shou ld follow the car and develop probable cause to stop it. ( Id.

4

at 244:18–24.) Deputy DiPietro followed the car for between one and three miles, then

5

pulled it over for speeding. (Id. at 245:8–24.)

6

o

The evidence established that Sgt. Madrid and Deputy Rangel, both HSU officers,

7

came to the scene after they

8

DiPietro testified that he did not believe

9

passengers for any state crime, 80 but he held all of t he occupants of the vehicle pending

10

the arrival of S gt. Madrid and D eputy Rangel and their completion of an investigation

11

into the immigration status of the passengers. ( Id. at 256:9–18.) It took up to t en minutes

12

for Deputy Rangel and Sgt. Madrid to arrive.

13

Rangel testified that the driver would have been at the scene a total of between 30 and 40

14

minutes, and that the driver would have been at the scene for approxim ately 30 minutes

15

after Deputy Ra ngel arrived. ( Id. at 952: 4–6.) It t hen took Deputy Rangel and Sgt.

16

Madrid, operating in tandem , approximately 30 minutes to conduct their investigation

17

into the immigration status of the three passenge rs that were in the car before placing the

18

passengers under arrest. ( Id. at 952:9–11.) D eputy DiPietro then released the driver. ( Id.

19

at 246:6–8.)

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

heard that D eputy DiPietro had stopped the car. Deput y
that he had probable cause to

81

detain the

The Court so concludes because Deput y

Upon arrival, Deputy Rangel, who had no reason to believe that the passengers
80

DiPietro did testify that he believe
d the majority of da y laborers to be
unauthorized immigrants. However, when questioned further, he admitted that he did not
form this belief until he participated in the day labor operation that resulted in the OrtegaMelendres stop. (Tr. at 299:14-300:17.)
81

To the extent that Deputy DiPietro testified he made any independent analysis as
to whether the passengers were unlawfully present or breaki ng any law s, the Court
concludes that pursuant to the ope ration, HSU officers would ha ve arrived regardless of
Deputy DiPietro’s conclusions. (Ex. 129; see also Ex. 126.)

28
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1

had violated any state law acc ordingly to his own testimony, asked the passengers in the

2

vehicle for their identification. 82 (Id. at 910:3–20.) Deputy Rangel and Sgt. Madrid began

3

questioning the passengers. S ometime thereafter they received from Mr. Ortega-

4

Melendres his B-1/B-2 visa. They may have also received from him his valid I-94 form.83

5

(Id. at 910:19–25.) A t some point, after ex amining the doc umentation provided by

6

Ortega-Melendres and the information provided by his fellow passengers, Deputy Rangel

7

determined to arrest the Hisp anic passengers. He handcuffed them and arranged for their

8

transportation to ICE. (Id. at 915:5–7.)

9

Neither Deputy Rangel nor De puty Madrid ever spoke to t he driver. Deput y

10

DiPietro alone had contact with him. (Id. at 952:14–15, 246:2 0–25, 247:23–24.) Deputy

11

Rangel testified that he never spoke with th e driver because it was not HSU’s job to clear

12

the driver. (Id. at 910:11–18.) Although Deputy DiPietro vacillated several times in his

13

testimony, and was c onfronted with c ontrary testimony from his deposition, the Court

14

ultimately credits Deputy DiPiet ro’s testimony that he he ld the driver until HSU had

15

completed its investigation. Therefore, 40

16

investigation of the ve hicle’s passengers was com plete and the H SU had determined to

minutes after the initial stop, after the

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

82

Deputy Rangel, who is and was at all times relevant to this lawsuit a member of
the MCSO’s Human Smuggling Unit, has not been trained in the hum an smuggling
statute, although he has read it. (Tr. at 95 3:19–25.) He has never been trained that da y
laborers are committing criminal violations by seeking or accepting labor. (Id. at 935:12–
17.) Deputy Rangel did not believe that the vehicle that De puty DiPietro s topped was
involved in human smuggling. ( Id. at 938:19–22.) Deputy Rang el does not believe that
transporting a da y laborer implicates the hum an smuggling statute, even i f the person
transporting the day laborer knows or has reas on to believe that the day laborer is not
authorized to be in the country. (Id. at 953:5–954:2.)
83

Deputy Rangel disputes that Ortega Me lendres ever produced an I-94 f orm.
According to ICE doc umentation, however, when he was presented at the ICE detention
facility, “Ortega-Melendres did have his I-94 in his wallet.” (Ex. 1093.) After being held
for several more hours at ICE pending inve stigation Ortega-Melendres was released
without further action being taken against him.

28
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1

detain the passengers, Deputy Di Pietro gave the driver a verbal w arning and let him go.

2

(Id. at 246: 11–16.) Yet, as the stop of Mr. Vasquez demonstrates, it would only ha ve

3

taken approximately four minutes to issue a warning to the driver. That Deputy DiPietro

4

retained the driver until the

5

establish that it woul d have reasona bly taken forty minutes to give the driver an oral

6

warning for speeding.

7

investigation of the passenge rs was complete does not

A brief review of the arrest reports shows that a great number of the arrests during

8

the saturation patrols involv ed the arrest of multiple

9

drivers received only a traffic warning or

passengers during a stop when

citation. In many such cases, merely

10

investigating the ident ities of the passenge rs would have dwarfed the amount of time

11

necessary to issue a tr affic citation. For example, during the first day labor operation a t

12

Cave Creek, Deputy DiPietro issued onl y warnings to both drivers he stopped. As with

13

the driver of the Orte ga-Melendres vehicle, Deputy DiPietro also issued only a traffic

14

warning to the second driver he stopped on that day. There were, however, six passengers

15

who were i nvestigated and arre sted during that stop. ( Ex. 126.) The Court finds t hat it

16

would have taken longer than 40 minutes, and certainly long er than four, for the MCSO

17

officers to investigate the identities of those six passengers.

18

Similarly, during the balance of the day labor operations, and apparently the small-

19

scale saturation patrols, many of the im migration arrests arose from traffic stops duri ng

20

which multiple passengers were arrested. (Exs. 76, 80, 81, 108, 112, 114, 117, 119, 120,

21

123, 125, 129, 131, 175, 2 86.) Based on t he Ortega-Melendres stop, it woul d take three

22

deputies approximately 40 m inutes to issue a citation or a warning to the driver and

23

investigate the identity of three passengers w ho did not have ready id entification in their

24

possession. Thus, the Court finds that m any of the traffic stops co nducted during those

25

operations would have taken around 40 minutes.

26

There was, however, additional eviden ce about how much time it takes to

27

investigate the identit y of a passenger. De puties Rangel and Armendariz both testified

28

about the process. As discu ssed above, they testified
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1

passengers for identification during every traffic stop. If an occ upant provides them with

2

identification they run the id entification through the standard database accessible from

3

their patrol vehicles. If a passenger provides no identification, they next ask the passenger

4

to provide his or her name and date of birth. They then run the provided name and date of

5

birth in the standard database.

6

Deputy Rangel testified that if th

e standard M VD database containe d no

7

information concerning a person with that name and date of birth, he returns and asks the

8

vehicle’s occupant(s) for another form of identification and/or asks questions concerning

9

their identity and status. (Tr. at 946:5–9.) If he received no further identification, and

10

Deputy Rangel was on a satur ation patrol, he would then arr est the person for a n

11

immigration violation. (Id. at 947: 2–20.) Since the term ination of MCS O’s 287(g)

12

authority, when he encounters an individual who he suspects is undocumented but he has

13

no basis to take into custody

14

MCSO custody, pending their transfer to ICE. (Id. at 958:23–959:7.)

for violation of a state crime,

he takes that person int o

15

Deputy Armendariz testified that if the da tabase accessible from his patrol vehicle

16

provided no information on a pe rson with the name and date of birth supplied, he t hen

17

takes the person into custody until thei r identity could be ascertained. ( Id. at 1544:7–9,

18

1585:7–1586:12.) In su ch a circumstance, he accesses ot her databases that m ay or may

19

not be avai lable through t he MVD database such as the JWI, NCIC, and ACIC. ( Id. at

20

1520:25–1524:4.) If these databa ses are not accessible to him from his patrol vehicle, or

21

if, for other reasons it would be beneficial to have dispatch run the searches, he contacts

22

dispatch and has dispatch run the supplied

23

PACE—a system maintained by

24

acknowledged that such a process takes time, and it would be impossible to calculate an

25

average. Nevertheless, he testified that such an inquiry takes

26
27
28

identity through other databases, including

the City of P

hoenix. (Id. at 1526:21–24.) He

a while because the dispatchers—the dispatcher that we have that we
run on that particular channel runs information for the entire county.
. . You ha ve to base it on the fact that when—we’re on the satellite
or we’re on a m obile system and the computers run real slow. There
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

are a lot of cases where DPS, the DPS system itself is down and the
queue is down.
There is when we go to our info channel and we run them on our
information channel where the dispat cher is backlogged because, as
I said, she runs – it’s one dispatc her for the entire county, w hoever
transfers over to that channel that needs information.
And also I request a PA CE check, which is throug h the City of
Phoenix. So she has to call—the dispatcher that is to contact the City
of Phoenix for more information.
(Id. at 1525:21–23, 1526:12–24.)
Deputy Armendariz acknowledged that while he is waiting for a response, he

10

returns to the vehicle and asks further questions to the passenger, or requests other forms

11

of identification including the passe nger’s social security number. ( Id. at 1525:4–14 ,

12

1585:23–1586:12.) He further noted, consistent with other testim ony, that such inquiries

13

can prolong the stop because Hispanic surnames are often hyphenated, requiring a check

14

of each permutation of the same name. (Id. at 1508:4–1509:3, 1527:13–18.)

15

Deputy Armendariz does no t believe that it has ever ta ken him more than a half

16

hour to run such a database check, but ackn owledged that an iden tification check would

17

run approximately fifteen m inutes. (Id. at 1590:5–12.) Deputy Armendariz then twice

18

confirmed that it is still his practice to go th rough this process of investigating passengers

19

during all of his stops. (

20

testimony, however, he seemed to contradict himself in part w hen he testified that now

21

that he does not have 287(g) authority, if he is unable to figure out a passenger’s identity

22

he just lets them go. ( Id. at 1589:12–18.) The Court finds that such testimony is not

23

credible especially in light of the LEAR po licy, discussed below, which w ould require

24

Deputy Armendariz to detain such persons if he develops reasonable suspicion that the y

25

are not in the country legally.

Id. at 1526:1–3, 1546:3–17.) Af ter the lunch break in his

26

As the investigation of De puty Rangel and Sgt. Madrid into the identity of Mr.

27

Ortega-Melendres and his fellow passengers de monstrates, investigating the identity of

28

multiple persons per stop extends the duration of the time that it takes to conduct such
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1

stops, even when multiple officers are conducting the inquiries.

2

While writing a citation w ould take somewhat longer t han issuing a warning, it

3

would not take considerably longer. Many case s suggest that such stops last around ten

4

minutes. See, e.g., Illinois v. Caballes, 543 U.S. 405, 406 (2005) (noting that the issuance

5

of a warning ticket, arrival

6

detection dog, search of the trunk and resulting arrest took “less than 10 minutes” in

7

total). Yet, Deputy DiPietro estimated that it typically could take up to twenty minutes to

8

issue a citation. (Tr. at 297:16–22.)

9

arrests during saturation patrol s resulted in the arrest of multiple passengers, and thus

of another officer, tour arou nd the car with a narcotics-

Even accepting t his higher estimate, many of the

10

their investigation would have taken significantly more time than it would have taken to

11

issue a ticket to the driver. A lthough most arrest reports of the operations show that a

12

traffic stop resulted in at most a citation to the driver, during a few the driver was arrested

13

on criminal charges. Even so, the majority of the evidence indicates that investigating the

14

identities of passengers occurred frequently

15

investigations took significantly longer than it would take to warn or cite the driver. Thus,

16

the Court finds that for most stops conducted by the MCSO, the length of the stop lasted

17

the time it took to investigate the passengers rather than to deal with the traffic citation.

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

11.

during MCSO operati ons and that such

Some MCSO deputi es claim to cond uct identity checks on all vehicle
occupants. Due to MCSO policy that allows officers to consider race in
determining whether to initiate an immigration investigation, vehicle
occupants who are Latino are more
likely to have their identity
checked as a matter of operational procedure and policy.

The MCSO acknowledges that there is no legal requireme nt in this state that
passengers in vehicl es carry identification. Nevertheless, Sheriff Arpaio stated in a
national press interview that when persons were passengers in a vehicle with a drive

r

stopped on criminal suspicion, MCSO deputies were entitled to investigate the passengers
in the vehicle as a matter of course. (Ex. 41 0a (stating that if unauthorized aliens were
passengers in a vehicle with a driver stopped for an immigration violation or other crime,
“we have the right to talk to those people”).) Some MCSO wi tnesses at trial, including
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1

Deputy Armendariz, testified that, as a matt er of cont inuing practice, MCSO officers

2

investigate the identity of all passengers in ev ery vehicle they stop regardless of whether

3

the stop w as made during a saturation pat rol. (Tr. at 1518:14–19, 1543: 4–12 (Deputy

4

Armendariz testifies that its typical for all la w enforcement officers to ask all passengers

5

to volunteer their identification after pulling over a car, and he always does this whether

6

it’s a routine traffic stop or a saturation

7

Rangel testifies that he asks everybody in a vehicle for identification as a matter of habit,

8

and not only while conducting saturation patr ols).) Further, Chief Click stated in his

9

report that it was his understanding that “all pa ssengers in vehicles that had be en stopped

10

would be contacted” because of the zero tolerance policy. (Ex. 1070 at 46.) At least some

11

deputies understood the purpose of saturation patrols to be making contact with as many

12

people as possible during the course of each traffic stop. (Tr. at 302:16–22.) Thus, many

13

stat sheets requested the number of contacts made during patrol stops. To th e extent that

14

the deputies understood t his to be the pur pose of saturation patrol s, they would ha ve

15

likely asked for the identity of every person stopped as a matter of course, as Deputy

16

Armendariz suggested.

17

patrol), 923:12–14, 931, 944: 9–16 (Deputy

Regardless of whether indi vidual officers routinely in vestigated the identity of

18

every person in every car they stoppe d, Sgt. Madrid testified that officers participating i n

19

day labor operations were instructed that when they responded to a vehicle that had been

20

stopped, they were to investigate all

21

1144:1–14.) As set forth above, investiga ting passengers’ identities was a basic element

22

of a day la bor operation. N one of the reports made any attem pt to set forth reasonable

23

suspicion to investigate the passengers once a stop was made. 84 Rather, they confirm that

24
25
26
27

passengers for immigration violations. (Id. at

84

At trial, Deputy DiPietro testified that the HSU officers were en route to the
scene once they heard he stopped the vehicl e. (Tr. at 256: 9–18.) Thus, as an operationa l
matter, the deputies were not looking to es tablish independent reasonable suspicion to
investigate the passengers once the vehic le was stoppe d, even if they coul d have
established it.

28
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1

the investigation of the passengers’ identifie s followed the traffic stop as a matter of

2

course. (Exs. 123, 129, 131.) Three of the four reports state:

3
4
5
6
7
8

traffic stops [were] made from UC [und ercover] vehicles relaying that da y
laborers were picked up from the area . Once the pick up ve hicle was
located by MCSO marked patrol units, detectives would establish probable
cause for a traffic stop. Once the ve hicle was stopped HSU detectives
would interview the subjects in the vehicles in reference to their legal status
to be in the US.
(Exs. 123, 129, 131; Tr. at 1144:1–8; 1151:4–11.)
As with the reports of the day l abor operations, the great majority of the small-

9

scale saturation patrol reports, es pecially those with high arrest ratios, set forth for every

10

traffic stop that resulted in the arrest of an un authorized alien: (1) the basis for the traffic

11

stop, (2) whether and for what the driver w as cited and/or arrested, (3) the number of

12

unauthorized aliens arrested during the st op, and (4) the num ber of persons , including

13

unauthorized aliens, that were arrested on state charges as opposed to federal immigration

14

charges. It is clear from these arrest reports that officers investigated passengers because

15

many of the stops resulted in multiple arrests per stop. In any small-scale patrol where the

16

deputy developed reasonable suspicion during the traffic stop that another state crime was

17

being or ha d been committed, the MCS O arrested the vehicle’s occupa nt on that basis.

18

The reports, however, do not state any observations m ade after the vehicle was pulled

19

over that would provide reasonable suspi cion that the passengers were in the country

20

without authorization.

21

The arrest reports for large-scale satura tion patrols confirm that separate probable

22

cause or re asonable suspicion as to passenger s was not consi dered a necessity prior t o

23

investigating their identities. Those reports contain a column listin g the probable cause

24

that lead to each arrest. Again, in almo

25

arrested, the onl y probable caus e listed is that the person was a passenger in a vehicle

26

stopped for a traffic violation. (Exs. 79, 82

(particularly the arrests of Deputies Ruiz,

27

Almanza, Smith, Calderon, Armendariz,

Romney, Sloup a

st all cases involvi ng passengers who were

28
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1

(particularly the arrests of Deputies Armenda riz, Schmizer, Doyle, Beeks, Brockman,

2

Trombi, Komoroski, Cosme, Templeton, Silva, Sum mers, Roughan and Rangel); 102,

3

111, 174, 178, 180.) Thus, as with the small-scale patr ols, these arrest reports do not

4

delineate any individualized reasonable suspicion or probable cause on whic h an MCSO

5

deputy could detain a passenger or

6

authorization for being in the United States.

7

Based on the weight of the evi

8

officers in the MCSO operations frequently

9

immigration status as a m atter of course , whether based in part on t he race of the

10

occupants or ot herwise. In som e of th ose stops, som e officers m ay have ha d an

11

objectively reasonable suspicion with res pect to i ndividual passengers sufficient to

12

prolong detention for a reasona ble time to co nduct a brief investig ation. Nevertheless,

13

MCSO practice and some of its operational procedures do not require its deputies to have

14

such suspicion beyond the in itial traffic stop or to docume nt their bases to routinely

15

investigate the identities of a vehicle’s occupants.

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

12.

prolong a st op to investigate a passenger

’s

dence and testimony, the C ourt concludes that
detained passengers to investigate their

The MCSO never made an eval uation to determine whether its
saturation patrols were being implemented with racial bias.

MCSO command personnel uniformly testified that they did not conduct any sort
of investigation or m onitoring to determ ine whether the saturation patrols were being
implemented in a racially-bia sed fashion. For example, Chief Sands testified that the
MCSO does not c ollect data on those people it stops or detains to determine whether
officers are engaging in racial profiling.85 (Id. at 833:6–8.) Sgt. Palmer testified that if he
85

Chief Click, the MCSO’s st andard of care expert at trial, testified that any
supervisor who wanted to minimize racial profiling would have to take active steps to
combat it by reviewing records, investigatin g unusual findings, and retraining officers as
needed. (Tr. at 1746: 241747:5, 1750:201751:9, 1754:413.) He testified that
“anything that woul d raise the specter of ra cial profiling needs to be investigated and
looked at further.” (Id. at 1765:12–14.) Chief Click testified that to determine whether
or not officers are improperly using race during a saturation patrol, a departm ent would
not merely look to see if there was probable cause for a particular stop, but “look at the
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1

saw that a deputy had reported that he had reasonable suspicion to justify a stop, he knew

2

that the de puty did not enga ge in “racial profiling.” ( Id. at 724: 22–725:1.) He f urther

3

testified that he socializes with other o

4

knowing them socially and knowing them as well as he does, he knows that they do not

5

engage in “racial profiling.” (Id. at 778:25–779:2.) He also testified that he believes there

6

is no need to investigate wh ether MCSO officers improperly use race in the course of

7

their law enforcement duties be cause “quite frankl y, sir, I know m y brothers, and we

8

abide by the law.” 86 (Id. at 779:17–18.) Because he is cer tain that the other members of

9

the HSU would never engage i n racial prof iling, Sgt. Palmer never took any action to

fficers in the MCS O off-duty, and based on

10

determine whether HSU deputies engaged in racial profiling and never put any system in

11

place to monitor for racial profiling. (Id. at 780:15–22.)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Sgt. Madrid has never reviewed his depu ties’ incident reports for the purpose of
checking whether they are engaged in racial profiling. (Id. at 1172:12–15.) If Sgt. Madrid
bigger picture, how many people did either the individual deputy stop or how many were
stopped, how m any total peopl e were stopped during the patrol?” ( Id. at 1764:23–
1765:1.)
86

The deputies that Sgt. Palmer supervis ed in the HSU are, apparently the same
ones with whom he exchanged e-mails demeaning Mexicans. (Exs. 18, 29.) Sgt. Palm er,
considering the e-mails a “joke,” forwarded th em to the deputies he supervised in the
HSU. (Tr. at 735: 1113.) Although Sgt. Palmer believ es he was disciplined for sending
the emails, he rem ained a supervising sergeant in the Hum an Smuggling Unit. ( Id. at
737:17–18.) A year later, Sgt. Palm er circulated to the HSU a fictional article from the
Los Angeles Times purporting to be about immigration which contained baseless
statistics regarding the unauthorized population in California. (Ex. 2.) Sgt. Palmer did not
investigate whether the statistics in the
e-mail were true before sending it to his
subordinates. (Tr. at 729:21–23 .) Sgt. Palmer forwarded the e-mail to his deputies in the
Human Smuggling Unit as factual info rmation for trai ning purposes. ( Id. at 732:2–6.)
Sgt. Palmer later learned that the statistic s in the e-mail were not from the Los Angeles
Times and were not f actual, but does not re call ever sending an e-mail to his deputies
mentioning that the earlier e-mail was a hoax. (Id. at 732:13.)

27
28
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1

determined that an officer had probable cause to make a stop, he “wouldn’t even suspect”

2

that the officer had engage d in racial profiling. ( Id. at 1172: 20–24.) Lt. Sousa did not

3

review citations, stat sheets, or any other documents to determine whether racial profiling

4

was occurring in the Hum an Smuggling Unit because he believe d that racial profiling

5

was a “nonissue.” ( Id. at 1022:12 16.) Lt. Sousa is not aw

6

disciplining an officer for racial profiling. (Id. at 1023:23–25.)

7
8
9
10
11
12

13.

are of the MCSO ever

After the revocation of its 287(g) status, the MCSO erroneously trained
all of its 900 deputies that they co uld enforce federal immigration law.
The MCSO further erroneously traine d its deputies that unauthorized
presence in the country, without mo re, was a criminal as opposed to an
administrative violation of fe deral immigration law. The MCSO
operated under that misunderstandi ng during most of the period
relevant to this lawsuit.

Until December 2011, the MC SO continued to operate

under the erroneous

13

premise that being a n unauthorized alien in this country in

and of itself established a

14

criminal violation of federa l immigration law which the MCSO was entitled to enforce

15

without 287(g) authorization. (Tr. at 699:3–702:17.) At the time of revocation, the MCSO

16

had approximately 100 field de puties who were 287(g) certified. (Exs. 356, 359, 360.)

17

Shortly after the revocation of hi s 287(g) authority, Sheriff Arpaio decided to have all of

18

his deputies trained on immigration law. Being so trained, the MCSO asserted, all MCSO

19

deputies could m ake immigration arrests. (Exs. 359 (M CSO news release dated March

20

18, 2010 stating that because ICE revoked the ability of 1 00 287(g)-trained officers to

21

enforce immigration law, the M CSO would now use all 900 of its deputies to enforce

22

immigration laws in Maricopa County), 356, 358 ( MCSO news release dated March 1,

23

2010 stating that “[t]hese arrests are a result

24

ensure that all 900 of his sworn deputies re ceive training on the en forcement of illegal

25

immigration laws”), 360, 362.)

of S heriff Joe Ar paio’s recent prom ise to

26

This training erroneously instructed MCSO deputies that a person wit hin the

27

country without authorization was necessarily committing a federal crime, and the MCSO

28

thus maintained the authority to detain

them for crim inal violations. (Tr. at 699:3–
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1

702:17.) Further, Sheriff Arpaio gave intervie ws to the national and local press in which

2

he asserted that if a person is in the co

3

necessarily committed a criminal offense. (Id. at 362:17–21 (“[T]hey did commit a crime.

4

They are here illegally.”).) Sgt. Palmer conti nued to provide such instruction and training

5

until December 2011, when this Court enjoined the MCSO from detaining persons on the

6

belief, without more, that those persons wer e in this country without legal authorization.

7

Ortega-Melendres, 836 F. Supp. 2d at 994.

untry without authorization, that person has

8

Moreover, the Sheriff continued to ru n numerous saturation pat rols focused on

9

arresting unauthorized immigrants generally. (Exs. 350 (“[D]eputies turned over a total of

10

19 of the 30 s uspected illegal a liens who were not charged fo r any state violations to

11

Immigration and Custom Enforcement officials without incident.”); 358–62 (emphasizing

12

the number of illegal immigrants arrested in

13

continued to arrest and turn over to ICE the unauthorized aliens that his deputies arrested

14

during these patrols. (Ex. 360 (MCSO news release noting t hat 47 of 64 people arrested

15

in a post-revocation saturation patrol were ille gal aliens. 27 of those 47 were arrested on

16

state charges with the remainder being turned over to ICE).)

17
18

14.

these operations).) In such operations, he

When enforcing state laws related to immigration the MCSO continues
to use race as an indica tor, among others, of unauthorized presence, as
it did in its previous operations.

19

At trial, Sheriff Arpaio testified that the loss of 287(g) authority did not affect how

20

the MCSO conducted its immigration related operations, including the saturation patrols.

21

(Tr. at 469:23–470:5.) He has

22

smuggling, employer sanction” as he did pr eviously. (Id. at 473:23–474:1.) The Sheriff

23

maintains the right and intention to co nduct such operations in the future. (Id. at 469:20–

24

470:2, 473:5–474:7, 474:20–24.) Sheriff Arpaio testified that the last saturation patrol the

25

MCSO conducted prior to trial occurred du ring October 2011 i n southwest Phoenix. (Id.

26

at 474:8–13.) He testified that although the MCSO had not conducted a saturation patrol

27

in the eight months prior to trial, he has not re-evaluated the propriety of the patrols based

continued to enforce “the

28
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1

on the current litigation or other litigation. ( Id. at 474:14–475:1.) Further, the MCSO

2

continues to m ake immigration arrests. As th e Sheriff testified, th ey arrested about 40

3

unauthorized persons in Maricopa County in the two weeks prior to trial. They charged

4

those they could with state la w violations and the y successfully turned th e rest over to

5

ICE. (Id. at 503:3–11.) The Sheriff reaffirmed that the MCSO “will continue to do all that

6

we can to reduce the number of illegal aliens making their way into the United States and

7

Maricopa County.” (Id. at 336:23–337:8.)

8
9

Several officers and deputies likewise affi
changed. Chief Sands testified that he does

rmed that, essentially, nothing has

not belie ve that the revocation of 287( g)

10

authority had any impact on MCSO’s ability

11

Smuggling operations. (Id. at 845:14–22, 837:6–7.) Chief Sands testified that, the MCSO

12

will “continue enforcement of immigration issues.” (Id. at 837:6–7.)

13

to conduct saturati on patrols or Human

Sgt. Madrid also testified that ICE’s te rmination of the MCSO’s 287(g) authority

14

does not affect the MCSO’s

15

because a person’s immigration status is relevant to determining whether there has been a

16

violation of the Arizona state crime of huma n smuggling, or possi bly other state laws

17

related to immigratio n. (Id. at 1157:17–1158:6 .) As discussed above, Sgt. Madri

18

testified that, in enforcing the state hum an smuggling statute, MCSO officers continue to

19

consider race as one factor am ong many “in deciding whether someone is suspected of

20

being an undocumented immigrant in a smuggling load.” (Id. at 1164:4–12.) In reviewing

21

a report prepared by an MCSO deputy under his supervision in which the deputy stated

22

that he was suspicious that passengers in a vehicle were unaut horized immigrants based

23

on, among other factors, “[t]he Hispanic decent [sic] of his passengers the pungent body

24

odor and the lack of luggag e for traveling,” (Ex. 157 at MCSO 024667), Sgt. Madrid

25

stated that he would not con duct any corrective follow up on the officer who submitted it

26

based on the use of race as a factor in

27

1170:221171:3.)

28

ability to conduct immigra tion enforcement operations

forming his original suspicion, (Tr. at

Sgt. Palmer similarly testified that MCSO policy allows officers to “decide to
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1

initiate an investigation duri ng a stop based on race or et hnicity, among other factors.”

2

(Id. at 717:2–4.) He specifically testified a passenger’s race c ould be used to determ ine

3

whether the vehicle was a hum an smuggling load. (Id. at 721:18.) He stood by his swor n

4

deposition testimony that he be lieved a subject’s race was one relevant factor am ong

5

others that officers coul d use t o develop reasonable suspicion that t he subject was

6

unlawfully present in the United States. ( Id. at 726:1–15.) Further, when presented with

7

the same report that Sgt. Madrid had reviewed in which a deputy de scribed the suspect’s

8

Mexican descent as a basis, among ot hers, for his belief that th e suspect was in the

9

country illegally, Sgt. Palmer stated that “[a]mong the other indicators listed there I don’t

10
11

see a problem with that, no.” (Id. at 721:1–2.)
Finally, Deputy Rangel testif ied that he currently uses

the 287(g) factor s to

12

determine whether he has reasonable suspicion that someone is unlawfully present. (Id. at

13

956:25–957:5.)

16

MCSO deputies continue to fo llow the LEAR policy , which directs
them to detain persons whom they cannot arrest on state char ges, but
whom they believe to be in the country without authorization, pending
direction from, or delivery to, ICE.

17

The MCSO continues to arrest those it be lieves to be unauthorized aliens, charges

14
15

15.

18

those it can on state charges, and turns the re

19

testified that “in the last two weeks we’ve made over 40 arrests of illegal aliens coming

20

into our county, and a few we did not have the stat

21

children, and ICE did accept those people.” (Id. at 503:3–6.) He specified that the state

22

charge to which he referred was the Arizon a Human Smuggling Act and then noted that

23

when the MCS O arrested unaut horized aliens that could not be charged under the Act,

24

“we haven’t had any problem yet turning those th at we cannot charge in state court over

25

to ICE.” (Id. at 503:10–11.) Although the LEAR policy as written does not require ICE to

26

accept such persons, according to Sheriff Arpa io, there is no problem with ICE doing so.

27

Nevertheless, the Sheriff has apparently stated in press interviews that if he encounters a

28

problem with ICE agreeing to accept the unautho rized aliens he arrests, the Sheriff will
- 104 -
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1
2

have the MCSO transport such persons back to Mexico. (Ex. 348.)
Similarly, according to Chief Sands under

MCSO’s current practice “[i]t’s the

3

ones that you possibly can’t determine there’s enough evidence to ch arge them with the

4

state law, and then you would turn them over to ICE.” (Id. at 845:15–17.)

5

Deputy Rangel similarly testified that MCSO initially “take[s] into custody” and

6

then turns over to ICE “an individual that you s uspect is an illegal immigrant but for

7

which you do not have pr obable cause of a state crime.” ( Id. at 958:23–959: 14.) He

8

repeated that the individual would be “d

9

receives a response from ICE as to whether ICE wants the individual or wants them to be

10
11

etained by the MCSO until the MCSO . . .

released.” (Id.)
Likewise, Lt. Sousa testified at trial that

after the Department lost its 287(g)

12

authority, its officers continue d to detain pe ople whom they believed t o be unla wfully

13

present in the country and “mak e that phone call to ICE if

14

charge.” (Id. at 1007:9–11.)

15

they didn’t have the state

Sgt. Madrid also testified that after th e MCSO lost its 287(g) aut hority, MCSO

16

deputies would continue to arr est persons that they believed we re present without

17

authorization and tur n such pe ople over to ICE. ( Id. at 1161:14–19 (testifying that his

18

practice was to detain a suspected illegal immi grant and “make a call to ICE and let them

19

make that determination”), 1226:8–23 (testifying that, after the loss of 287 (g) authority,

20

HSU continued to operate in th e same way except that they w ould have to call ICE after

21

detaining a suspected illegal immigrant rather than arresting that person with their own

22

287(g) authority).)

23

Sgt. Palmer testified that MCSO officer s who encounter people they believe are

24

unlawfully present in t he country “ha[ve] to wait for cont act with an ICE agent.” ( Id. at

25

698:8–11.) MCSO has drafted, placed in effe ct, and t rained all of its deputies on this

26

policy. (Id. at 1055:14–24, 1056:9 –13, 1070:1–10, 1076:11– 18.) Deputy DiPietro

27

testified that he received “some online trai

28

authority, and that “we were to call ICE, because we didn’t have our 287(g) any longer.”

ning” on the effect of the loss of 287(
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1

(Id. at 291: 22–23.) Deputy Armendariz stated th at it is his current practice to conduc t

2

“investigative detentions” of vehicle passengers to determine whet her they are in the

3

country legally. ( Id. at 1519:13–15; 1544:7–9, 1585:8–1586 :9.) He also testified that if

4

the database accessible from his patrol vehicl e provided no information on a person with

5

the name and date of birth supplied, he th

6

identity could be ascertained. (Id.)

7

en takes the person in to custody until their

The Court thus concludes that it is current MCSO policy to detain people on the

8

reasonable suspicion, without more, that they are not legally present in the country while

9

MCSO deputies attempt to or do contact MCSO field officers and/or ICE personnel to

10

investigate the detainee’s alienage. (Id. at 1590:1–12, 959:3–14, 503:3–11, 845:7–22,

11

1161:7–19, 1162:6–22, 1205:10–1206:9, 1226:5–14, 958:23–959:2, 1055:14–24,

12

1056:9–13, 1070:1–10, 1076:11–18.)

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

16.

In following its LEAR policy, the MCSO conti nues to use race as an
indicator of unauthorized presence.

Pursuant to its LEAR policy, MCSO deputies continue to apply the indicators of
unlawful presence that were iden tified in the 287(g) training their officers received from
ICE to determine whether there is reasona ble suspicion that someone is in the country
without authorization. Lt. Sousa stated th

at in implementing th e LEAR policy, the

formerly certified 287(g) officers “still had that training, so they w ould definitely know
the indicators.” (Id. at 1007:9–10.) Sgt. Madrid testified that agents continue to look for
indications of unauthorized presence during stops and that they are trained to use race as
one of those indicators. (Id. at 1162:6-1164:12.) Deputy Rangel testified that he currently
uses the 287(g) factors to determ ine whether he has reasonable suspicion that someone is
unlawfully present. (Id. at 957:1–5.) The MCSO therefore continues to pursue the same
policies and practices it did before it lost 287(g) authority.

27

The MCSO arrests and/ or detains al l persons it believes to be
unauthorized, and it remains the re gular practice of some of MCSO
deputies to investigate all the occupants of every vehicle they stop.

28

The MCSO continues to investigate the id entity and immigration status of person s

26

17.
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1

it detains during vehic le stops. (Id. at 503:9–12 (Arpaio), 845 :14–22 (Sands), 1007:9–11

2

(Sousa), 1226:8–23 (Madrid), 698:8–11 (P almer), 958:23–959:7 (Rangel) 1526:1–3,

3

1546:3–17 (Armendariz), 29 1:22–23 (DiPietro).) Deputy Armendariz twice confirmed

4

that it is still his practice to go through this process of investigating passengers during all

5

of his stops. (Id. at 1526:1–3, 1546:3–17.)

6

Sgt. Madrid testified that agents continue to look for indications of unauthorized

7

presence during stops and that they are trained to use race as one of those indicators. (Id.)

8

Further, once a vehicle has been stopped, MCSO policies allow MCSO deputies to

9
10

consider the Latino ancestry of a vehicle’s o

deciding whether to inquire into the immigration compliance of persons stopped.
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

11
12
13

ccupants, as one fa ctor among others, in

I.

PROPRIETY OF INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
In this action, Plaintiffs seek injunctive relief only. To obtain such relief, Plaintiffs

14

have the burde n of establishi ng that, not only have t hey been wronged, but there is “a

15

sufficient likelihood that [they] will again be wron ged in a similar way.” City of Los

16

Angeles v. Lyons, 461 U.S. 95, 111 (1983). To the extent the MCSO has ongoing policies

17

or practices that violate the constitutional prot ections of the Plaintiff class, such policies

18

or practices constitute a sufficient possibility of ongoing harm to su pport an injunction.

19

See LaDuke v. Nelson, 762 F.2d 1318, 1326 (9th Cir. 1985); Thomas v. Cnty. of L.A., 978

20

F.2d 504, 508 (9th Cir. 1992); Walter v. Reno, 145 F.3d 1032, 1048 (9th Cir. 1998).

21

When it had 287( g) enforcement authority, the MCSO implemented operations,

22

policies and practices to take full advantage of its expanded authority to enforce federal

23

administrative immigration regulations and enhance the efficiency of its enforcement

24

operations against una uthorized aliens. Because the federal gover nment has term inated

25

the MCSO’s 287(g) authority, and because Plaintiffs seek injunctive relief onl y, the

26

MCSO’s policies, operations, and practices adopted to implement its 287(g) authority

27

would not otherwise be relevant except that, as was made clear by the testimony of the

28

Sheriff and other members of the MCSO command staff at trial, nothing has changed: the
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1

MCSO both uses these same policies, operations and practic es, and claim s the right t o

2

continue to use them in its enforcement of

3

LEAR policy.

both immigration-related state law and its

4

Plaintiffs challenge a num ber of aspects of the policies, operations and practices

5

that the MCSO has used and co ntinues to use. The MCSO sti pulated that Sheriff Arpaio

6

is its ultimate policy maker. A policy, endors ed by an officer who claims he has final

7

decisionmaking authority, combined with statements by officers who are responsible for

8

implementing the policy, provides evidence that the MCSO made “a deliberate choice to

9

follow a c ourse of a ction made from among various alternatives by the official or

10

officials responsible for establishing final policy with respect to th e subject matter in

11

question.” Meehan v. Cnty. of Los Angeles , 856 F.2d 102, 107 (9 th Cir. 1988) (quoti ng

12

Pembaur v. City of Cincinnati, 475 U.S. 469, 483 (1986) (emphasis in original).

13

Thus, to the extent such practices violat e the constitutional rights of the Plaintiff

14

class, Plaintiffs are entitled to injunctive relief. See LaDuke, 762 F.2d at 1326 (holding

15

that plaintiffs “do not have to induce a polic e encounter before the possibility of injury

16

can occur” because s tops are the result of

17

Thomas, 978 F.2d at 508 (stating that injunctive relief is appropriate when plaintiffs show

18

that police misconduct “is purposefully aimed at minorities and that such misconduct was

19

condoned and tacitly authorized by department policy makers”).

an “unconstitutional pa ttern of conduct”);

20

To the extent the MCSO asserts that, despite any po tential future harm to the

21

certified class resultin g from its policies, Plai ntiffs cannot prevail because none of the

22

class representatives demonstrated at trial th at they suffered personal harm, its argument

23

is not well-founded. It is true that to gain class certification, named plaintiffs must “allege

24

and show that they personally have been injured.” Warth v. Sel din, 422 U.S. 490, 502

25

(1975). However, when the claims of nam ed plaintiffs are not pr oven at trial, unnam ed

26

class members may be awarded relief so long as a “controversy” still exists between the

27

unnamed class m embers and the defenda nts. Sosna v. Iow a, 419 U.S. 393, 402 (1975) .

28

(“The controversy may exist, however, between a named defendant and a member of the
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1

class represented by the named plaintiff, even though the claim of the named plaintiff has

2

become moot.”); see also Franks v. Bowman Transp. Co., Inc., 424 U.S. 747, 753 (1976)

3

(granting relief to class memb ers in multiple subclasses ev en though the named class

4

representative’s claim failed, because “[t]he unnamed members of the class . . . have such

5

a personal stake in the outc ome of the contr oversy . . . as to assure that concrete

6

adverseness”) (internal quotations and citatio n omitted). The ev idence demonstrates that

7

such a controversy exists between Defendants and unnamed class members here.

8

At any rate, as discussed in great er detail below, Mr. Ortega-Melendres’s Fourth

9

and Fourteenth Amendment claims succeed, so he “ personally [has] been injured” and is

10

an appropriate class representative. Warth, 422 U.S. at 502.

11

II.

SPECIFIC CONCLUSIONS

12

A.

The MCSO is enjoined from enforcing its LEAR policy.

13

Mere unauthorized presence in this coun try, without more, is not a criminal

14

offense. It is true that use of unauthorized methods of entr y into this countr y generally

15

constitutes at least misdemeanor or petty criminal violations of federal immigration law.

16

See, e.g., 8 U.S.C. § 1325 (2005) (making it a federal misdemeanor to enter or attempt to

17

enter the United States at “any time or plac e other than as designated by im migration

18

officers.”). However, aliens may enter the country legally, but become subject to removal

19

either by staying longer than

20

authorization. Although a num ber of such aliens are here without or in excess o

21

authorization, they have only committed a civil, as opposed to a criminal, violation o f

22

federal law. As the Supreme Court recently

23

crime for a removable alien to remain pres ent in the United Stat es. If the police stop

24

someone based on nothing more than possible removability, the usual predicate for an

25

arrest is absent.” Arizona v. United States, ___ U.S. ____, ____, 132 S. Ct. 2492, 2505

26

(2012) (citing INS v. Lopez-Mendoza, 468 U.S. 1032, 1038 (1984)).

27
28

authorized or othe rwise acting in excess of their

This Court preliminarily enjoined

f

explained “[a]s a general rule, it is not a

the MCSO on Decem ber 23, 2011 from

detaining persons based onl y on a suspicion th at they were in this country without
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1

authorization in the absence of additional facts. The MCSO appealed the preliminary

2

injunction to the Ninth Circuit. In affirming the preliminary injunction, the Ninth Circuit

3

reiterated these principles:

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

We have long made clear that, unl ike illegal entry, mere unauthorized
presence in the United States is not a crime.
See Martinez-Medina v.
Holder, 673 F.3d 1029, 1036 (9th Cir. 2011 ) (“Nor is there any other
federal criminal statute making unlawful presence in the United States,
alone, a federal crime, although an alien’s willful failure to register his
presence in the United States when requi red to do so is a crim e, and other
criminal statutes may be applicable in a particular circumstance.”) (citation
omitted); Gonzales v. City of Pe oria, 722 F.2d 468, 476–77 (9th Cir. 1983)
(explaining that illegal presence is “only a civil violation”), overruled on
other grounds by Hodgers-D urgin, 199 F. 3d 1037. The S upreme Court
recently affirmed that, “[a]s a general rule, it is not a crime for a removable
alien to remain present in the United States.” Arizona v. United States, 132
S.Ct. at 2502.
Ortega-Melendres v. Arpaio (Ortega-Melendres II), 695 F.3d 990, 1000 (9th Cir. 2012).
As demonstrated by t he testimony of ever y MCSO officer at trial, the MC SO’s
LEAR policy directs its deputies to detain pe rsons believed to be unauthorized aliens but
whom they cannot arrest on state charges. The focus of the LEAR policy on detaining
any removable alien as opposed to aliens

who have committed criminal offens

es

necessarily means that the MCSO is detain ing persons based onl y on its suspicion that
they have committed a civil infraction of federal immigr ation law. As a local law
enforcement agency with out 287(g) authority, the MCSO has no statutory, inherent, or
constitutional authority to detain people for ci vil violations of fede ral immigration law.
See Martinez-Medina, 673 F.3d at 1036 (“ [U]nlike illegal entry, which is a criminal
violation, an alien’s illegal presence in the United States is only a civil violation.”) (citing
Gonzales, 722 F.2d at 476).
As the Suprem e Court explaine d in Arizona, removable aliens are subject to
administrative removal proceedings th at are civil in nature. 132 S. Ct.

at 2499. Thus,

“Congress has put in place a system in whi ch state officers may not m ake warrantless
arrests of aliens based on possible re

movability except in s
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1

circumstances.”87 Id. at 2507. After the termination of

2

offers no l egal authority that w ould place it, or its LEAR policy, in one of those

3

circumstances. When the MCSO merely suspects a person of being in the country without

4

authorization, it does not, in the absence of additional fact s that would ma ke the person

5

guilty of an immigration-related crime, have a basis to arrest or even engage in a brief

6

investigatory detention of such persons.

its 287(g) authority, t he MCSO

7

In affirming this Court’s preliminary in junction, not only di d the Ninth Circuit

8

establish that the MCSO has no power to arrest such persons under such circumstances, it

9

made clear that the MCSO has no power to detain them to investigate their immigration

10

status. It is the existence of a suspected crime that gives a police officer the right to detain

11

a person for the minimum time ne cessary to determine whether a crime is in progress.

12

“[P]ossible criminality is key to any Terry investigatory stop or prolonged detention. . . .

13

Absent suspicion that a ‘suspect is engaged in, or is about to engage in, criminal activity,’

14

law enforcement may not stop or detain an individual.” Ortega-Melendres II, 695 F.3d at

15

1000 (quoting United States v. Sandoval, 390 F.3d 1077, 1080 (9th Cir. 2004).88

16

In the absence, then, of any reasonable suspicion of a possible crime, there is no

17

basis on w hich the M CSO can m ake an inve stigative detention—let alone an arrest—

18

based only on t he belief that som eone is in the country wit hout authorization. See also

19

Arizona v. Johnson, 555 U.S. 323, 326 ( 2009) (holding that a n investigatory stop is

20

justified at its inception on ly when an officer “reasona bly suspects that the person

21

apprehended is committing or has committed a criminal offense”).

22
23
24
25
26
27

87

As an example, the Court cited the Atto rney General’s authority to enter into a
287(g) agreement. Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at 2506. Other ex amples include an “imminent
mass influx of aliens off the coast of the United States.” 8 U.S.C. § 1103(a)(10).
88

In United States v. Brignoni- Ponce, 422 U.S. 873, 881–82 (1975) the Supreme
Court extended the authority to conduct Terry-like stops to civil immigration contexts for
those who had authority to investigate such violations. But, after revocation of its 287( g)
authority, the MCSO cannot claim such authority or benefit from this extension.

28
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1

The MCSO’s LEAR policy is not save d by that part of the S upreme Court’s

2

decision in Arizona that upheld, as against a preempti on challenge, a provi sion in SB

3

1070 which provides that, “[f] or any lawf ul stop, de tention or arrest m ade by a law

4

enforcement official . . . a reasonable atte

5

determine the immigration status of the person.” A.R.S. § 11-1051(B); see Arizona, 132

6

S. Ct. at 2515-16. The threshold requirement is a “lawful” stop or detention. As explained

7

above, any stop or det ention based only on a reasonable suspicion that a person is in the

8

country without authorization, without more facts, is not lawful. Thus, the LEAR policy

9

does not fall under the ambit of A.R.S. § 11-1051(B).

mpt shall be made, wh en practicable, to

10

Further, while 8 U.S. C. § 1357(g)(10) does not require a 287(g) agreem ent for a

11

local law enforcement ag ency to report “that a particular alien is not lawfully present in

12

the United States,” or to “cooperate in the

13

removal of aliens not lawfully present in the United States,” such statutory language does

14

not negate constitutional guaran tees or authorize local la w enforcement agencies to

15

unilaterally arrest such individuals. As the Supreme Court said in discussing this statutory

16

authorization, “[d]etaining individuals solely to verify their imm igration status would

17

raise constitutional concerns.” Arizona, 132 S.Ct. at 2509. T hus, in de scribing the

18

cooperation anticipated by the statute, the Supreme Court observed:

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

identification, apprehension, detention, or

There may be some ambiguity as to what constitutes cooperation under the
federal law; but no coherent understa nding of the term would incorporate
the unilateral decision of state offi
cers to arrest an alien for being
removable absent any request, appr oval, or ot her instruction from the
Federal Government. The De partment of H omeland Security gives
examples of what would constitute co operation under federal law. These
include situations where States particip ate in a joint task force with federal
officers, provide operations support in executing a warrant, or allow federal
immigration officials to gain access to de tainees held in state facilities. . . .
State officials can also assist th e Federal Government by respondi ng to
requests for information ab out when an alien will be released from their
custody. . . . But, . . . unilateral stat e action to detain . . . goes far beyond
these measures, defeating any need for real cooperation.
Id. at 2507.
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1

The LEAR policy requires the arrest of the subject encountered by the MCSO. As

2

Sheriff Arpaio testified, the MCSO continues to arrest all persons that it comes across

3

that it believes to be

4

cannot charge with a violation of state law, it turns them ove r to ICE (a nd has done s o

5

consistently without problem). Of course, his testimony highlights the fact that once such

6

persons come into t he custody of the MCSO, they are not free to leave and are hence

7

under arrest. His testim ony in this respect is supported by the similar testimony of a

8

number of other M CSO witnesses. Chief Sands, Deputy Rangel, and others testified that

9

such persons are take n into custody first, and only those that cannot be c harged on state

10

charges are then turned over to ICE. Such persons are investigated and apprehended upon

11

the prerogative of the MCSO an d not at the direction of IC E. And such apprehensions

12

occur despite the lack of any au thority on the part of the MCSO to investigate or arrest

13

for civil immigration violations.

14

unauthorized aliens. Wh en the MCSO finds so me aliens that it

Even if this Court accepted the MCSO

’s argument that the application of the

15

LEAR policy involves only a detention of the subject pending contact with ICE, it would

16

not make the detention constitutional. In th e absence of a reasonable suspicion that a

17

crime has been com mitted, the MCSO lacks

18

someone pending such contact. As stated abov e, a law enforcement officer must suspect

19

that an individual is “engaged in, or is about to engage in, criminal activity,” before he or

20

she can stop or detain that indi vidual. Ortega-Melendres II, 695 F .3d at 1000. To the

21

extent the MCSO actually fo llows the written requirement s of the LEAR policy, it

22

requires the MCSO deputy to summon an MCSO supervisor to the scene and requires the

23

supervisor to obtain certain information, contact ICE, pass along the information to ICE,

24

await an ICE response, and/or deliver the arre stees to ICE. This in evitably takes time in

25

which the subject is not free t o leave regardless of whether the detention is officially

26

termed an arrest. If th e cooperation clause in 8 U. S.C. § 1357(g) (10) were to be read

27

broadly enough to countenance such arrests as cooperation, there wo uld be no nee d for

28

the 287(g) authorization and training which the same statute authorizes. Cf. Christensen
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1

v. C.I.R., 523 F. 3d 957, 961 (9th Cir. 2008)

2

interpretations “that would render . . . subsections redundant”).

(stating that courts should avoid

3

In the MC SO’s operations, there appears to be no pra ctical difference betw een

4

how it presently implements the LEAR policy and how it performed when it had full

5

287(g) authority. Even after the revocation of its 287(g) authority, the MCS O continues

6

to look for indications of unaut horized presence using its 287( g) training, which taught

7

officers that race could be used as an indi

8

credit in the press for unauthorized aliens that it arrested but c ould not charge and thus

9

turned over to ICE pursuant to its LEAR policy.

cator. The MCSO furthe r continues to take

10

The MCSO’s LEAR policy is not authorized by Arizona v. United States, 8 U.S.C.

11

§ 1357(g)(10), or any other case or statute. The policy is further in excess of the MCSO’s

12

constitutional authority because the policy’s focus on remova ble aliens as opposed to

13

aliens who have committed crimin al offenses violates the st rictures against unreasonable

14

seizures set forth in the Fourth Amendment. 89 The Court therefore concludes as a matter

15

of law that when MCSO detains a vehicle’s occupant(s) because a deputy believes that

16

the occupants are not legally pr esent in the country, but has no probable cause to detain

17

them for any other reason, th e deputy violates the Fourt h Amendment rights of the

18

occupants. See Arizona, 132 S. C t. at 2509 ( “Detaining individuals solely to verify their

19

immigration status would raise constitutiona l concerns.”) (citation omitted). The Court

20

further concludes, as a matter of law, that the MCSO has violated the expli cit terms of

21

this Court’s preliminary injunction set forth in its December 23, 2011 order because the

22

MCSO continues to follow the LEAR po

23

injunction. See Ortega-Melendres v. Arpai o (Ortega-Melendres I), 836 F. S upp. 2d 959,

24
25
26
27

licy and the LEA R policy violates the

89

The Fourth Amendment’s application to unauthorized aliens is unclear and may
vary based on the alien’s ties to the country. See U.S. v. Verdugo–Urquidez , 494 U. S.
259, 265 (1990). However, it is clear that la w enforcement actions may not “diminish the
Fourth Amendment rights of citizens who may be mistaken for aliens.” Brignoni–Ponce,
422 U.S. at 884.

28
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1

994 (D. Ariz. 2011). The MCSO is thus permanently en joined from enforcing its LEAR

2

policy with respect to Latino occupants of motor vehicles in Maricopa County.

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

B.

The MCSO is enjoi ned from using Hisp anic ancestry or race as any
factor in making law enforcement decisions.

The day labor, small-scale, and large-scale saturation patrols either incor porate
racial considerations into their operational

structure, as is the case with day labor

operations, or the MCSO explicitly allows its de puties to consider the race of subjects as
one factor among others in form ing reasonable suspicion that the subjects are
unauthorized aliens. The M CSO presently claims the right to enforce state law with the
same operations guided by the same policies that it used to enforce federal immigration
law. Sheriff Arpaio and others specifically claim that the Arizona Human Smuggling Act
and the Em ployer Sanctions laws afford th e MCSO the right to purs ue unauthorized
aliens. Because they fo llow the same policies and procedur es as they did previously, the
MCSO and its officers continue to consider

race as an indicator of illegal presence in

enforcing state laws related to immigration, and in enforcing the MCSO’s LEAR policy.
There are, however, at least two problems with the m ethods in which the MCSO
pursues these enforcement prerogatives that render those methods unconstitutional.
1.

The MCSO’s use of Hispanic an cestry or race as a factor i n
forming reasonable suspicion that persons have vi olated state
laws relating to immigration
status violates the Fourth
Amendment.

“The Fourth Amendment prohibits ‘unreasonable searches and seizures’ by the
Government, and its protections extend to brief investigatory stops of persons or vehicles
that fall short of traditional arrest.” United States v. Arvizu , 534 U.S. 266, 273 (2002)
(citing Terry v. Ohio, 392 U.S. 1, 9 (1968)). However, the Fourth Amendment is satisfied
if an officer’s action is supported by “reaso nable suspicion supported by articulable facts
that criminal activity may be afoot.”

United States v. Sokol ow, 490 U.S. 1, 7 ( 1989)

(citing Terry, 392 U.S. at 30).
During a so-called “ Terry stop,” an officer’s reasonable suspicion that a pe rson
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1

may be involved in criminal activity permits the officer to stop the person for a brief time

2

and take additional steps to investigate further. Terry, 392 U.S. at 24. Under Ninth Circuit

3

law, the race of an individual cannot be co nsidered when determining whether an officer

4

has or ha d reasonable suspicion in c onnection with a Terry stop, including for

5

immigration investigation. See, e.g., Montero-Camargo, 208 F.3d 1122 ( 9th Cir. 2000);

6

(Doc. 530 at 23 ¶ c). Neverthele ss, analysis under the Fourth Amendment, including that

7

relating to reasonable suspicion, is wholly objective, and “[ s]ubjective intentions play no

8

role in or dinary, probable-cause Fourth Amendment analysis.” See Whren v. United

9

States, 517 U.S. 806, 813 (1996).

10

All parties to this action stipula ted as a matter of law that “[r]ace cannot

be

11

considered as a factor for reasonable sus

12

stipulation comes from the foll owing legal background. In Brignoni-Ponce, 422 U.S. at

13

881–82, the Supreme Court held that the Border Patrol had to have reasonable suspicion

14

that a person was in the coun try without authorization prio r to stopping a vehicle to

15

question its occupa nts about thei r immigration status. Even then, absent consent or the

16

development of probable cause, it could onl y make a brief Terry-like stop to conduct a

17

quick and limited inquiry. In that case, the Court further held that the Hispanic race of the

18

occupants of a ve hicle being dri ven in close proximity to the bord er did not, without

19

more, provide reasonable suspicion to stop a car at all.

20

picion.” (Doc. 530 at 23 ¶ c.) The parties’

26

Even if [t he officers] saw enough t o think that the occupant s were of
Mexican descent, this factor alone wo uld justify neither a reasonable belief
that they were aliens, nor a reasonabl e belief that the car concealed ot her
aliens who were illegally in the country. Large num bers of native-born and
naturalized citizens have the physic al characteristics identified with
Mexican ancestry, and even in the borde r area a relatively small proportion
of them are aliens. The likelihood
that any given person of Mexican
ancestry is an alien is high enough to make Mexican appearance a relevant
factor, but standing alone it does
not justify stopping all M
exicanAmericans to ask if they are aliens.

27

Id. at 886–87. Brignoni-Ponce thus ge nerally stands for the proposition that a person’s

21
22
23
24
25

28
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1

Mexican ancestry, even when that person is in proximity to the border, does not provide

2

sufficient reasonable suspicion, on its own, to justify even a brief investigative detention.

3

However, the opinion’s observation in dicta that “[t]he likelihood that any given person

4

of Mexican ancestry is an alien is high en ough to make Mexican appearance a relevant

5

factor” has been interpreted by ICE to mean that a person’s Hispanic appear ance can be

6

used as one am ongst a num ber of factors in establishing the re quisite quantum of

7

reasonable suspicion to justify a brief investigative detention. The 287(g) training manual

8

for January 2008 that was used by ICE in training the MCSO cites to Brignoni-Ponce for

9

the proposition that “apparent Mexican ancestry was a relevant factor” that could be used

10

in forming a reasonable suspicion that a person is in the country without authorization but

11

standing alone was insufficient to stop the individuals. (Ex. 68 at 7.)

12

ICE failed to take into account that its interpretation of the Brignoni-Ponce dicta

13

in this respect was rejected by the en banc Ninth Circuit 13 years ago in United States v.

14

Montero-Camargo, 208 F.3d 1122 (9th Ci r. 2000) (en banc). In Montero-Camargo, the

15

Ninth Circuit held, at a minimum, that in locations where a significant portion of the legal

16

resident population is of Hispanic ancestry, Hispanic descent was not a permissible factor

17

to consider, either alone or in conj unction with othe r factors, in form ing reasonable

18

suspicion justifying the detention of a suspect based on his or her suspected unauthorized

19

presence. Id. at 1131–33.

20

In that case, the Border Patrol had st

opped the drivers of two vehicles who

21

reversed course and headed

back in the direction of Mexico after passing a sign

22

indicating that an upcoming bo rder patrol facility, previously closed, was now open

23

again. Id. at 1126–27. The location where the dr

24

miles north of the border, not visible from

25

frequently used to exchange illegal immigrants or drugs. Id. Border Patrol agents bega n

26

following the vehicles af ter they observed them change their direction. Id. To the agents

27

trailing the vehicles from behind, the occupants of the vehicles appear ed to be Hispanic.

28

Id. They thus pulled the vehicles over and asked the occupants about their citizenship. Id.

ivers reversed their direction was 50

the border patrol facility, and had been
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1

A subsequent search of the cars revealed quantities of marijuana, and the drivers were

2

arrested and convicted for, among other th

3

marijuana. Id. Both the district c ourt and the Ni nth Circuit panel allowed reliance upon

4

the Hispanic appearance of the vehicle’s occupants as one factor among others giving rise

5

to reasonable suspicion to justify the stop. Id. at 1131. While the en banc Ni nth Circuit

6

also affirmed the convictions, it emphasized

7

was not a proper factor to consider in determ ining whether the Border Patrol agents had

8

reasonable suspicion to stop the vehicles. Id. In so hol ding, the Ninth Circuit noted that

9

for reasonable suspicion to

ings, possession wit h intent to distribute

that the defendants’ Hispanic appearance

exist, the totality of the circumstances “must arouse a

10

reasonable suspicion that the particular person being stopped has committed or is about

11

to commit a crime.”

12

(1981) (emphasis in original). The court went on to note that:

13

90

Id. at 1129 (citing United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 418

17

[t]he likelihood that in an area in which the major ity—or even a substantial
part—of the population is Hispanic, any given person of Hispanic ancestry
is in fact an alien, let alone an illega l alien, is not high enough to make
Hispanic appearance a relevant factor in the reasonable suspicion calculus.
As we have previously held, factors that have such a low probative val ue
that no re asonable officer would ha ve relied on t hem to m ake an
investigative stop must be disregarded as a matter of law.

18

Id. at 1132; see also Gonzalez-Rivera, 22 F.3d at 1446. The court concluded its opinion

14
15
16

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

90

The court observe d that it was perm issible for police in m aking an arrest in a
specific crime to consider a description of
the particular suspect including race for
purposes of forming probable cause in making an arrest. Montero-Camargo, 208 F.3d at
1134 n.21 (“Nor do we preclude the us e of racial or ethnic appearance as one factor
relevant to reasona ble suspicion or probabl e cause when a particular suspect has been
identified as have a specific racial or et
hnic appearance, be i t Caucasian, AfricanAmerica, Hispanic or other.”) (em phasis in original). It held, however, as had previ ous
courts before it, that it is not appropriate for law enforcement to consider race as being an
indicator that a person is m ore likely to be a perpetrator of a generic class of crime. See
id. at 1122 n.10 (citing United States v. Rodriguez-Sanchez, 23 F.3d 1488, 1492 (9 th Cir.
1994) (holding that reasonable suspicion can not be based “on broa d profiles which case
suspicion on e ntire categories of people w ithout any individualized suspicion of the
particular person to be stopped”)).

28
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1

by noting “at this point in our nation’s history, and given the continuing changes in our

2

ethnic and racial composition, Hispanic appearan ce is, in general, of such little probative

3

value that it may not be considered as a

4

individualized suspicion is required.” Id. at 1135.

5

relevant factor w here particularized or

The MCSO stipulated that Ninth Circuit la w prohibits its officers from using race

6

or Hispanic appearance in determining “w

hether an officer has or ha

d reasonable

7

suspicion in connection with a

8

(Doc. 530 at 23 ¶ c.) To t he extent the Court finds that the MCSO nevertheless uses and

9

has used race or Hispanic appearance as a

Terry stop, including for im migration investigation.”
factor in forming reasonable suspicion, the

10

MCSO urges the Court to “determine whether the actions taken were justified based upon

11

other factors constituting the totality of the

12

suggests that “[t]o do otherwise, would be contrary to the holding in Montero-Camargo”

13

in which the Ninth Circuit, while rejecting th e use of race as any criteria in arriving a t

14

reasonable suspicion, nevertheless recognized that there were sufficient facts independent

15

of race to provide reasonable suspicion justifying the stop. (Id.)

16

circumstances.” (Doc. 562 at 30 n.29.) It

To the extent that there wa s a legitimate, pretextual tr affic basis for the original

17

stop that does not involve race, it does not m atter to Fourth Amendment analysis that th e

18

officer’s underlying decision to m ake the stop m ay have subj ectively been based on

19

considerations of race. See Whren, 517 U. S. at 813. Further, to the extent that other

20

factors in combination, and excluding race as a consideration, were sufficient to justify

21

reasonable suspicion for the stops, th ere is no F ourth Amendment violation. See United

22

States v. Manzo-J urado, 457 F .3d 928, 934 36 (9th Cir. 2006). As discussed below,

23

however, such motivations do make a difference to the equal protection analysis.

24

As to the investigation and arrests of ve hicle occupants for unauthorized presence,

25

with few exceptions, the arrest reports cont ain insufficient facts on which this Court

26

could determine that, even absent their consideration of race, MCSO deputies could have

27

formed reasonable suspicion that an occupant of the vehicle was in the count ry without

28
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1

authorization. That is true for most of th e MCSO’s operations at issue in this trial. 91 See,

2

e.g., Manzo-Jurado, 457 F.3d a t 932 (hol ding that a n “individual[’s] appearance as a

3

member of a Hispanic work cr ew, [his] inability to speak Eng lish, [his] proximity to the

4

border, and unsuspic ious behavior,” cannot together provide law enforcement with

5

reasonable suspicion to investigate his immigration status).

6

The problem with the MCSO’s policies and procedures is that they institutionalize

7

the systematic consideration of race as one

8

suspicion or probable cause in making law enforcement de cisions. To the extent that

9

officers do consider the race of a person i n making law enforcement decisions that result

10

in his or he r seizure, they necessarily consid er race as a factor in forming the reasonable

11

suspicion or proba ble cause that led to their arrest. It is tr ue that in any given factual

12

setting there may be other facts indepe ndent of race sufficient to justify reasonable

13

suspicion that a state statute related to immigration has been violated. But, that possibility

14

does not justify the MCSO’s sy stematic policy in using r ace as a factor in forming

15

reasonable suspicion. Further, it is apparent that allowing th e MCSO to cons ider race as

16

one factor among others in fo rming reasonable suspicion w ill produce irreparable injury

17

to the Plaintiff class. The MCSO is thus

18

continuing, or following any such policy or practice.
2.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

factor among ot hers in form ing reasonable

enjoined from promulgating, implementing,

The MCSO’s use of Hispanic an cestry or race as a factor i

91

n

In a few cases, however, there are such facts. In the few examples noted in the
footnotes, for instance, the Court has pres umed, based on the she er number of persons
arrested from a single vehicle that there was at least reasonable suspicion to believe that
the state crim e of hum an smuggling was occu rring. Further, a few arrest reports do
demonstrate that MCSO officers made a stop that resulted in the driv er being taken int o
custody. In such cases, it would be withi n the scope of the arrest, ev en if not within the
basis for the original stop, for the MCSO deputies to in vestigate the identity of a
passenger to see if he or she could drive the vehicle away from the scene. If ICE had
placed a detainer on the passenger, the resulti ng arrest would have originated from the
investigation into his or her identity that would have been within the scope of the original
arrest. United States v. Diaz-Castaneda, 494 F.3d. 1146 (9th Cir. 2007).

28
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2

forming reasonable suspicion that persons have vi olated state
laws relating to immigration status violates the Equal Protection
Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

3

The MCSO’s consideration of race or ethnicity as a factor in developing probable

1

4

cause or reasonable suspicion also gives

rise to equal pr otection issues. The Equa l

5

Protection Clause provides that no state shall “deny any pers on within its jurisdiction the

6

equal protection of t he law.” U. S. Const. Amend. XIV, § 1. The Clause is “a direction

7

that all persons similarly situated should be treated alike.” 92 City of Cleburne v. Cleburne

8

Living Ctr., 473 U.S. 432, 439 (1985).

9

The Equal Protection Clause is violated by governm ental action undertaken with

10

intent to discriminate against a particular individual or class of individuals. See Personnel

11

Adm’r of Mass. v. Feeney , 442 U.S. 256, 271–72 (1979). Discriminatory intent may be

12

demonstrated by statutory la nguage, or by governmental action tha t creates a disparate

13

impact on the individual or class and there

14

discriminatory purpose. Id. at 272–74; Vill. of Arlington Heights v. Metro. Hous. Dev.

15

Corp., 429 U.S. 252, 266 (1977).

is direct or circumstantial evidence of a

16

The MCSO’s policies and practices, some of which it apparently received from

17

ICE, expressly permitted officers to make racial classifications. Such racial classifications

18

are subject to strict scrutiny, and the policies here fail to withstand that scrutiny, for the

19

reasons described below. See Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School

20

Dist. No. 1, 551 U.S. 701 (2007). Nevertheless, th e MCSO, consistent with its argument

21

that the Plaintiff class has been unable to demonstrate that the representatives of the class

22

suffered any harm, argues that there is no evi dence that Deputies DiPietro or Rangel had

23

any racial m otivation for stoppi ng the vehicle in which Mr. Ortega-Melendres was a

24
25
26
27

92

The text of the Fourt eenth Amendment makes exp licit distinctions between
citizens and persons in the rights it protects. The right to the equal protection of the laws
applies to persons and not just citizens of the United States . U.S. Const. amend. XIV;
Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202, 211.

28
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1

passenger. That argument, however, fails to addr ess the most r elevant facts. Those facts

2

reveal an institutionalized consideration of race in MCSO operations.

3

According to the news rel ease issued by the MCSO after the first Cave Creek

4

operation at which Mr. Ortega-Melendres was arrested, the genesis for that operation was

5

“tips received on [Sheriff Ar paio’s] newly implemented illegal immigration hotline”

6

about a local church provid ing assistance to da y laborers.” (Ex. 307.) A s has been

7

discussed above, the MCSO had solicited such complaints from citizens because it sought

8

to enforce federal immigration laws agains t Hispanic day la borers. Other courts have

9

found an equal pr otection violation when “plaintiffs’ status as day laborers was

10

inextricably intertwined with race in the minds of . . . law enforcement officials.” Doe v.

11

Vill. of Mamoraneck, 462 F. Supp. 2d 520, 552 (S.D.N.Y. 2006).

12

On September 19 a nd 22, 2007, several days previous to the September 27

13

operation, Latino HSU officers went undercover to the churc h, signed up for work, and

14

verified the presence of day labor ers inside the church parking lot. They then held their

15

operation there, in part, based on the racial makeup of the day laborers who were present.

16

Thus, the location for the operati on was selected, at least in part, based on racial makeup

17

of the day laborers that were present there. When locations are selected, in whole or in

18

part, because they will enha

19

component of the commun ity, that selection involves raci al classification and must meet

20

the requirements of strict scrutiny. As an

21

“racial profiling for deputies to aggressively enforce traffic laws in predominantly Latino

22

neighborhoods because of an assumption that illegal i mmigrants live or work there.” (Tr.

23

at 1152:20–24.)

nce enforcement of the law

against a specific racial

MCSO witness acknowledged, it woul d be

24

As is also explained above in some detail, Deputy DiPietro received his instruction

25

to stop the vehicle from the undercover office rs based in part on their obs ervation that

26

Mr. Ortega-Melendres and those who entered the truck with him were Latino. Therefore,

27

regardless of whether Deputy DiPietro or even De puty Rangel were able to observe the

28

racial makeup of the occupants of the vehicle, the direction to develop a basis to stop the
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1

vehicle in which Mr. Ortega-M elendres was a passenger was ba sed, in part, on his race.

2

Similarly, in da y labor and sm all-scale operations, MCS O undercover officers

3

routinely directed that vehicles that picked up His panic day laborers be targeted for pre-

4

textual traffic enforcement. And, pursuan

5

operations, MCSO deputies, in determining

6

enforcement purposes, emphasize those vehicles that have Hi spanic occupants. As the

7

supervising sergeants noted, according to their understanding, it would be impossible for

8

a deputy to commit racial prof iling if he has a legitimate re ason to pull over a vehicle.

9

This is clearly a limited and incorrect understanding.

10

t to MCS O policy and practi ce in other
which vehicles they will stop for traffic

Further, having pulled over a ve hicle with Hispanic occupants, MCSO deputies

11

are further authorized by polic y, operation plans, and conti nuing practice to consider the

12

race of the occupants in deciding which ones they will investigate for immigration-related

13

violations of state law. The fact that Mr. Ortega-Melendres’s vehicle was stopped and his

14

identity investigated, based at least in part on racial considerations, makes Mr. Ortega-

15

Melendres an adequate repres entative for persons in the class that were subjected to

16

similar policies or practices.

17

Any government policy or practice that discriminates based upon race is subject to

18

strict judicial scrutiny. In such cases, the racial distinction must be narrowly tailored to

19

serve a compelling governmental interest. See Parents Involved, 551 U.S. at 720 (holding

20

that “when the governm ent distributes bur dens . . . on t he basis of individual racia l

21

classifications that action is re viewed under strict scrutiny.”); Gratz v. Bol linger, 539

22

U.S. 244, 270 ( 2003) (holding that “racial cl assifications are simply too pernicious to

23

permit any but the most

24

Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 326 (2003) (sam e). Government decisions are further

25

subject to equal protection review when race is merely one factor that motivates action,

26

even if it is not the pr edominant factor. A gove rnment policy is pr esumed to be racially

27

discriminatory when it is “based

28

characteristics.” Flores v. Pierce, 617 F.2d 1386, 1389 (9th Cir. 1980) (emphasis added)

exact connection between justif ication and classification.”);

in part on reports that referred to explicit racial
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1

(Kennedy, J.). In Grutter, the Supreme Court applied stri ct scrutiny t o a pol icy which

2

involved race as one factor among many even though plain tiff’s expert conceded that

3

“race is not the predominant factor” in the policy. 539 U.S. at 320; see also Arlington

4

Heights, 429 U.S. at 263 (subje cting government action t o equal protection review on

5

“proof that a discriminatory purpose has been a motivating factor in the decision”).

6

The enforcement of im migration-related civil or crim inal offenses amounts to a

7

compelling governmental interest. Yet Defenda nts have not argued that this policy is

8

narrowly tailored to meet that

9

Hispanics in Maricopa Coun ty, the MCS O could not successfully do so. The great

10

majority of Hispanic persons in the county are citizens, legal residents of the United

11

States, or are otherwise authorized to be here. Thus the fact that a person is Hispanic and

12

is in Maricopa County is no t a narrowly-tailored basis on which one could conclude that

13

the person is an una uthorized alien, even if a great majority of the unauthorized persons

14

in Maricopa County are Hisp anic. Further, as has bee n explained above, in the Ninth

15

Circuit, race cannot be used under the Fo

16

reasonable suspicion that a crime has been co mmitted. Thus, there is no legitimate basis

17

for considering a person’s race in form ing a belief that he or she is m ore likely to engage

18

in a crim inal violation, and the requisite

19

classification,” Gratz, 539 U.S. at 270, in focusing on Hispanic persons i n immigration

20

enforcement is lacking. 93

21

interest. Given the facts su rrounding the presence of

urth Amendment to form probable cause or

“exact connection between justification and

Despite the presence of express racial clas sifications in the policies, practices, and

22
23
24
25
26
27

93

Plaintiffs’ Title VI claim differs from the Equal Protection Clause claim only in
that Title VI provides that covered entities may not discrimina te based on national origin
in addition to race. Some officers testified about the use of “appare nt Mexican ancestry”
in the use of law enforcement, but no evidence was presen ted that any MCSO policy had
a disparate impact on people of Mexican a ncestry as opposed to on Hispa nics generally.
The Title VI claim thus succeeds only with
respect to the Equa l Protection Clause
concerning racial discrimination.

28
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1

procedures followed by the MCSO, it argues that a plaintiff challenging law enforcemen t

2

policies on equal pr otection grounds must show “both that the . . . syst

3

discriminatory effect and that it was motivated by a di scriminatory purpose.” Wayte v.

4

U.S., 470 U.S. 598, 608 ( 1985) (citation omitted); see also Arlington Height s, 429 U.S.

5

252, 265 (1977) (“Proof of racially discriminatory intent or purpose is required to show a

6

violation of the Equal Protection Clause.”). 94 But t he discriminatory intent requirement

7

arises when law enforcem ent operations that are race-neutral nevertheless produc

8

racially disparate results. Feeney, 442 U.S. at 272. In thos e circumstances, the Supreme

9

Court has determined that such policies are not violations of the Fourteenth Amendment

10

if there is no discrim inatory intent. Id. at 280–81. As discu ssed above, however, the

11

operations in this case are not race-neutral. They expressly incorporate racial bias. The

12

MCSO’s policies at issue here make overt ra cial classifications because they perm it the

13

consideration of race as one factor among others in making law enforcement decisions. In

14

such circumstances, according to Wayte, “[a] showing of discri minatory intent is not

15

necessary.” 470 U.S. at 609 n.10.

16

em had a

e

In light of the facts found above, the Plaintiffs have sufficiently established a basis

17

for injunction on equal protec tion grounds without the need

18

Nevertheless, even if Plaintiffs were required to show additional indicia of discriminatory

19

intent, they have sufficiently done so. A “sen sitive inquiry into such circumstantial .and

20

direct evidence of intent as may be available,”

21

demonstrates that the MCS O discrimination against Hispanics was inte ntional, even if it

22

was done to be responsive to some elements of the electorate.

23

for additional analysis.

Arlington Heights, 429 U .S. at 266,

The Court finds direct evidence of disc riminatory intent based on the M CSO’s

24

policies, operations plans and procedures

25

intentional in a disparate impact case, it need not be based on ill-w ill. That is, although

26
27

. Although such disc rimination must be

94

Title VI s imilarly authorizes a privat e right of action onl y in c ases involving
intentional discrimination. Alexander v. Sandoval, 532 U.S. 275, 280 (2001).

28
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1

the MCSO permits its officers

to make overt racial classifications in m

aking law

2

enforcement decisions, it does not necessarily fo llow that such polici es and practices are

3

based on overt antipat hy towards Hispanics. The policies, at least origi nally, may have

4

been based on a desire to pr oduce the most efficient immigration enforcement. 95 Yet, to

5

the extent the MCSO intended and does discriminate based on race, through it s policies,

6

the lack of racial antipathy

7

analysis. The Supreme Court has note d that their “cases clearly reject the argument that

8

motives affect the stri ct scrutiny analysis.” Parents Involved, 551 U.S. at 741 (2007)

9

(collecting cases). Accordi ng to the S upreme Court, “all governm ental action based on

10

race—a group classification long recogniz ed as ‘i n most circumstances irrelevant and

11

therefore prohibited’—should be subjected to de tailed judicial inquiry to ensure that the

12

personal right to e qual protection of th e laws has not been infringe

13

Constructors, Inc. v. Pena , 515 U.S. 200, 22 7 (1995) (quoting Hirabayashi v. United

14

States, 320 U.S. 81, 100 (1943) (emphasis in original).

as a motivation makes no di fference in the constitutional

d.” Adarand

15

In addition to the explic it policies and practices of the MCSO discussed above,

16

there is circumstantial eviden ce of discrim inatory intent. The MCSO further made

17

changes in its policies and instructions

18

operations without actually implementing such operations. One such measure was the so-

19

called “zero tolerance policy.” No officer coul d provide a consistent definition of that

20

policy as instituted by the MC SO for large-scale saturation patrols. At best, it did not

21

limit in any way a deputy’s discretion as to whom to pull over for traffic violations during

22

an operation. By Lt. Sousa’s own admission, the zero tolerance policy was s pecifically

23

designed to “avoid the percep tion of racial profiling.” (Tr. at 998:5–17.). Lt. Sousa

24

expressly conceded that one of the reasons he incl uded language pr ohibiting racial

25
26
27

to present the appearance of racially-neutral

95

Nevertheless, after fielding repor ts and critiques from some within the Hispanic
community about its policie s, the MCSO’s response to
those critiques reflects a
confrontational attitude, including its response to the protests at Pruitt’s.

28
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1

profiling in operations plans a nd directives was so that he

could testify to it in any

2

subsequent litigation. Chief Sands himself referred to th is policy as “rhetoric.” ( Id. at

3

830:23–831:1.)

4

Further, Lt. Sousa periodically instructed deputies at pre-operational briefings that

5

they should not racially profile. At the same time, however, Lt. Sous a told them he was

6

sure that they were not racially profiling. Co incident with these self-assuring instructions

7

and assurances, the MCS O continued to implement policies and operat ions plans

8

regarding saturation patrols that instructed officers that while race could not be the onl y

9

basis on which to base law en forcement action, it was a leg itimate factor, among others,

10

on which they could base decisions pertaining to immigration enforcement. The MCSO

11

did so in s pite of criticisms from the medi a and ot her sources that its off icers were

12

engaging in racial profiling.

13

In addition to its policies th at permitted the consideration of race as a factor in

14

making law enforcement decisions, the M CSO did no monitoring to determine whether

15

operations as a whole , or indi vidual officers participating in operations, demonstrated

16

patterns of racial bias. Based on the C

17

summaries, the C ourt concludes t hat a cursor y review of the shif t summaries after the

18

HSU operations would have demonstrated high disparitie s of Hispanic surnames among

19

those arrested during saturation patrols, even

20

would further have revealed a high inci dence of Hispanic surnam es among passengers

21

arrested, even for non-immigration related offenses. Such a review would have suggested

22

to the MCSO the possi bility that such stops and arrests were being effectuated in a

23

manner that was not race-neutral.

24

ourt’s review of the arrest statistics and shift

for non-immigration related offenses. It

Chief Click, the MCSO’s st andard of care expert at trial, testified that any

25

supervisor who wanted to minimize racial profiling would have to take active steps to

26

combat it by reviewing records, investigatin g unusual findings, and retraining officers as

27

needed. He testified that “anything that would raise the specter of racial profiling needs to

28

be investigated and looked at further.” (Id. at 1765:12–14.) Despite the presence of arrest
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1

reports, stat sheet summaries, and other records that raised the specter of racial profiling,

2

Sgts. Madrid and Palmer, Lt. Sousa and Chief Sands took no action to investigate racially

3

biased policing during the saturation patrols.

4

Chief Click testified that to determine whether or not officers are improperly using

5

race during a saturation patr ol, a department would not merely look t o see if there was

6

probable cause for a particular stop, but “look at the bigger picture, how many people did

7

either the individual deputy stop or how many were stopped, how many total people were

8

stopped during the patrol?” ( Id. at 1764: 23–1765:1.) Yet both supervising sergeants

9

testified that as long as there was probable cau se to stop a particular vehicle, they woul d

10

have no suspicion of racially-biased policing in an operation.

11

When asked about a policy to prevent racial profiling, Chief Click stated that, “I

12

think if it was solely, ‘I trust them, so I theref ore don’t have to monitor them,’ that would

13

fall below the standard of care.” (Id. at 1754:11–13.) Sgt. Palmer testified that he simply

14

trusted his deputies not to enga ge in racial profiling, even as he e xchanged e-mails that

15

denigrated people of Mexican a ncestry and Spanish-speakers with those very deputies.

16

Although he claimed t o have been subject to unspecified discipline for such e-mails, he

17

was not removed from his positi on. Sgt. Palmer’s e-mails to his deputies would have led

18

those deputies to believe that racial inse nsitivity towards Hispanics was practiced and

19

endorsed within the HSU. See DeWalt v. Carter, 224 F.3d 607, 612 n.3 (7th Cir. 2000)

20

(holding that the us e of r acially offensive language do es not constitute a per se

21

constitutional violation, but it “is strong evidence of racial animus”).

22

Further, the MCSO did not have its de puties make a record of all their stops

23

during saturation patrols, even though, as te stified to by Chief Click, it is a standard

24

reasonable practice for a law enforcement

25

related stop he or she has with any person. (Tr. at 1778:4–13.) Thus , the MCSO’s failure

26

to monitor its deputies’ actions for pattern s of racial profiling was exacerbated by its

27

inadequate recordkeeping, which made it more difficult to conduct such monitoring.

28

officer to document any law-enforcement

During the time that the MCSO wa
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1

terminating its 287(g) certification, it relied, in significant part, on the internet research of

2

Sgt. Palmer to determine whether it could c ontinue to enforce federal imm igration law

3

without 287(g) authority . The sergeant supplied to hi s command staff a n on-existent

4

federal law obtained from the internet, by which the MCSO erroneously concluded that it

5

had legal authority to continue to enforce federal immigration law. After MCSO’s 287(g)

6

authority was revoked, Sheriff Arpaio,

7

erroneous position that it coul d continue to enforce fede ral immigration law absent

8

federal authorization based on th is non-existent statute as justification. In relying on S gt.

9

Palmer’s unverified i nternet research, the MC SO did not m ake any c ompetent effort to

on national television, pr ofessed MCSO’s

10

ensure that its legal positions were in

compliance with cont rolling authority, and

11

therefore made no real effort to ensure that its deputies were following the law pertaining

12

to the rights of minorities during such operations.96

13

Further, Sheriff Arpaio’s public stat ements about the HS U operations and the

14

saturation patrols signaled to M CSO deputies that the pur pose of those ope rations and

15

patrols was to arrest people w ho were not le gally present in the United States. As the

16

chief policymaker within the MCSO, Sheriff Arpaio’s public comments may have created

17

the impression both in and out of the M CSO that considering a person’s r ace when

18

evaluating whether that person was legally pr esent in the United St ates was appropriate

19

and endorsed by the MCSO.

20

At trial, Sheriff Arpaio testified that he did not agree with his statements on CNN

21

or the Gle nn Beck s how. (Id. at 363:17; 365:17.) Yet la ter on in his testim ony he

22

inconsistently explained that when he ma de these com ments he only m eant that such

23

appearance could be a factor for an MCSO officer to cons ider in determining whether

24
25
26
27

96

The MCSO did eventually base its training concerni ng its deputies continue d
authority to enforce federal immigration law on the legal theories of Kris Kobach. ( See,
e.g., Tr. At 747:1824.) Mr. Kobach is apparently legall y trained, but it is not clear that
MCSO sought his legal counsel on w hether his theories were in co mpliance with the law
in this jurisdiction.

28
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1

further investigation of im migration status was appropriat e once a vehicle had already

2

been stopped. (Id. 498:22-503:6.) Whether or not he believed at the time or believes now

3

the statements that he made during these nationally-televised interviews is not relevant to

4

the question of whether the inte rviews would have led MCSO officers to believe that the

5

sentiments were the policy of the MCSO. Defendants stipulated that Sheriff Arpaio “ha s

6

final authority over all the ag ency’s decisions,” and “sets the overall direction a nd policy

7

for the MCSO.” (Doc. 513 at 8.) Sheriff Ar

8

releases shed light not only on “[t] he historical background of the decision,” but also

9

provide “contemporary statements by me mbers of the decisionm aking body.” Arlington

10
11

paio’s statements and t he attendant news

Heights, 429 U.S. at 267–68.
Finally, after December 2011, when this Court entered its pr eliminary injunction

12

prohibiting the MCSO from deta ining persons based solely on a belief that the person

13

was in the country w ithout authorization, the MCSO continued to conduct its LEA R

14

policy in violation of the explicit terms of that injunction. Its officers continued to race as

15

a factor in doing so.

16

The MCSO asserts t hat it had no disc riminatory purpose in prom ulgating its

17

policies because they were based on training received by ICE. Even assuming this is true,

18

the MCSO cannot suggest that it can conti

19

classifications, because even

20

discriminatory, the MCSO believed in good faith that they were permissible at the time of

21

their adoption. Such reliance does not prevent the Equal Protection Clause from barring

22

the future use of such facially discriminatory systemic classifications, even assuming they

23

were implemented in good faith.

nue system-wide policies applying racial

though they are legally

erroneous and facially

24

Defendants cite numerous cases holding that advice of c ounsel is a defense to an

25

equal protection claim. They do not cite a ny evidence that the ICE officers conducting

26

the training were attorneys prov iding legal advice to the MCSO.

27
28

97

97

And again, even

Defendants also cite U.S. v. Lopez-Moreno, 420 F.3d 420, 434 (5th Cir. 2005),
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1

assuming that counsel wrongf ully advised th e MCSO that it could pr omulgate system-

2

wide policies in enforcing state laws re

3

constitutional responsibility to refrain from wr ongfully using race in law enforcement

4

decisions independent of any advice provided by another law enfo rcement agency, even

5

ICE. U.S. Const. amend. XIV, § 1

6

lated to immigration, the MCSO has a

Based on the factors set forth in Arlington Heights and discussed above, Plaintiffs

7

have established that the MCS O had suffici ent intent to discriminate against Latino

8

occupants of m otor vehicles. Further, the

9

continues to have a f acially discriminatory policy of c onsidering Hispanic a ppearance

10

probative of whether a person is legally presen t in the country in vi olation of the Equal

11

Protection Clause. The MCSO is thus permanently enjoined from using race, or allowing

12

its deputies and other agents to use race as a criteria in making law enforcement decisions

13

with respect to Latino occupants of vehicles in Maricopa County.

14
15
16

C.

Court concludes that the MCSO ha

d and

The MCSO is enjoined from un
constitutionally lengthening stops
unless during the legitimate course of the stop it develops reasonable
suspicion, based on permissible fact ors, that a state crime is being
committed.

17

In appropriate circumstances, it is accep table for law enforcem ent to engage in

18

pre-textual traffic stops to inves tigate other potential criminal acts. See Whren, 517 U.S.

19

at 810813. Analysis under the Fourth Amendment is wholly objective, and “[s]ubjective

20

intentions play no rol e in ordina ry, probable-cause Fourth Amendment analysis.” Id. at

21

813. However, “[a] seizure that is justified solely by the

22

ticket to the driver can bec ome unlawful if it is prolonge d beyond the time reasonably

23

required to complete that mission.”

interest in issuing a warning

Illinois v. Caball es, 543 U.S. 405, 407 (2005);

24
25
26
27

in which the Fifth Circuit denied an equal protection claim when it found that an officer
who questioned the Hispanic passengers of a vehicle whose driver was unresponsive to
the officers’ questions had not demonstrated the requisite intent to discriminate. This outof-circuit case involved an individual officer and not a department policy.

28
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1

Florida v. Royer, 460 U.S. 491, 500 (1983) (holding that the scope of the stop “m ust be

2

carefully tailored to its underlying justification”); United States v. Turvin, 517 F.3d 1097,

3

1099, 1104 (9th Cir. 2008) (same).

4

When the driver of t heir vehicle is st opped, passengers are legally seized for the

5

same time it takes the offi cer to resolve the basis fo r the stop with the driver. Brendlin v.

6

California, 551 U.S. 249, 257–58 (2007). Yet, st opping a driver for a traffic violation

7

provides no “reason to stop or deta in the passengers.” Maryland v. Wilson, 519 U.S. 408,

8

413 (1997). The deputy cannot prolong the stop to investigate a passenger unless the

9

deputy through his or her observations obta ins particularized reasona ble suspicion that
the deputy is author ized to enforce. See

10

the passenger is committing a violation that

11

United States v. Cortez, 449 U.S. 411, 41718 (1981). In such cases, the deputy is onl y

12

allowed to prolong the stop for the brief time sufficient to investigate the existence of the

13

crime. Arizona, 132 S . Ct. at 2528. W hen the MCSO deputies w ere 287(g) authorized,

14

that authority presum ably extended to include administrative and he nce non-criminal

15

violations of federal immigration law. Such authority, however, no longer exists.

16

Even in t he absence of reasona ble suspicion, however, an officer m ay make

17

inquiries of the driver and passengers concer ning “matters unrelated to the justification

18

for the traffic stop.” But agai n, such inquiries may not “ measurably extend the duration

19

of the stop.” Johnson, 555 U.S. at 323 (emphasis added). See also Muehler v. Mena , 544

20

U.S. 93, 101 ( 2005) (“Mere police questioning does not c onstitute a seizure” unless it

21

prolongs the detention of the individual) Even if a simple request for passenger

22

identification is thus within the scope of a traffic stop fo r a minor infraction to the extent

23

it does not extend the stop, see United States v. Soriano-Jarquin, 492 F.3d 495, 500 (4th

24

Cir. 2007), detaining passengers to investigat e their im migration status once they ha ve

25

either provided or not provided identification runs into the Fourth Amendment. Detaining

26

a passenger while running his or her identif ication through an MCSO database is not

27

“reasonably related in scope” to the traffic infraction and therefore requires independent

28

reasonable suspicion. Caballes, 543 U.S. at 407; Terry, 392 U.S. at 20. “Detaining
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1

individuals solely to verify their immigration status” ra ises “constitutional concerns.”

2

Arizona, 132 S. Ct. at 2509.

3

The evidence demonstrat es that during m any saturation patr ol stops, officers

4

investigated the identities of and arrested multiple passengers on immigration violations,

5

while also being responsi ble for issuing a citation to the driv er. In such circumstances,

6

based on the amount of time it took to resolve the stop of Mr. Ortega-Melendres, together

7

with the process testified to by Deputies Arm endariz and Rangel, the Court concludes

8

that the investigation of the passengers woul d have fr equently taken significantly m ore

9

time than it generally took to issue a traffic citation to a driver.98

10

As the facts summarized above indicate, at least some MCSO deputies claim that

11

they investigate the identities of all of the passengers of the vehicles they stop as a matter

12

of course. The arrest reports do not generally support this proposition. Nevertheless, to

13

the extent that MCSO officers investigate the identity of all vehicle occupants as a matter

14

of course, they do s o without determ ining whether there is reasona ble suspicion with

15

respect to the indi vidual occupants that woul d justify their extension of the stop. The

16

same is also true to the extent that: (1) Sh eriff Arpaio claimed the right for the MCSO to

17

investigate all the passengers in a vehicle when the driver was pulled over, and (2) during

18

day labor operations, duri ng which participating deputies were instructed to investigate

19

the immigration status of all of the occupants of a vehicle.

20

Even if some officers participating duri ng saturation patrols extended t he duration

21

of the stop only upon obtaining reasonable suspicion as they saw it that some or all of the

22

vehicle’s occupants were unauthorized, they had been erroneously instructed that in

23
24
25
26
27

98

As discussed above, t he traffic stops would only have taken longer once 287(g)
authority was revoked. A passenger pulled ov er under the M CSO’s LEAR policy woul d
have to wait for the deputy to resolve the traffic violation and contact a supervisor, for the
supervisor to arrive and conduct additional investigation into the passenger’s identity, and
for any additional time he or she m ight spend in custody if an office r determined to hold
him or her while waiting for a response from ICE.

28
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1

doing so they c ould use race as one factor

2

suspicion. Montero-Camargo, 208 F.3d at 1135 (holding t hat Hispanic appearance, for

3

example, is “of such little pr obative value that it may not be

4

factor where particularized or individualized suspicion is required”). Thus, to the extent

5

that officers considered race as a necessary factor in form ing the reasonable suspicion on

6

which they prolonged the stop, they had insufficient basis for bot h the reasonable

7

suspicion and the prolonged stop.

8
9

among others in f orming that reasonable
considered as a relevant

As a result of its enforcement of stat e law related to immi gration and its LEAR
policy, MCSO deputies continue to screen

the occupants of vehi cles they stop for

10

immigration compliance despite the revocation of their 287(g) authority. In doing so, they

11

are either prolonging a stop to investigate a civil violation of federal law which they have

12

no authority to enforce, or, as demonstrated by their past activities, present a substantial

13

likelihood that they will prolong the stop beyond the time reasonably necessary to resolve

14

the traffic stop. The MCSO, in so operating and claiming a right to so operate, presents a

15

likelihood that it will violate the Fourth Am endment rights of the Plaintiff class, and is

16

thus prohibited from prolonging stops in the absence of re asonable suspicion, formed on

17

a permissible basis, that a separate crime is or is about to be committed.

18

D.

19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

The MCSO is enjoined from
using reasonable suspicion of
unauthorized presence, without more, as probable cause or reasonable
suspicion that the Hu man Smuggling Act or Em ployer Sanctions Law
has been violated sufficient to just ify an in vestigatory detention or
arrest.

As is stated above, the MCSO has no probable cause to arrest or even hold a
person that it only believes has committed a ci vil infraction of state or federal laws. 99 At
trial, Sheriff Arpaio testified to two s pecific state statutes that he claims give the MCSO
authority to continue to engage in

ongoing enforcement operations—the Arizona

Employers Sanction Law and the Arizona Human Smuggling Statute.
99

Of course, an MCS O officer can detain someone for purposes of issuing a civil
traffic or other citation to the extent authorized to do so by state law.
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1

The Arizona Employer Sanctions Law, A.R.S. § 23-211 (2010) et seq., explicitly

2

authorizes the “county sheriff or any other lo

cal law enforcement ag ency to assist in

3

investigating a complaint” filed pursuant to that law. A.R.S. §§ 23-212, 23-212.01. But

4

the law contains only civil, and not criminal , sanctions against employers. It im poses no

5

criminal sanction against unau thorized aliens. The law thus provides no basis for th e

6

MCSO to criminally cite, arrest, or engage in investigatory detentions of persons whom it

7

believes to be in the country without authorization based upon a reasonable suspicion that

8

they have violated the Employer Sanctions Law or are conspiring with others to do so. As

9

the Ninth Circuit has already noted, “

possible criminality is key to any

Terry

10

investigatory stop or prolonged detention. . . . Absent suspicion that a ‘suspect is engaged

11

in, or is about to engage in, criminal activity,’ law enforcement may not stop or detain an

12

individual.” Ortega-Melendres II, 695 F.3d at 1000 (quoting United States v. Sandov al,

13

390 F.3d 1077, 1080 (9th

14

criminal law, thus provides th e MCSO with no basis to stop or detain any person that it

15

believes to be in the country without authorization.

Cir. 2004). The Arizona Empl oyer Sanctions Law, a non-

16

By contrast, the Arizona H uman Smuggling Act provi des criminal sanctions

17

against those who smuggle unauthorized persons. The Act specifies that “[i]t is unlawful

18

for a person to i ntentionally engage in the smuggling of hum an beings for profit or

19

commercial purpose.” A.R.S. § 13-2319. As defined by the Act, “sm uggling of hum an

20

beings” means:
[1] the transportation, proc urement of transportation or use of propert y or
real property

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

[2] by a person or an entity that knows
or has reaso n to know that the
person or persons transported or to be transported are
[a] not United States citizens, perm anent resident aliens or persons
otherwise lawfully in this state or
[b] have attempted to enter, entered or
violation of law.
A.R.S. § 13-2319(F)(3).
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1

There is nothing in the Act that crim

inalizes unauthorized presence. The Act

2

criminalizes smuggling an una uthorized alien. Even to the extent th at an unauthorized

3

alien could be charged for com mitting the crim e of cons piracy to violate the Arizona

4

Human Smuggling Act with his or her s muggler, an MCSO officer could onl y have

5

reasonable suspicion sufficient to detain the unauthorized alien on cons piracy charges if

6

he had reasonable suspicion under the “totality of the ci rcumstances” that both the crime

7

of human smuggling is being committed and the unauthorized alien

8

commission. Montero-Camargo, 208 F.3d at 1129.

9

conspired in its

Having reasonable suspicion that the Arizona state crime of human smuggling is

10

being violated requires considerably more facts than merely having reasonable suspicion

11

that a person is in the countr

12

reasonable suspicion under all of the circum stances of the conjunction of the elem ents

13

necessary for the crime to be present. Asid e from the other elemen ts, an MCSO officer

14

would have to have reasonable

15

unauthorized alien “knew or had reason to know that the [unauthorized alien was] not [a]

16

United States Citizen[], permanent resident alien[ ], or person[] otherwise lawfully in this

17

state.” A.R.S. § 13-2319(F)(3).

y without aut horization. There m ust be, at the least, a

suspicion that the person w ho was transporting the

18

One does not have reason to know that an alien is unauthorized m erely because he

19

or she is unauthorized. To offer an example from the fact s of the present case, Deput y

20

DiPietro set forth no legitimate basis on

21

suspicion that the driver of the vehicle in which Ortega-Melendres was a passenger knew

22

or had reason to know that the persons he was transporting were not lawfully in this state.

23

When Deputy DiPietro himself was asked ho w he c ame to the opi nion that the day

24

laborers were likely to be unaut horized, he testified that he did not form that belief until

25

after participating in the operation during which he arrested Ortega-Melendres.

which he could have formed a reasonable

26

When a 287(g)-trained MCSO deputy participating in an HS U operation did not

27

purport to have the experience to form a reasonable suspicion that day laborers in general

28

were unauthorized aliens until after the operation in whic h he made the arrest that is
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1

subject to question, it is not clear how he coul d successfully attribute to the driver of th e

2

vehicle he stopped during the operation “reason to know” that day laborers were likely to

3

be “unauthorized aliens.” Even if he had th is experience, the idea that day laborers are

4

usually unauthorized aliens is unsupported by

5

discussed above, is typically compounded with an unconstitutional association between

6

work status and race, at least within the MCSO.100

7

any statistics presented at trial, and, as

Further, the MCSO acknowledges that, at the time of his arrest, Ortega-Melendres

8

was in pos session of a visa that was validly

issued and, on its face, authorized his

9

presence on the da y of his arrest. Thus, ev en assuming that he did not ha ve his I-94

10

document in his pos session and/or was othe rwise “out-of-status” with the federal

11

immigration requirements of his visa, the status violation was a viola tion of federal civil

12

immigration regulations, and did not cons

13

Smuggling Act. Pursuant to his existing and validly issued visa, Ortega-Melendres was

14

lawfully in this state. To th

15

compliance with federal immigration regulations, that is an issue presented by the federal

16

immigration regulations, and not state law, a nd thus not within the jurisdiction of MCSO

17

officers after the revocation of their 287(g) authority.

titute a v iolation of the Arizona Human

e extent that he was lawfully

in this state, but out of

18

Additionally, the MCSO cannot use Ortega-M elendres’s Hispanic origin as any

19

basis for argui ng that the dri ver of his ve hicle had re ason to know t hat he was in t he

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

100

A section of the Hum an Smuggling Act does state that “[n]otwithstanding any
other law, in the enforcement of this section a peace officer may lawfully stop any person
who is ope rating a m otor vehicle if the off icer has reasonable s uspicion to believe t he
person is in violation of any civil traffic la w.” A.R.S. §13-2319(E). This section of t he
statute does nothing more than to allow pe ace officers to stop dri vers of motor vehicles
who have committed traffic infrac tions. Nothing in the text of the statute allows a peace
officer to prolong a tra ffic stop to investigate a potential violation of the Arizona Human
Smuggling Act in the absence of reasonable su spicion that the Act is being violated. A
reasonable suspicion that a person is in viol ation of a civil traffic law, does not, in and of
itself, provide reasonable suspicion that a dr iver has violated the Act. Any interpretation
of the statute to the contrary would create constitutional problems.

28
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1

country without authorization. If an MCSO officer cannot

use Hispanic ancestry as a

2

reason on which to base reasonable suspicion th at a crime is being co mmitted, then he or

3

she cannot use it to e stablish that a hum an smuggler had reason t o know that he was

4

transporting an unauthorized alien.101

5

Thus, a reasonable suspicion that someone is in the c ountry without authorization

6

does not alone constitute sufficient reasonable suspicion to detain someone on the basis

7

that the Ar izona Human Smuggling Act is being viola ted. The preliminary injunction

8

entered by this Court on Septe mber 23, 2011 is made permanent. Further, suspected

9

violations of the Arizona Employer Sanctions Law provides the MCSO with no basis to

10

conduct investigatory detentions of persons th at it believes to be in the country without

11

authorization. The MCSO is thus enjoined from detaining persons on the belief that they

12

are involved with a violation of, or ha ve otherwise conspired to violate, the Arizona

13

Employer Sanctions Law. The MCS O is fu rther permanently enjo ined from detaining

14

persons based only on the belief that they are in the country without authorization, for the

15

reasons set forth in this Court’s order of December 23, 2011.
CONCLUSION

16
17

Injunctive relief in a class action must be

properly tailored to the actual harm

18

proven at trial. See Lewis v. Casey , 518 U.S. 343, 358 (1996) (“It is the role of courts to

19

provide relief to claimants, in individual

20

immediately suffer, actual harm; it is not the

21

branches, to shape the institutions of governm ent in such fashion as to comply with the

22

laws and Constitution.”). Plain tiffs are entitled to injunctiv e relief necessary to remedy

23

the Fourth and Fourteenth Amendment violations caused by MCSO’s past and continuing

24
25
26
27

or class actions, who have suffered, or will

101

role of courts, but that of the political

To the extent that the officers systema tically only held an d investigated the
Hispanic persons being sm uggled for co nspiracy to com mit human smuggling and
released the alleged C aucasian smugglers, as they apparently did in the case of Orte gaMelendres and other day labor operations, that would pr esent equal protection problems
additional to those already discussed.

28
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1

operations. The MC SO is thus perm anently enjoined from: (1) detaining, holding or

2

arresting Latino occupants of ve hicles in Maricopa County based on a reasonable belief,

3

without more, that such persons are in the country without authorization, (2) following or

4

enforcing its LEAR policy against any Latino oc cupant of a vehicle in Maricopa County;

5

(3) using race or Latino ancestry as a fact

6

Maricopa County with a Latino occupant; (4) using race or Latino ancestry as a factor in

7

making law e nforcement decisions with resp ect to whether any La tino occupant of a

8

vehicle in Maricopa County m ay be in the country without authorization; (5) detaining

9

Latino occupants of vehicles stopped for traffic violations for a period

or in determining to stop any vehicle in

longer than

10

reasonably necessary to resolve the traffi

c violation in the absence of reasonable

11

suspicion that any of them have committed or are committing a violation of federal or

12

state criminal law; (6) detaining, hol ding or arresting Latino occ upants of a vehicle in

13

Maricopa County for violations of th e Arizona Human Smuggling Act without a

14

reasonable basis for believing that, under all the circumstances, the necessary elements of

15

the crime are present; (7) deta ining, arresting or hol ding persons based on a reasonable

16

suspicion that they are conspiring with th eir employer to violate the Arizona Em ployer

17

Sanctions Act.

18

The permanent injunctive re lief ordered a bove is im mediately effective. But, as

19

the Court previously discussed with the parties at the end of trial, it will confer with them

20

before ordering any further re lief that the eviden ce demonstrates to be necessary to

21

effectuate this relief. In considering the nece ssity and extent of such additional relief, and

22

in addition to the other matte rs discussed at length during this order, the Court has

23

determined that the MCSO is

24

portion of the Maricopa Count

25

operations against unauthorized residents by state and local law enforcement authorities.

26

The MCSO continues to engage in law enforcement efforts against unauthorized aliens,

27

and continues to aggressively assert it s authority to do so. I n doing so, t he MCSO

28

erroneously trained its patrol deputies that, despite the revocation of its 287(g) authority,

aggressively responsive to the wishes of a significant
y electorate that desire s vigorous law enforcement
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1

the MCSO nevertheless had aut hority to e nforce federal immigration law. It further

2

violated and continues to violate the term s of this court’s preliminary injunction entered

3

on December 23, 2011 by enforcing its LEAR policy.

4

To the extent that the MCSO implemented faulty instruction from ICE through the

5

racially-biased policies and prac tices governing its e nforcement operations, its ow n

6

implementation of those operations was also significantly flawed by its failure to observe

7

normal standards of police conduct as define d by its ow n practices expert. Among other

8

things the MCSO im plemented a “zero tolerance” policy without meaningful effect to

9

mollify those concerned about the racial dispar ity caused by MCSO operations, and thus

10

failed to have a clear policy t hat required ex ecution of the satura tion patrols and other

11

enforcement efforts in a race neutral manner; made no efforts to determine whether its

12

officers were engaging in racially-biased en forcement during its saturation patrols, and

13

failed to comply with standard police practices concerning record-keeping maintained by

14

other law enforcement authorities engaged in such operations.

15

The Court will entertain any proposals that are mutually acceptable to the parties

16

in implementing steps to ensure com pliance with its above orders, but in the absence of

17

such proposals will proceed to enter such orders as are ne cessary to effectuate the above

18

relief. In determining what au thority may be necessary to pr ovide such relief, the Court

19

is particularly interested in the views of the parties co ncerning the following questions:

20

(1) To what extent, if any, should any law enforcement operations of the MCSO that have

21

the potential to involv e members of the Pl aintiff class be subjec t to the dir ect oversight

22

and pre-approval? (2) To what extent, if any, should the MC SO be required to provide

23

training to all of its person nel including posse members concerning the inappropriate use

24

of race as an indicator of legal violations? (3) To what extent, if any, should the MCSO

25

be required to provide training to all of its

26

Arizona Human Smuggling Statute and t he requirements necessary to ha ve reasonable

27

suspicion that the statute is bei ng violated? (4) To what extent, if any, does the M CSO

28

still hold itself out to the general public as

personnel concerning the elem ents of the

enforcing laws against illegal aliens or as
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1

currently engaged in immigration enforcement? (5) To what extent should the MCSO be

2

required to keep publicly available reco

3

enforcement contact in vehicles so long as it is engaged in the enforcement of state laws

4

that have immigration-related elements such as the state Hum an Smuggling Act? (6) To

5

what extent should those re

6

enforcement stops, the names of persons contacted, and the resulting length of the stop?

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

rds of all persons with w

hom it has law

cords be re quired to contain the purpose of any la

w

As further guidance for the proceeding, the Court asks the parties to consider the
following stipulations of settlement in place in other jurisdictions:
1) Daniels v. New York, No. 99 Civ. 1695 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 24, 2003), available at
http://ccrjustice.org/files/Daniels_ StipulationOfSettlement_12_03_0.pdf
2) United States v. L os Angeles, No. 00-11769 GAF (C.D. Cal. June 15, 2001),
available at http://www.lapdonline.org/assets/pdf/final_consent_decree.pdf
3) United States v. State of New Jersey , Civil No. 99-5970 (D.N.J. Dec. 30, 1999),
available at http://www.nj.gov/oag/jointapp.htm.

15

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that Plaintiffs are entitled to injunctive relief

16

necessary to rem edy the Fourt h and Fourte enth Amendment violations caused by

17

MCSO’s past and continuing operations. The MCSO is thus permanently enjoined from:

18

1.

Detaining, holding or arresting La tino occupants of ve hicles in Maricopa

19

County based on a rea sonable belief, without more, that such person s are in the country

20

without authorization.

21
22
23
24
25

2.

Following or enforcing its LEAR policy against any Latino occupant of a

vehicle in Maricopa County.
3.

Using race or Latino an cestry as a factor in determ ining to stop any vehicle

in Maricopa County with a Latino occupant.
4.

Using race or Latino ancestry as

a factor in m aking law enforcem ent

26

decisions with respect to whethe r any Latino o ccupant of a vehicle in Maricopa County

27

may be in the country without authorization.

28

5.

Detaining Latino occupants of vehicles stoppe d for traffic violations for a
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1

period longer than reasonably ne cessary to resolve the traffic violation in the absence of

2

reasonable suspicion that any of them have committed or are committing a violation of

3

federal or state criminal law.
6.

4

Detaining, holding or arresting La tino occupants of a ve hicle in Maricopa

5

County for violations of the Arizona H uman Smuggling Act without a reasona ble basis

6

for believing that, under all the circum stances, the necessary elements of the crime are

7

present.
7.

8
9

Detaining, arresting or holding persons based on a reasonable suspicion that

they are conspiring with their employer to violate the Arizona Employer Sanctions Act.

10

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED setting a hearing at whic h the above matters will

11

be discussed for Friday, June 14, 2013 at 9:30 a. m. in C ourtroom 602, S andra Day

12

O’Connor U.S. Federal Courthouse, 401 W. Washington St., P hoenix, Arizona 85003-

13

2151.

14

Dated this 24th day of May, 2013.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
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